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inser-

BANKERS,
Sears Building, Boston.
and

Corroration Loans negotiated.
DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
interest on daily balances credited monthly.

COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
ADVANCES made

on

approved

tnAB.

The

Sale of the Singer Sewing Machine for the year

FRESCO_PAINTER

THOSE

OF

ALL

liopularitv.

We invite all

apl2tf

Sewing Machine

MARKS,

those that

are

to call at

about purchasing

a

Machines sold en monthly Instalments.
{3T*Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidery and Braiding done to order. All Machines sold
ind work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
md examine our “Mediam machine.”

WHEELOCK &

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
executed, and at the lowest prices.

SARGENT,

Henry

BROKER,

X

Dunn 8c

GtlG

-AMD-

PHILADELPHIA.

SHIP

Harness

Jan31

Vhere we invite all
xamine one of the

Philadelphia.
B. Hamel, Jk.

J.

Jan23-ly

O.

CLOUDMAN,

ments that will pay them the trouble of

1

Counsellor

Fl.ar, Grata and Pr.ri.tan

Merchants,

38 SOUTH CANAL STREET,
I pi,uB0n
R. W. G AG
C. F. Davip* I Chicago,
dllpaffO
J. W. TILMOK, 206 State st., Boston.

Heavy

Double

Our Rooms

JOStT

RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.

L.KEKLEH,

2500
900
12

POBTLANB, HAINB.

175

Schumacher Bros, 5 Dcering Block

26

17 PHOL8TERER
Nos. 31 d 93 Free Street,
■ AKUITALTUKSa

Parlor Sum, Lounoeb, Spbinr Beds,
Mattress, m,
RfD<wa|h Patent Bed l,na|ei, Ea>
a—lad Chain, Ike.
t^*All kinds ol repairing neatly done. Korni-

.ext

J. H. CAN SON,

No 1R2 Middle Street.

HUNT & JEWETT,
In

Italian & American Marble,
OSeeSl‘ltONGRt«B MTBKET,
•
Yard 43 PREBLE NTRRETi
hand good aa-oriment of Italian
rjHALL keep
and American Marble, aud will receive order* to
of Monumental stock, at prices
kinds
out to aize all
will not tail to be tattmactory to all marble worka

O

mu*22

-ESTABLISHED

Manufacturer of

No 13

or two gentlemen can
room aud board in a

ELM ST.

my9-lw

PARKER* £7fw,

WM. hi.

**•■■*■» iaa aad Paras# fer Sale.
He would refer turtles abroad to the
following
tuned gentlemen ot this city: Hon. Geo. F.
Bhem
left Hon. A. WH. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin
Jr-, Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,
Portland. Novi

187Q,

triw®*^Apply

Agent.

Farm

For Sale.

New Gloucester, 3-4 mile fromPownal Station:
contains 120 acres good
land, large orchard, ami
great variety of small fruit. Budding large and in
good condition. Inquire of Capt. C. H. SMITH, on
the premises, or of the subscriber.
ap26d&w3w-w!8
ELIHD HASTY, Portland.

IN

Farm for Sale.
Pleawntly 8itu»tecl near the Village of Cumberland Centr e ,101 miles
from Portland. Church, Stores and
Schools convenient. The Greely In_stitute situated here, There all
“children anu youth” in town are admitted fret, and

can obtain a
seres

claslcal education.

Said farm contains

clay loam land, well adapted for grass and
grain, suitably divided into pasture and tillage; cuts
25 tons hay. Never-falling brook In pasture. Has

55

orchard of 80 fruit trees, half vnung. Two story
House and ell, finished throughout: Bam 40x56, nearly new, well finished with cellar full slxe, cistern in
same.
Never falliug well of excellent soft water near
the house. Also cistern in cellar. 6 acres of wood In
separate lot. Good bargain may be expected 11 applied for soon. For terms apply on the premises to
OLIVER S. COLLINS, Cumberland Centre, Me
April 8th, 1872.
wl5
ap9deodlw&wtf
an

Farm For Sale,
Or exchange for a house In the city,
a small pleasant farm of 28
acres,
in West Falmouth, 7 1-2 miles from
city. Good buildings, good orchard
^B»£MS-Of grafted fruit, 70 treeej wood
enough for family use. If not sold will be let.
Apply to WM.H. JEHUIS, Real Estate Agent.
Apr 35-eodtf

In GORHAM

TILLAGE, MAINE.

The very desirable two story dwelland lot, situated on South
House contains fourteen
finished rooms, is iu thorough re1__pair, has good stable and large garden coni-jng fruit trees, grape vines, Ac. In abundence and in a high state of cultivation; also 15 a«res
land, to be sold with the house or separately.
For further particulars apply to
A. APPLEBY,
on the premises, or to
JOHN W. DYER,
No. 167 Commercial Street.
may2 lw*
Street.

Pop

SaieorToLeue^

account of poor health, my house and store,
ONheated
throughout by steam with very little

For further particulars call
St. Lawrence street, of

NO. 11 CLAPP’S

on

the premises, No 32

in

GREENHOUSE

ap3d

1872.

my

3-d2w

wants to go West.

NOTICE.

137

W. C.

and after May 1, 1872, stages will leave Portland and Bridgton
every day, (Sundays exceptid) at 7 o’clock a. m, passing aver the old route.
Connecting at Raymond with Stage from Bolster
Hills and intermediate places on that route Mondays,

ON

137

on

return

Tuesdays,

®y*Tickets sold on the Boston Boat for all places
the above route.
All Express business promptly and faithfully atended to. Book at the United States Hotel. All oriers left at 34 Centre st. will be attended to.
CHADBOURN & CHURCH.
ny 1-dtf

to Owners of Vessels.
JEWETT is now ready to open an estabon Merrill’s Wharf for
• lishment
applying
itacy’s patent duck preserver, warranted to prevent

Important

mildew on sails of all
All orders left at

kinds;

also Tents and

Awnings.

GEORGE GWYNN,
Wharfinger’s) office or at the establishment will be
yroraptly attended to.
mayld2w*

FANCY & MILLINERY GOODS,

on

FOR

my3-2w

hand and

made to order.

JAALF.
FLOORING BOARDS AND

now

landing

and for sale

8. W. LABRABBE Jk

by

SOM.

Waterford Sweden & Lovell

TWINES AND NETTING,
wh. jznooru i som,
prloe-liit.
Nld.

Fearing,

raN and after Monday May Gth, Stage will leave
(Sundaya excepted)
Lf South Paria every afternoon
a ■an or on the arrival of the 1:10 train from PortSo.
and
Waterford,
Tuesday
Waterford
and' for
rhnrulav
and Saturday afternoons for Sweden and
““
f U Through tickets for Bale at O. T. Depot lu
In Boston.
Portland, at B. & M. and Eastern Depots
after thla
The morning stage will be discontinued
H. MAXFIELD.
2m*

New

l4te

the
all

sale

By L.

Swift,

of

Importers of

Bunting.

Bolt-Rope

St., BOSTON

THE

mp9*3w

Merchandise,
OF

PIANOS of the best Manufacture,

Ready

HIGH

HEATH &

obtained at

HAWES & ORIGIN’S Music Store,
a

BREW,

SATIN

AND

street.
dcl2eod-6m

Chance for
Friends.

PLAIN
Blouse

O Clapp’s Black’
Caagress Street, appaslte Old City Hall.

Jewelry

and Fine Watches.
ABNER LOWELL, 301
Caagress Street.
Agents far Reward Watch Campaay.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Talises and

Carpet-Bags.

DCBAN A JOHNSON, 1T1 Middle and
116 Federal Streets.

Masons and Builders.
REDLON, 933 1-9 Caagress

St.

may2deod3t

sTm nrnrni
YOU DESIRE YOURHAIR TO
DO LUXURIANT
AND GLOSSY?

THOMPSON'S

BE

SOFT

VARIETY

Sreet and 48 Market St.

OPTIME,
used daily, will make it so. It is
entirely a Vegetable
Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially adapted for nourishing the Hair. Sold
by Druggists and
Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price 25 and 50 cents per
bottle.

F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton

Street, New York.

Photographers.

Mlddle^St.,

Greeley’s

SALE—Ton volumes of the NEW YOBKEB
a quarto owner of 16 pages, edited and published
by H. GKEELEY * CO., New York.
They are the first ten volumes, extending from
1636 to 1841. Each volume is bound, and contain!
416 pp. Apply at the PitEas Office.
mylodtf

on a

regular and transient business; rent reasonablemaking it one of the best stands in the State of Maine
for a general Flour, Grain, Provision and Grocery
business. Reason for selling, ill health. For further

of

call

at

the store

Erticulars
VRFORD * SONS,

or

address WM. H

Knightville, or J. H.
HARFORD, Ferry Village, Cape Elizabeth,
M-iy S-dtf

& F. H.
Me.

Suits,

and Glace

Jabbing pramptly attended

ta.

sold at once,

account of poor health,
A Periodical, Stationery and Cobfectioaery Store on Washington street, with a
good run of trade. Good location; nice store and
cheap rent; small capital required. Call or address

MUST

1411
my

8dlw

Washington Street,

Boston.

GriC
of

At 8t. Louis, on the evening of the
0th,
Gov. Warmoth was serenaded, and made a
lengthy speech indorsing Greeley and Brown.
Warmoth is a lovely specimen of a “reformer.” He ought to make a good
speech about
corruption. He knows how ’tis himself.

well written and
interesting, in the author’s
Published by Harper A Bros._
Por sale by Loring, Short A Harmon.
Lee A Shepard have published a little book
:ontaining a baker’s dozen of original humorms dialogues, which have
previously been
published in Oliver Optic’s Magazine. They
ire for use
in’schools, at private theatricals,
fcc. (For sale by Bailey A

is it that so many of our liveliest danhave been sent us from unhappy Poland ?

Why
ces

Noyes.
Beverly, or the White Monk—a novel by
Mansfield Tracy Walworth, author of “Warwick,” Ac. G. W. Carleton A Co., publish-

The Cincinnati Convention

has, at least,
effected this much good—we no longer hear
that Thomas, Richard or Henry is
going or is
not going to attend it.

srs, New York.

The secret of the success of
Walworth’s novels lies in his strong imagine-

P. FEENY, Car. Cumberland and Franklin Sts.

Real Estate Agents.

Street.

Silver Smith nnd Gold and Silver Plater.
M. PEARSON, Ne. 99 Temple St., near
Caagress. All kinds af Silver aad Plated
Ware Repaired.

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Caagress Street.

R. P.

-eadere

and gone into the peanut business in North

requested to swallow the 370-pound
pound sturgeon which jumped into a boat at
Matoax creek, Virginia, last week—or the
story.

ivas

does not seem

|

Stair Builder.
LIBBY, IT 1-9 IJaien Street,

ap

•lain.

Ac.

J. AMBROSE
MERRILL, Na. 130 Middie Street.
J- W. A M. H. MCDCFFEE, Car. Middle
A Caiaa Sts.

a

splendid

assortment

’72

The

which made them oraThe chorus of serpents is admirable in
wording and rythm. Odin,, Baal, Rerun and
Manito question of their existence, whether
they were created by the human necessity of

DRESS

FABRICS,

Cloakings.
Would call special attention to

LAWNS,

In one
rant.

our new

and two button—every pair of which

and

Blay

we war-

Linen,
H. A.

“Dolly

Varden”

Polonaise,

Seersucker and Print

COTELL, JOHN L. RUSSELL.

SUITS.

Goods,

SHAWLS!
—AND—

Housekeeping Goods,
AT OUR USUAL LOW PRICES.

No Trouble to Show Goods

Eastman Brothers,
Congress

18—tf

•

Street.

•

FEEr, WEAK AND LANGUID IN
EXERTION? ■■
Have you taken cold? Are
you afflicted with Rheumatism, or palm of any kind ? try one
of4

r|OYOU
XJ
CONSEQUENCE OF OVEE
Well*’

'llnchinr-apreail

Hlni|tli»ll|

They will certainly cure.
They are are composed of choice emollient guma
made on the finest kid, of three different sizes, and
are worn with ease and comfort.
Sold by Druggists
Price IS, 20 and 30 cents each.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton StTeet, X

HR. W. R.

JOHNSON,

DENTIST,
fitted up the elegant rooms over H. H. Hay’s
Drug store, at the juuction of Free and Middle Sts.,
where he Invites and can better accommodate those
who mav favor him with their patronage.
Dr. Johnson has associated with himself as a partner, Dr. A. W. FRENCH, a Dentist of ability and
skill, and all operations pertaining to dental surgery
will be performed by them in the most satisfactory
Has

manner.

ap29eodlm

theiSekagu Dye
this Summer,
THATpublic
Gent's Garments
Ladies’
the

OFFER

Hsuae does ofter to
to Dye all kinds of

and
Goods cheaper than
other Dye Honse in this
city, and in first class
Btyle. Now is your time to fetch in your goods to
this Dye House. T. F. DONAHUE, Office 80 Ex%
change st.; Dye House 17 Plum st.
my3eod
any

GOVERNMENT

BONDS,

9 1-2 Per Cent, on-the Investment.
FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND GOLD
BONDS OF THE

Logansport,

Crawfordsville and
South-Western Railway of Indiana.

rivers and mountains are succeeded
by the
Song ofthe Sea, one of the most beautiful parts
of the work, 1U11 of clear, original thoughts,
harmonious choice of words, and classic symmetry and repose. The speeches of
Jove,
Elohim, Ormuzd and Ahriman, man's earnest seeking for truth, Apollo*" praise of Beauty, the answer of Immannel, and the content

friend
M

himself

of man, close the scene. The last scene is a
vast landscape, at sunrise. The deities render account of the work given them to do m
the day’s “of mist and storm and
twilight of
the world” and are answered by the Voice.
Man, rejoicing in light and knowledge, proclaims that all science confirms the truth
that the soul has instinctively known. A few
lines from the chorus of Spirits, with which
the last scene begins, well ^present the
purpose of the poem.
“Ttw> years ars at breath, and as dust the sees,
’Mid a myriad suns the world Is a darkness:
The Hetties die when their work Is done.

Musical aud Dramatic.
At the Royal Italian Opera,
London, Wagner’s “Lohengrin” is first oa the list of
operas to be performed. A new opera “Gelmina” composed by Prince
Giuseppe Poniatowski, in which Mdme. Adelina Patti, will
sustain the principal part,
andj “H Guarany"
by Carlo Gomes, a young composer, are also
promised. Mines. Lucca and Miolan-Carraiho, Miles. Sessi and Albani (an American

But the mantle of One Is wide to enfold us.
The heart of One 1m a Father’s to love as,
The spirit <?f One shall lift us and hold.

Published by James R. Osgood A Co.

singer) Signori Nicolini, Grazianl, Naudin,

a

concert at

Pesth,playing

by Bailey A Noyes.
Sermons, by Rev. T. DeWitl Talmage.
These discourses, earnest In thought, eager
and energetic, in a style that borders at times
on the ludicrous by over-familiar
handling of
sacred themes, yet show such intent to
reach, at almost any risk, the hearts of his
hearers, that none, we think, can read them
without interest and profit, even if
compelled
to differ on points of doctriue or
matters of
taste.
(Published by Harper A Bros.
For
tale by Loring, Short A Harmon.
Otrig Grange, is a poem of uncommon
merit, dealing in a trutlfful but kindly spirit
with some of the faults of modem
society.
The characters are skillfully drawn, with a
keen, delicate touch and the book abounds
in beautiftil passages. (Published
by James
R. Osgood A Co., and for sale
by Loring,
Short A Harmon.)
The new book by Saxe which he 'calls Fables and Legends, excites sensations of sadness
and disappointment to those who have read

with

magnetic power of former days. He was
dressed in the priest’s cassock, with the insignia of an Austrian order suspended from
his neck by a rich gold chain.
His performance made a profound
impression. The selections comprised Beethoven’s C sharp minor
sonata, a grand fantasia by Schubert, 4c.
The Musical World [says that Mile, lima
di Murska will shortly leave Vienna to fulfl
a lucrative engagement in America.

According to the London Choir, Mdme.
Adelina Patti’s fame seems still to increase,
and, if we may accept all the reports that
reach us as to the gifts she receives from her
continental aimirers, her stock of jewels

must rival that of some of the crowned heads
of Europe. The latest addition to the
prima
donna’s mementoes of her Russian successes
is a splendid emerald, surrounded
by, solitaires, presented to her by the Emperor.
The value of the stones is estimated at

his former works.

quaint conceits,

is on me cards

us

to

that Mile.

Tietjens will be absent from London for a
month this summer, having received most
tempting offers to sing at Mr. P. Sarsfield
Gilmore’s Monster Jubilee Festival at Boston.

and whom we have read and heard with He.
light. (Published in elegant form by James
R. Osgood & Co., and for sale by Loring.

Short * Harmon.
The Japanese in America: Edited by
Charles Lanman, Secretary of Japanese

It is said that the Paris Conservatoire has

purchased the copyright of M. .Gounod’s
“Gallia” for the sum of fifty thousand francs.

Legation

clavecin,

francs. It is covered with paintings

on

PAYABLE

QUAR-

TERLY IN NEW YORK, FREE
OF GOVERNMENT TAX, AND

tains

China

ARE COUPON AND REGISTER-

It is

der the

The ssue is limited to 816,300 per mile, in denominations of $1,000, $500 and $100.
This road, 92 miles lone, affords the shortest existing outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne,
Logansport, and intermediate points for the celebrated Block uiul Bituminous Coals of Parke County, as,
also, ior the large surplus products of the rich agricultural and mineral section of the State which it trav-

Maretzek.

erses.

Schuyler,

No. 19 Pike St,, New York.

un-

and Max

Madame

Janauschek has heretofore exhibited but a portion of her
immense wealth ot

jewels. Sixteen articles presented by mem^°yal families of Europe invoice
*108,700, and she has several smaller gems
valued at $26,000. The Czar Nicholas, oi
Kussia, father of the present Emperor, presented her with a diadem and coronet of diamonds valued at $60,000, one diamond of
which weighs nine and a half carats, and is

considerafworth $11,000

in

gold.

University Publishing Co.
uoring, Short and Harmon.

This has

Czar of

BOSTON ELASTIC FABRIC CO.
MANUK ACTURKK8 OF

Kubker

Belting,

Rubber

nany so-called “tonics’* and “appetizers,"
nade of cheap whiskey and refuse liquors, flushed up to suit depraved
under the

Kabber Pueking, dfce.
Bull way Bella for Cotton Mills,
Bndleaa Bella, of any required dimensions.
act

Ex-

£EW~

prepared

!

US PATENT STRETCHING PROCESS.,and

shortly produce a grand
melodrama, by an anonymous author, entitled “Le Medecin de Neron.” The
Orchestra says It is rumored, however, that

will

found superior to any In the market.
CHAS. VcBURNEY, Preat.
apl2d3m
RANDOLPH M. CLARK, Treaa.

playwright iff no other than

the

notorious Communist leader, Felix Pyat.

1 vailing

remedy.__

Thousands

1

Speak.

apr30-4wt

Vrqetine is acnowledged and recommended by physicians
nd apothecaries to be the best
purifier and
_

ud cleanser of the blood
yet discovered, and
bousands speak in its
praise who have been
i estored to health.
m8-W&S
■

Taglioni has finally fixed her residence in
London, after a long and brilliant career.

of medicines. Dr. J. Walker’s Calir0HNiA V in eg a r Bitters, are none of these,
fhey are not a beverage, but a genuine medilame

:ii»e, purely vegetable, prepared from Califorlia herbs by a regular physiciau. Fot all diseases of the stomach, liver,
kidneys, bladder,
kin and blood, they are an infallible and un-

historical

the unknown

length guaranteed. Perfectly Spliced.
These Belts are all

appetites,

1

The Odeon will

How,

by

ts most

sent in.

OBce, Wo. 93 Bernnabire Street.

For sale

The Cause or Temperance finds some of
insidious and dangerous foes in the

Russia,

and the solitaire diamond ring by the Archduke John of Austria.
The IUustriate Zeitung states that for the
prizes instituted by King Ludwig for the best
dramatic work to be performed at the Munich Volkstheatre, fifty-one pieces have been

friend-

with Its

■ HUKESS notices.

_

INDIA RUBBER GOODS.

acquaintance

>y

been reset, but still decks the diadem.
The cross which she wears in “Mary Stuart”

presented by the present

dignified address by the Emspeaks

with America and

never
was

FINANCIAL AGENTS OF THE COMPANY
w!2
mehU)d&w3m

prima donna

September,

auspices of Mr. H. Jarrett

ED.

For the present we are offering these Bonds at 9ft
and accrued interest in currency, or will exchange
them for Government Bonds, or other marketable securities, at the rates of the day.
Further and full particulars, with pamphlets and
maps, furnished by us on itersonal or written application.

authoritatively announced that

the famous Beliuese
will appear in New York in

wise and

conditions of society, and useful arts. He also speaks of the
importance of the education
of women, and
grants permission to the
wives and sisters of the members of the Embassy to accompany them to America.—
The second part of the book is made up of esBays on various subjects by Japanese students.
That on Japanese poetry is particularly interesting. The third part is a republicatiou
of a little book on America, compiled under
the direction of Mr. Mori, and printed under the title of “Life and Resources in America.’’ It was originally intended for circulation in Japan only. Altogether “The Japanese in America” is a very readable book,
tnd will be received with much interest,
rhree excellent engravings, copied from phoographs, add to its attractions. (Published

under the space of two years.

now

a

from

Verdi has promised to write a new opera
for La Scala, Milan, but he declines to com-

Lucca,

Washington.

peror to his ambassadors, in which he
5f the advantage to be derived

ware.

plete it

in

The first part of this work is devoted to an
accouut of the Embassy from
Japan. It con-

said to have been the
property
of the unfortunate Princesse de Lamballe,
was sold in Paris the other day for 2,620
A

We look in vain for the

the

happy turns of expressions and even his puns—abominable as this
latter kind of wit usually is. We are
finally
and painfully driven to the conclusion that
the rhymes, into which Mr. Saxe has done a
considerable number offamiliar old fables and
legends, are the barest and shabbiest possible
doggerel—made to sell— without anv trace of
that inspiration of ftm and sentiment which
marked some of this author's .earlier
productions. We feel as if we had bidden a final
farewell to the Saxe whom we used to know

$15,000 roubles.

it

For

tale

Fame and others will appear.

•hip

THEY BEAR 8 PER CENT. GOLD

Jones &

suggests the German model. The choruses of

It is rumored that the authorities of Eton
to make music a
regular
branch of the course of study.

AND

INTEREST,

The second scene is laid in Greece, opening with a chorus of Trees, which, like most
or the lyric passages of the
poem, strongly

College intend

MORE INCOME

THAN

Dress

Security,

PAYING 60 PER CENT.

CHOICE INVOICE OF

New

332

Undoubted

nature.

idiotic laugh.

The London Musical World gives

ap27dtf

Wrappers,

or by some unknown
higher power,
and are answered by the Voice from
Space,
which they acknowledge, still ignoraut of its

Impression from

unaersianu mat

Congress, Cor. Brown St.
An

A

COMPANY.

(Successors to Covell & Valpey,)

CHILDREN’S

WHITE

&

worship,

pole.)

He gave

scene

cles.

vi^t,

lic.

undertaking.

poetic thought, the
expression that is given by a

superstitious fear,

the

I mark the restless motions of the more
ferocious
lots—
How the tigers shift their
places, and the leopards
change their spots;
I
too, the burly bear, aud give
wonted dole.
(N. B.—The polar bear la not the bearmy
that climbs the

his

of

audacious

an

unites to fine

opens in the regions of the HimaThe rocks complain that men no
hold them in awe: tbe caverns, serpents and wolves lament the passing away of

The Abbe Liszt, after twenty-six
years of
retirement, has appeared once more in pub-

of

the Gods”

layas.
longer

love to watch the creatures, and to learn their little
games;
I call them from my
fancy all the prettiest pet
names;
There’s the camel, “Humpty-Dumpty
;** “Neck-or-

see

“Masque of

thorough and critical knowledge of more
than one language.
Some passages in the
“Masque of the Gods" are closely modelled
after “Faust," in forms of metre and
diction,
and there is at times an
overconciseness, a
bareness of outline, owing
perhaps to unconscious imitation of the German
idiom, so
much more condensed than the
English.
The plan of the poem is large and simple.

why or wherefore, but,however It may be.
a nameless charm for
me;
I’ve met with true politeness from the
lynx; and,
•pon my soul,
I can not speak too highly of the common Yankee

man

Taylor

power

The beaver (Castor fiber) has

a

the

an

representation of the vague yearnings and
half formed thought of the heathen deities
and the utterances of the Voice from
Space

VVS AT THE MEKAUKB1E.

hls'alm. as^oA

Gods, by Bayard

easy and natural step and to the
itudent of the “Prologue in Heaven," the

llk« the armadillo, I respect the kangaroo,
nuts upon the monkeys, and adore the cockatoo;
I believe there’s latent talent In the wombat and the
stoat.
And I think the hippopotamus entitled to a vote.

Then let us be to every beast a patron
Each tells his tale, each haa
his end:
A lesson's to be learned from
them, and
may steal
Some new I 'ht from the tapir, some

the

From the translation of “Faust" to the

m

with his

or

composition of

A Liberal paper remarks of Judge Davis
that he hasn’t a dishonest hair in his head.
From this, says the Toledo Blade, we infer
that Davis is entirely bald.

Nothing,” the girafle;
“Jolly Gnash,’’ the old hyena,

can

Noyes.
I'm Masque
Taylor.

are

Answer to a Correspondent—“Vixen.”—
Even should female suffrage be established
we cannot adviso
you “how to vote so as to
most annoy a son-in-law” unless
you inform
us as to his political views.

analytical powers, which enable
plots which few novel
fathom.
{For sale by Bailev A

Urn to form intricate

Carolina.

the

Monday, A.pri.1 29,

and his

non

Captain Maffit, who commanded the rebel
Florida, has abandoned active piracy

You

A novel by B. L. Farjeon, author
Blade, Grass A Ac. An Australian story

best vein.

I

“BOURDON” KID GLOVES,
WHITE

on

A. C.,

for solitary lounging* on
grass and under
trees. Published
by J. R. Osgood A Co.—
For sale by Loring, Short A Harmon.

mole.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.

Mohair,

STRIPED,

ONEGREAT

A Splendid Chance.
be

The young men of Eminence,
Kentucky,
have organized a ‘‘Lemonade
Society,” the
members of which have entered into bonds of
$50 each one for a year to drink no stronger
beverage than that for which their society is
named. Mr. Gratz Brown is not an honorary member.

I know not

Plumbers.
JAMES MILLER, Na. 81 Federal Street.
Every descriptien af Water Fixtnres arranged and set ap in the best meaner.

SPRING & SUMMER

Embroidered and Plain,

a

thoroughfare; well fitted up, a good cellar with a
large Fairbanks hay scale, together with a large run

thirty
gentlemen studying for the legal profession. And the Chinese government has appropriated a sum for
sending
thirty Chineseyouths to be educated at Yale
College, New Haven, and to familiarize themselves with the notions of the inquisitive and
acqxxisitive Yankee.

I
I

A. S. DAVIS A CO., Na. SO Middle Street.
J. H. LAMSON, 139
car. Crass.

We shall open

Planters.

POMADE

at present in London

Mr.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Weather Strips.
LOTHROP,DE VENS A CO., 01 Exbange

COYELL

April

Have removed to No. 43 1.3
Exchange al.
next door south of the “Transcript” Office.

and

A

rr miDDi.E
[S'Music sent by mall.

Na.

Imitation Japanese Suits,

REMOVAL!

one

be

Tuesday,

Made

Plain, Striped

SCHOOLS,

Fixtures of Provision and GroCONTENTS
cery store, situated at Knightville, Cape ElizaORGANS 1 beth,
about
mllo from Portland,
leading

can

SHERRY,

the new and desirable shades, selected
from the Beaton and New York markets.
Also, an elegant variety of

examination, by a

on

For Sale at Cost,

(Old Instruments taken In exchange.)
CHOICE and large stock of Sheet m»ic,
Books, Folios, Wrappers. Also a fine
lot of Violins, Bnnjos,
Drums, Gnitura,
Cornets, Concertinas, Strings, music Bax-

Here’s

Patt, Howard. .35

The above books and songs sent,
post-paid, on receipt of retail juice.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
wl8
aji29d&w2w

CELEBRATED

All

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

N. E.

are

cruiser

Comprising all

0. EMERSON and W. S. TILDENf

BUEDETT de WOOD’S

es, Piano Stools.

Furnishing Goods.

Furniture and Upholstering.

LADIES’

cts.

INSURANCE AGENTS,

lor Sale.
centrally located house and large lot on Free
the
homestead
of
the late Judge
street,
Potter. The lot contains 8000 square feet. Apply to
WM. H. JERR1S, Real Estate and Loan Agent.

CONSISTING

House

DAVID W. DEANE, Na. 80 Federal St.
All kinds afCpkals
,riag sad Repairing
ta arder.

—OF—

HOUR OF SINGING.

Has been adopted promptly,
of teachers of

Tu&F

REED

art

large number

&

Eligible Property

Musical

and

LARGE

A

its happy arrangement of Theory, Exercises
and 1, 2,3 and 4 part Songs, admirably adapt it.
Price, SI 00.

Cordage.

Inchors, Wire Rope, Russia

uruuure udu

HKWJ. ADAMS, ear. Exchange and Federal Streets.
HOOPER A EATON, Old Past
ORee,
Exchange Street.
**■
Na.
It
Preble Street. Dp
HOYT,
hclstcring daae ta arder.

AprU aa and 38.

for which

CABLES, CRANE CHAINS, dec

23 & 25 Commercial

Price, 75

Exquisite Song and Chorus.
The Beautiful Days that

Capital Song for Young Singers.
MAUDIE AND THE BLV E-BIRD. Hackleton. 30

Bedford.

WALTEB COBBY A CO.,
Arcade, Ne.
18 Free Street.
OEOB6B A. WHITNEY, Ne. 30 Ex«8aape St. Cpheleteriap ef all kiads
dear te erder.

Watches, Jewelry,

—ALSO—

Merchant Tailor.

Rodman &

ap23 2taw-6m

Octavo Pages 1

THE

Manufacturers of
CHAIN

175

STREET,

AJIII

FOR

Monday

Buff,

THE

In the book to be used at the coming Great Festival
It is now in the hands of the 20,000 singers who are
to compose the choir.
The music was carefully selected by the Music Committee, and the book wiu be a popular and useful
book for use in all Musical Societies, and should be
In the hands of all in the audience at the Coliseum.
It is the very best kind of Libretto.

Lawrence & Old Colony Duck,

MRS. CUSHMAN, (Jor. Congress & Oak
Streets, Portland.
*y Burial Shrouds
ap27—3w

On

World’s Peace Jubilee

Middle St., Portland, Me.

>n

CAR STUFF,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW. SOUTHERN

FISHERMEN !

BECKETT,

Detail.

bhawls and

Renovate those you have with
JOUVEN’g INODOROUS KID GLOVE
CLEANER.
It will make them equal to new with scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by E uggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods.
Price 25 cents per boftle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,

them.

see

Dentists.

Chorus Book.

worthy the attention of the public. Also
goods lust received for BUSINESS SUITS and
)ther kinds of garments for gentlemen’s wear.
Please call and

Claake

plants

BECKETT’S,

MIDDLE

BROS.,

rooms.

prices.

STUFFS

Agents ior the

Old Line Re-Established!

PINE

tf

of

Velvet

PB. W. B. JOHNSON, Na 13 1-9 Free Su

J. F.

There

ENGLISH aad FRENCH SCHOOL, 430
Caagress Street.

price for board and

MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
WHYpairSPEND
of Kid Gloves every time you jo out?

ire

THE

Wednesdays, Fridays, and
rhursdays and Saturdays.

C.

W.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

own

Dye-House.

P. SYMONBS, lad la St.
dyed aad Hatched.

WILL OPEN

my9d3t_

THE NEW

PANTALOON

HOUSE,

EASTMAN

North and Montreal St.

t

SPEINGVALE.

STAGE

AT

houses positive, and your

ep.

petite Park.

r

The irreverent Germans of Cincinnati call
truly great and good Greeley, Die Grossmutter—the Grandmother.

the

Schools.

OPENING.

TAYLOR & CO., 20 State St., Boston, Mass.

—AT—

owner

Sale.
sacrifice; now all full of good paying boarders and lodgers; bouse is convenient; splendid
chance, as the Peace Jubilee is coming, crowded
a

PELARGONIUMS

for wa on;:

WILLIAM A. B VABS,
FORT FAIRFIELD.

Boarding A Lodging House for

ROSES,

supply

given immediately,

AT

_myjdlw_PORTLAND, MAINE.

lot

Enquire of A. E. STEVENS & CO., 146 and 148
Commercial st.

Two Desirable Houses For Sale.
a great bargain; near cars, churches,
schools;
splendid neighborhood; all in good condition,
with plenty of land; moderate prices;
chance
good
for a good home: terms easy; together or separate.
TAYLOR & CO. 20 State St., Boston.
my9-3t

DIRWANGER, Florist,
Munjoy Hill Greenhouse,

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

on

CLEAR

BLOCK,

Ne. 1S1

GEO. R. DAYIS A Ce.. Na. 301 1-9 Can.
grass Street.

profits $25 to $35 week: good horse, wagon, &c., all in good condition: regular run of
good paying customers; splendid chance for a man
with a small capital.
TAYLOR & CO.. 20 State st., Boston.
my9-3t

ALBERT

Just received from Boston and New York by

No. 88 Hawkins St, near Sudbury Street,
I BOSTON, MASS.
ap27*3m
iy Refining done at short notice.

Trimmings,

Bleachery.

Bleachers,

FOR SALE ON STATE STREET.

Sale.

Wreaths and Funeral Designs furnished at short
notice.

HATS, CAPS, BONNETS,

dly

Tailors’

SAWYBB A CO.,
Middle Street.

JOHN C. PROCTER, Na. 03 Exchange

Confectionery A Cigar If oute For

As 1 have this year a very large
hand I can afford to sell at reasonable

Gold Foil and Dentists’

Plate,

my9-3t

AND

Mews, Gossip and Editorial Motes.
The oldest rose bush in the world is trained upon the Cathedral of
HUdesheim, in Germauy. The stem is a foot thick, and half a
dozen branches nearly cover the eastern side
of the church, bearing countless flowers in
summer.
Its ‘age is unknown, but documents exist that prove that the
Bishop Hezilo, nearly a thousand years ago, protected it
by a stone roof, which is still extant.

young Hindoo

J. J. GILBERT.
P. S—All who have demands against me will
present them for payment, and persona
owing me will
please call and settle.
eod
mchl9tf

to

TAYLOR & CO., 20 State St., Boston.

8

4

Satisfactory reasons for selling.

tion.

)n

Gold & Silver Leaf, Bronze,

Idihssn,

WOOLENS

DRY

SATURDAY MORMIMG, MAY 11, 1878.

ex-

pense. Also, the stock which was bought before the
ate rise. It is one of the best and most desirable
chances for safe investment in trade in Portland.

mh2-dtl'

for sale: on a leading
thoroughfare; thoroughly established, and doing
a successful paying business; good store witu a clean
and well selected stock; will bear closest
investiga-

Street.

SMALL A KNIGHT, Ne. 134
Exchange
Street.

ing house

Possession

and Fancy Goods stock

Book Binders.
WM. A. Ql’INCY, Besat
11, Prtaler’a
Btclttge, Na. Ill Exchaape St.
SMALL A SHACK FORD, Na. 33 Plaae

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.

8ALE~

FOR

Lee A Shepard are
aoing ^
work in publishing their Half-hour
Recreations in Popular Science, the third
monthly
part of which has just appeared. in this neat
little brochure of forty pages, we have
Spectrum Analysis Explained by Professor
Schelleu In so clear a manner that anyone may obtain a good idea of this most brilliant discovery of the present century. The illustrations
are very good, one of them
being elegantly
priuted in colors. (For sale by Loring, Short
A Harmon.
Saunterings, by C. D. Warner, author of
“My Summer in a Garden.” This is a delicious book, full ol racy accounts of
European
wanderings. Mr. Warner’s brightness so satisfactorily exhibited in his first book is manifest in every line. His very introduction is
fascinating, being a grave discourse upon the
sorrows of sea travel, and a discussion
about
the meed of praise or blame which
should be
awarded to Christopher Columbus for the
discovery of this continent. Even aspect of
European travel has been so be-'written by
everybody who has been able to find a goodnatared publisher, that a book on the
subject
must be exceptionably
entertaining to be read
at all. This book fills the bill and is
thoroughly readable. It is a book which will be taken
to summer resorts in the
coming season, and
read again and again;
scraps of it will be read
aloud, and it will be a charming companion

Street.

Furniture-Wholesale and

For Sale.

purposes. Persons wishthe whole, or in part, will please
call at the Horse Railroad Office.
my9eod*2w

CHAS. A. VALPEY & CO.,

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOCO A BUBO, Ne.Ol Middle

noltf

A fine building lot 120 feet front, 100 feet
deep-on
Gnwe street. Will be sold low and on favorable
to W. H, JERHIS, Heal Estate

my9dlw*
are

Bakers.
W. C. COBB, Na. 19 Pearl St.

Kiugsl

hjtty.

ing

plants.
My assortment of Dahlias cannot be surpassed,
idding new varieties every year, I keep only the best.

Portland Agricultural Warehouse
and Seed Store.

Portland, April,

earn-

Maehiaee far sale aad ta let.

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street,

JERRIS,

on

DAVID LIBBY.

for Sewing Machines.
DIES, Na. 979 Middle St. All

Hepalriap.

Real Estate and Loan
Agent

0

nono of bio
himself,
pay any of his debts after this date.

or

Agency

W. S.

Recent Publications.

THE PRESS.

Advertising Agents.
ATWELL A CO., 174 1-9 Middle Ml. Advertiaeeeenu iaeerted la papers la Maiae
aad throapheut the eaaatrv at the
puhliahera’ laweet rates.

Bonne! and Hat

To Let.

kTpoM,UthQorbani.or^toCapt,

son

be let for advertising
THE
to contract for

ap30tf

e/'ki'W'k

New Styles

Send ior
J®14

and wife
be iurnished with front
A GENTLEMAN

To Advertisers.
Panels in the Horse Care, (whole line)

VERBKNIAS. Of the last named I
fvFv/Vf can offer this year a very fine collection, including the large flowering and variegated
rarieties, most of them fragrant, strong and healty

AM.

1840.

W. FRANK BACON,

Jyi

Store for

Board.

May 8th, 1872.

333 CONGRESS ST.

ip27-3w

judge

ers.

P^sadd? kv.N

or

Grecn St., recently occupied
by
S?n- APP>y to GARDNER if.
Geo. W. Par-

94

Freedom Notice.

Zonial Geraniums.

Jan31SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

All tbe new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Eoda'llon.
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card.and tbe retouched
card, bv which new process wo get rid of freckles
mules, wrinkles, and all imperlections of the s.in
tor yoursel res.
Ball and
■y Malta—Owed work at Maderale PricA ias ta Please.may 20
es.

that

Confectionery

Sale.
a leading thoroughfare;
doing a safe and sueONcessful
business; good store; small, clean stock;
just the time for fruit business; a great bargain offered if applied for immediately; sold for no fa nit; small
capital.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State street, Boston, Mass.

en

EASTMAN BROS.,

STAIRS.

Millet,

As the

PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order

•

Sale

is hereby given that I have this day givHouses, No. 99 State street, and tbe
TWO
the rear,
Vernon Court, together with the
NOTICE
Frank Libby, his time to act and
my
wfeich they stand.
trade for
and shall claim

Street., BEDDING PLANTS,

UP

TEBBETS

PHOTOGRAPHIC,

on

Fruit and

ings

below tbe Post Office,

bushels Western Timothy.
bushels unhulled Canana Timothy,
sacks Red Top,
tons New York and Western Clover,
bags Alsike Clover,
bushels Hungarian Grass Seed.

aoM-MST T&Stf

Wholesale Dealers

retiring from business.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State st., Boston.
my8-3t

HOUSE

BLACK SILKS

For

owner

For Sale.
No 10 Tyng street. Inquire of GEO. T
MEANS, 178 Congress st., or J. C. PROCTER,
U3 Exchange st.
myfld2w

CONGRESS ST.

Orchard Grass,
850 bushels Seed Oats,
700 bushels Two-Rowed Barley,
190 bushels Buckwheat,
For sale at lowest market figures.

nOOPKK,

boxed and matted.

wlO

Superior Business Opportunity.

350 bushels

me

w3m

barrels of
«» «-t views

WITH

private family.

Harness,

Middle

150 bushels

Jyl3dtf

H.

MW&8

Wholesale Cracker Route for Sale.
regular run of first class customeis and
continually on the increase; good horse, wagon and all
appurtenaces In good condition; thoroughly established, and will bear the closest investigation;

flight of

GRASSSEEDr
3200

Painter,

are

mrl2-d3m

Order Stale at F. F. Hale’s, Comer of Free
and Croea Streets.de20 tf

J.

t

A

_

ENTRANCE

N. B.

at

inch:;

PHILLIPS A CO..
PORTLAND, ME.

FEW genteel boarders can be accommodated
with pleasant rooms ami good board by an early application to DAVID F. ROLFE, Gorham, Me.
May 7,1872.
my9*lw

—AND—

FRESCO PAINTER 59

Cffloe

one

HADE EXPRESSLY FOR THE HE.
TAIL TRADE,
CONSTANTLY ON
HAND.

no2*

Fresco

CO.,

mysd3t

-AT-

Harness,
Express Harness,
Heavy Harness,
Carryall Harness,
Light Double Harness,

GKA.GKE & DA VIS,

W.

my8dlm

season.

in

Business

Ginery Twichell.Jn3-6m

GEORGE D.

the

Harness,

Pleasure

LAW!

Commission

kl.rao.lk/.

to

aOOD STOCK AND WORKMANSHIP.

Refers to Hon. K. R. Hoar ; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. 8.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court. U. S.; Hou. D.
and Hon.

during

NEW

1 re

So. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.

Gooch,

Va. oflankmi

BY

Summer Board at Gorham Village

Please remember we manufacture every harness
offer for sale, and hold ourselves responsible for

paid to collecting.

THOMAS H. TALBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, U. S.)

W.

14a

aaaunn

AND

! tairs

STREET.

Jan24-ly

A.T

Confectionery Establishment

Lionery store a cozy Saloon, where ICE CREAM and
>ther refreshments may be obtained at short notice.
Mrs. Saunders will as ever superintend the Cooking Department and wait upon the saloon.
Thankful to their many friends for the encouragement they have received in the past, they hope to
merit a continuance of the same.
Particular attention to furnishing Picnics and Ex-

Our facilities in. these spacious rooms enable us to
manufacture and display our harness to great adantage,and we propose to offer ourcustomersinduce-

Counsellor and Attorney at Law!

Attorney and

public

customers and the

rOH SALE BY ALL DBUGGISTS,

of

«

one

EDGAR 8. DROWN,

attention

Sc

and Custom Made.

Jan22tf___

lyparticular

Cooking

iU of Home Manufacture

148 EXCHANGE ST.

No. 8» MIDDLE

Would inform his frleuds and the public
generally
that lie has located a

PAISLEY SHAWLS

Stocks o 1 Harness
this State,

Largest

_

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

J.

OF

PRESSION OF SPIRITS, ARE
ALL ALARMING SYMPTOMS IF
NEGLECTED, BUT WHICH ARE
EASILY REMOVED RY THE USE
OF
“White’s Specialty for Dyspepsia.”

254 Congress Street,

ye*".

W' H- JERRIS, Real Estate
Agent.

4mayil3w

WHOLESALE

on

intlmtownf* ^«r*nta

SLEEPLESSNESS, DIZZINESS,
HEADACHE, GLOOM AND DE-

AND

i270 Jeet

2i ntt

AND

STAIRS),

our

ajf"1

A Nice Suburban House
Lot for
Sale in Dee ring.
Prospect St., anil 114 teet deeD
30 and 40 a«’l,le trees
fralt ^rteimf11
*’ *°me
& to 40 groltii

DYSPEPSIA.

SYMPTOMS

SAUNDERS,

CALL AND SEE

Next above Emery, Waterhouse & Co.,

MERCHANTS !

L. Gbeoo,

B.

cursion Parties

Entrance 59 Middle Street,

AKD

.1.

€.

Manufacturers,

(TJF

BROKERS,

-8 Walnut SL,

Portland.

Specialty

PERKINS &

CORNER MIDDLE AND MARKET STS.,

Warren & Gregg.

COMMISSION

the finest corps of teachers of
any similar school in
the country.
Send for catalogues or address the
principal,
ALDEN J. BLETHEN.

-AND-

H. L. GREGG & Co.,
Successors to

Son,

SADDLE

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
4.4 SOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE,

April 99, 1879.^
It has the advantage of an entirely new building,
Lhe most delightful locality aiid
surroundings, ana

nf the

(MAS. A. WARREN,
(Formerly Warren & Gregg.)

on

is above, where he will at short notice
supply Parties, Families and Others, with sill the delica-

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

aplO

tc

SHIP

FOB

March ll-d2m

constantly on hand, a full askeep
Machines in'the vaiious styles of

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

MAINE.

School will open its Summer Term of ten

THIS
weeks,

Where we shall
sortment of these
finish.

%

Blue,

FARMINGTON,

331 CONGRESS STREET,

109 EXCHANGE ST.,
r

Family School for Boys!

OTHERS

This report indicates how well the Singer Sewing Machine maintains it early and well earned

Book, Card & Job Printer,

ap22

White’s

Bridgton Academy.

At Little

52,000!

ready

WM. M.

Deering Block,

EDUCATIONAL.

Loan lit

weetbraah, me Deeriap. Parries deairou. .1
baildiap caa aba be aeeaana•rialed with leaae.
6BO. B. BATES Ac CO.,
E“*us * »•«§■■* Brafaeta.

tt b*

were

181,260.
EXCEEDING

Having just returned from Europe, would inform
his customers and friends that he has resumed his
to embody into his future
business, and is
work some of the new ideas acquired there.
OFFICES AT
Schumacher Brog.,
A. G. Scklotterbeck A Co,,
No. 0 Dcering Block.
303 Congress st.
BE.

No. 4

Respectfully

machine, from

SEWING

istnimAtiiJiiii,

PORTLAND,

T.

more

1871

#

fashionable styles of

“THE

ellaterals.

ORDERS for Bonds and all first-class securities
executed on commission.
dec22
eod6m

m

and most

DYSPEPSIA
A Reliable Sewing Machine,
THE
ARE PAIN IN THE PIT OF THE
tier the continued care of
SIMPLE AS MAY BE.
STOMACH, CAUSED BY CONEDMUND W. WRIGHT, A. M.,
—AND YET—
Whose success and popularity as a Teacher thus fai TRACTION UPON UNDIGESTED
Versatile in Facilities and Adjustments,
may be regarded as a sufficient indication of futurt
satisfaction.
FOOD, USUALLY SOON AFTER
EASY OF OPERATION.
Competent Assistants will be employed in the vari- EATING.
—AND YET—
ous departments.
EFFECTIVE and PRACTICAL,
Text Books furnished by the Principal at
ACIDITY AND WIND CAUSED
city prices
Board and Tuition reasonable.
Rooms for selfX>TJkiA.Br,K,
BY
FOOD
FERMENTING INcan
be
obtained.
boarding
YET
WOT .COARSE
tIVD HEAVY,
THOS. H. MEAD, Sec’y.
STEAD OF DIGESTING.
North Bridgton, May 7, 1872.
Will save you
Tm, F&W t jel
COSTIVENESS AND LOSS OF
FROM PERPLEXITY, FRETFULNESS AND
BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILI APPETITE, OWING TO UNNATBELA T.
Such we guarantee to sell
URAL CONDITION OF FOOD AND
Jules Ch. L. Morazain,
TO ALL WHO WILL BU If OF U8.
WANT OF GASTRIC JUICE.
FROM PARIS,
PAIN IN THE HEAD, SIDES,
MITCHELL & CO.,
Teacher of the French Language. BREAST AND
N,‘ 163 Middle St., Portland.
*pll
EXTREMITIES,
J. C. L. MORAZAIN and wife having taken MOUTH CLAMMY
WITH BAD
PROF.
a convenient bouse in the
are
18
to
reprepared
1,36 O . ceive as boarders, a few youngcity,
ladles desirous of ac- TASTE AND FURRED TONGUE.
quiring a theoretical and practical knowledge of the
French language.
CONSUMPTIVE
SYMPTOMS,
References: Gen. J. M. Brown. J. W. Symonds,
C. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.
COUGH
AND PALPITATION OF
Esq.,
SINGER”
from
one
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to
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CONSUMPTION WHILE IT IS ONABBOTT
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MACHINE.

Co.,

sold,

Please call and examine Goods and Prices.

SUMMER TERM of eleven weeks will com
menceon Taesday, May 98th,
1879, un

179 Commercial St., Portland.

3

giving

MOPfBAYj April 13th) the latest

Beal & Imitation Laces, Fringes & Gimps, Trimmings
of all kinds. Also a large and fine assortment of
Hosiery.

suggest
probability
practical assistance toward the selecthe fact of having used
kinds, on all kinds of work, than would be deriv®I* frpn» observing the fanciful performance of some
skillful operator.
our

pleased

to exhibit to you

to

prepared ta leaa ateaey ia saws
freaaHlOO laaay mwh desired, — Hrsl
■*r*«ata ia PerUaad, Cape Elian

Fancy Goods,

The work can be taken out and made at home.
To those not
having Sewing Machines and intending to purchase, we would
the
of

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market price,
Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Plttston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
port of shipment to any point desired.
tfapr27

BUSINESS PAPER Bought and

whereby

to pay for the
Machine when desired.

WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS

>o.

Middle Street.

Work supplied

STURDIVANT,

Hill &

$90,000
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LOBENSTEIN,
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Will be
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Inexperienced
Operator*.
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OF, Advertising : One inch of space, In
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
*1 50 per square dally first week: 75 cents per
week after; three Insertions, or less, $1 00; continu^ ot^er day after first week, 50 cents.
nfreTp
Half sqnare, three insertions or less, 75
cents; one
week, $1 00 : 50 cents per week after.
R Special Notices, one third additional,
ft Under head of “Amusmementh,” $2 00 per square
per week* three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the Stute) for 91 00 per
square for first insertion,
and 50

of

MORNING

MISCELLANEOUS

Free Exhibition

Exchange St, Portland.
a Year in advance.

SAURTDAY

_PORTLAND,

t

Our Washington Letter.
Washington, May 8, 1872.

THE PRESS.
1873.
SATURDAY MORNING, MAY 11,

The weather is very warm, which is to a
certain extent favorable to legislation as members of Congress are subject to the same sen-

Condition of the Labor Reform Movement.

sitiveness|to heat that other
they evince a great inclination

betrayal

The

principled

of

workingmen by the

“Labor Reform”
which there

ought

organizations is.

a

their country.

un-

schemers who control the so-called
crime

to be some means of pun-

are, though
to suffer for

men

Religious Intelligence.

Interview Between the President and the
ex-Rebel Col. Mosby.
Special Washington despatches give the details of an interview between President Grant
and tbe late rebel guerrilla Mosby. It is stated
that immediately after the Cincinnati Convention, Col. Mosby wrote to Seuat >r Lewis of Virginia, that if President Grant wished to make

The next Quarterly Meeting of the Board of
of Missions of the Diocese of Maine, will be
held in Grace church, Bath, beginning on
Tuesday, May 21st.
School Convention
and 23d. It is exoccurs at
pected that this session will be in advance in
interest of any previously held.
Rev. Smith
Baker, formerly of this State, will be present
and deliver the opening address.
Prof. Hull,
of musical celebrity, of Philadelphia, will take
charge of the musical portion of the exercises.
An interesting programme is projected, and
reduction of railroad fare. The Sunday schools
are earnestly invited to seud delegates.
The
Dexter people will do their best at entertainon
the
whole
we
and
think
the live
ment,
Sunday school men and women of the State
cannot well afford to forego the .advantages of

Sunday
Dexter, May 22d

The fourth State

point with the Southern people, now was the
time to do it by pursuing a liberal course toward
a

MOSBY AND AMNESTY.

Among the listeners to the amnesty debate
to-day was Mosby, the notorious rebel scout,
who was such a terror to our troops in Vir-

them.

The vote of the North being divided being divided between Greeley and Grant, and
the Southern States holding the balance of power, the South would cast it in favor of whichever one held out the best inducements by pursuing a liberal policy in Southern affairs.

ishing. The wrongs of which laborers com- ginia during the war. lie is :i young looking
plain and the disadvantages from which they man about five feet eight inches in height,
suffer are too real to be made the sport of adwith smooth face and quick nervous step, and
When Col. Mosby arrived here Mr. Lewis
venturers who avail themselves of the labormust be called a very smart looking man,
marched him to tbe White House, when an inmakemere
a
as
political
ingman’s discontent
though there is nothing in his appearance to terview of two hours’ duration ensued.
their
weight. All thoughtful men, whatever
indicate him to be such a monster as be was
The Traveller's correspondent says that after
condition in life, are beginning to acknowlat one time considered.
general conversation with Col. Forney and othfruits
the
in
of
share
capitalists
THE SITUATION.
edge that the
ers, the conversation turned as to how Virginia
of toil is too large, and that .the tendency of
As regards the present political situation
and the Southern States would go under certhe
the
shouid
be
toward
equalizing
prevailing opinion among Republicans tain contingencies, and if Greeley’s nomination
legislation
here
seems
to
be
that
has
Greeley
“slopt divides the Southern vote with the President.
distribution of profits rather than toward
over;” and has lost his influence in defeating
their accumulation in the hands of the favor- Grant. His most
Said Mosby—“And the South, holding the
could
not
sanguine hopes
balance of power, has no choice between them.
ed few. Among those who take this view of
have flattered him into the belief that he had
We shall go for the one we think will be a friend
the case are many of the wealthiest men in
any possible chance of personal success withto us the most.
in
the
ranks
of
the
no
more
be
who
can
Republican
party
through
the country,
You, Mr. President, can afford to be geuerous
suspected
the action of the Philadelphia Convention.
to us. We laid down our arms and surrenderof a leaning toward socialism or agrarianism
He could only hope, then, to defeat Gen.
ed to you.”
The laboring-men’s Grant
than A. T. Stewart.
The President responded that he was kindly
by acting in concert with the Demotoward the people of the South, and
so
cause being
obviously just, it is clear that crats to scure the election of whatever disposed
that if his administration or acts appeared to
candidate they may present, through the
if they possessed the power to act in a body
action of their Convention. The nomination be harsh or unkind, they intended that they
should only be just. He was the executive of
all their reasonable requirements •’ittel be anof the sore heads already secured, of course
the will of the people.
swered. But unity of action is a condition
he naturally turns from the Republican party
The President remarked that when he came
Without intelligent for further aid and comfort, to the only re- in as chief executive, he had great difficulty
precedent to success.
him to acquire the long
for
chance
with
Andrew Johnson, who was continually
maining
combination all the scattering, contradictor)'
coveted privilege of hanging that old white
asking when the trials of confederates for treaand illogical movements in different parts of coat in the Presidential
mansion, which is son would commence. I replied, said the Genthe country will not produce any valuable reanother nomination at the hands ot the eral, not until they violate their oaths of allesults in the next hundred years.
Now, al- copperheads. He no doubt had this in view, giance.
Col. Mosby related an amusing incident of
when he said to Ben Wood, “that he should
all
the
native laboring men are
after the war, his boy Beverly, six years
though nearl>
remain in the field, no matter who the Repub- bow,came
old,
by Ins bedside and prayed hard to
persons of great intelligence and considerable
lican Convention at Philadelphia might nomsend old Johnson to the devil.
his
was
it
is
inate
but
that
withdrawal
that
education
is
culture,
;
possible,
indisputable
Secretary Fish then entered, and Col. Mosby
remarked to Col. Forney that the Republicans
not so general among the whole mass of should the Democratic Convention make an
nomination.” This shows that
would have to take a “new departure” towards
independent
workers as to make it possible for them to
his ambition for the Presidency has overcome
the South. A vindictive policy would destroy
unite in a really independent organization for
the amicable feelings there, and Col. Mosby beliis Republicanism, and he has gone over to
lieved
the Republican party would carryout
the
Democracy, “boots and all,” and put in
political purposes. Such associations as they
their policy towards the South if they were sinhis little bid for their “appreciation.”
form fall uniformly and with very little delay
Whether the Democratic President Brokers cere in burying the tomahawk.
The President inquired of the Colonel what
into the hands of crafty, heartless speculators
will entertain his modest proposal or not, is,
he thought of the “Dolly Varden” convention
of course, uncertain, but the position of the
who sell the whole “movement” to the highat Cincinnati, aud Col. Mosby replied that he
“great philosopher” cannot be missunder- thought Philadelphia would do much better.
est bidder. The national Labor Reform Or•tood. He has gone the way of those whose
The election of Greeley would be the reopening
ganization whose Convention was held at Co- ambition is their life in early manhood, but of a pandora box
of evils upon the Southern
Davis
and
and
nominated
Parker
for
lumbus,
becomes their death in later years. He has
people.
offered for sale his liberal Republican birthPresident and Vice President, was a predesGreeley would be surrounded with much worse
thau anybody else. For bis part he
right, for a visionary mess of possible Demo- influence the
tined failure. Its candidates arc men whose
rule of the soldier to whom Gen.
preferred
cratic pottage, and that too in such a crazy
Lee surredered his sword, than of a fanatical
practical interest in the cause of labor has manner that the report would
scarcely be philosopher like ancient
Horace.
heretofore disclosed itself only in using credited in relation to any other man than
As to how Virginia would go, he said it deHorace Greeley.
other men’s work in order to build up their
fended on future events. Dan Voorhees says
There is evidence to
show that the choice of Judge Davis was a
part of the scheme of a powerful political ring
to make that gentleman President.
Finding
own

immense wealth.

that they have been once more deceived, laboring men in different parts of the countrv
have refused to give the ticket their support.
We notice that even the organ of the apochryphal “Labor Reform party” of Maine has
at length tired of the Columbus candinate,

and substituted another name for his at the
head of its column. The result of the whole
matter is that workingmen have most ingeniously contrived to thwart themselves. Scattered, divided and led hither and thither by
false shepherds, their political action in the
year 1872 will either be perfectly futile, or it
will contribute to the restoration to power of
the party which is essentially an anti-labor
party—a party whose traditions are all contrary to justice, equal rights and reform, and
under whose leadership the world has taken
no step in advance.
The true course for genuine labor reformto pursue seems to us to be perfectly
plain. They should unite in a body with

ers

that political party whose principles are most
in accord with their own and whose
history
shows it to be most favorable to human liberty and advancement. They would be numerto control it for their own purposes, which would be far better than being
made a tool by the illiberal party which never

ous

enough

has and never can make any use of the labor
except for its own advantage.

movement

Having thus become incorporated with the
progressive and humane party, laboring men
should make it their primary purpose to secure
universal education. Education
isforlaboring
men the law and the
prophets. Without it,
and without a higher degree of it than they
now possess, they can do
nothing, because
they cannot combine except under selfish and
designing leaders. With it they can do everything even to bringing in that industrial
millennium when those who sow shall also
reap. Every Columbus Convention is a step
backward; every provision for the education
of the masses is a
long stride forward. That
education laboring men can obtain through

the agency of the Republiean
party, a large
majority of whose members are already most

favorably disposed

toward the

A cohhebpondknt of
that many farmers are

a

good

cause.

Boston paper says

leaving various parts
the West, being dis-

of Oxford

County for
couraged by the past hard season with Maine
farming. The farmers of Maine like those of
all other localities have had hard seasons before, and we shall be slow to believe that the
past season will cause au unusual number to

think that Maine is only

a

good State

to leave.

The Biddeford Times thinks that the
Democratic National Convention should endorse the Cincinnaii ticket as a
large portion
of the “rank and file, heart-sick of the blunders and illusions of the last ten
years, will
disregard all party ties and vote for Mr.

Greeley.”
Fifth Distbict.—A Republican convention of delegates from the West side side of
the Penobscot river will be held at
Belfast
May 23d to choose one delegate to the National Convention. The same day the Republicans on the East side of the river in
Hancock county, will hold a convention in
Ellsworth for the purpose of
choosing the
other delegate.
The Republicans in the Senate who have
been so earnest for general
lost all
their zeal

amnesty,

Thursday

rights bill

when Mr. Sumner’s civil

somewhat

with it.

The Whig does not
cuuurse

It iB an ancient

modified,
see
me

was

coupled

the Republicans in
Cincinnati

ticket.

fallacy of Democratic papers to

clouds of Republican
election.
see

converts

before

A Dkmockat who is now
enthusiastic for
Greeley and Brown was asked to fix the time

when that party ceased to revile Horace
Greeley. He promptly replied: “We began
to think better of him the moment he
signed
Uncle Jeff's bail bond!”

The

Political Notes.
Philadelphia Aye says it

is

altogether

out of the question to
think of Hon. Charles
Francis Adams as the
for the

Presidency.
Chicago Times

The

Democratic candidate

says that Lyman Trumbull cannot receive the support of the
Illinois

Democracy for any public station whatever,
and they would sooner vote "for Richard J.
Oglesby for Governor than him.
The Buffalo Commercial Advertiser says
that the Republicans of that city and of Erie
County generally have recently given evidence of being
and
thoroughly organized,
improvement has been manifested
recently, in the numbers and spirit of those
who attend the
party’s primary meetings.
The Philadelphia Press
says truly: “Mr.
Greeley could no more secure the solid supthat

a

vast

port of the Democratic party than he can
their confidence- The mass of those who
fought against the flag, and of those whose
treason found not so bold an
expression,
could not be
dragooned into voting for him
by a score ol Democratic Conventions and a
thousand August Belmonts.”

A Washington dispatch to
the Boston
Traveller of Friday, says a
rumor, apparently
well founded, is in circulation here
to-day, to
the effect that David A. Wells, and
other
prominent engineers of the Cincinnati Convention, will shortly publish a letter repudiating the nomination of Greeley and Brown.

WHAT

Don

Carlos, the leader of the present insurin Spain, is
twenty-five years old, and
enjoys m his own
right the title of Duke of

807 he m»rried
a daughter of the
Parma, with whom he received a
large
fortune, and has a family of one son and two
daughters. Ho is of an Austrian
family, and
was born m
Spain.
Duke of

A petition for the
pardon of a convict who
had been dead several weeks was
granted bv
^
the Governor of North Carolina.

What authority had he to take jurisdiction?

THE

DEMOCRATS

WANT

OF MR.

GREELEY?
It is hard to understand what the Democrais want oi him unless

they

have

a

hope

that he may be persuaded to die and leave the
office in possession of Brown from whom
they may expect almost any thing considering his relations to the “Blair family and his
particular obligations to Faank P. Jr. lor his
recent nomination. Probably nothing less
than a Democratic argument in the shape of
a bullet
through thai, ancient white tile
would prevail upon Horace to “shuffle off this
mortal coil,” but if tit became certain that
Brown could be Johnsonized it would not
take long to find some
high toned gentleman
among the KuKlux who would be ready to
hold out the necessary inducements. The
manner in which that
question was settled in
the case of Abraham Liocoln shows how
easy
it would be to accomplish such a result when
the very men most interested in the
performance would be most likely to
occupy places of
trust and confidence with the
only man in
their way. If Greeley and Brown should be
elected by Democratic votes, they would be
at the mercy of the ex-rebels and no demand,
however wrong or uiyust, could be refused,
and we might look tor a repetition of a worse
policy than that of Andrew Johnson. But
they can’t do it! Every day looks better for
the unity of the Republican party, and the
blowing ovar of the Tiptonian squall.
THE

has died

ARMS

INVESTIGATION

for want of food. The
movers of all the immense schemes for annihilating the administration through that
means have been driven back by “the bay
of their own hounds.” The report of the
Arms Investigation is looked for daily, with
much interest. It will be a candid statement
of the whole arms transaction.
At the beginning of the labors of the committee Mr. Hamlin stated that it should be a
fair and impartial investigation “pinch whose
fingers it may,” and with the evidence
educed nothing but the extreme of party prejudice can have the assurance to submic a
minority report, even with New York Tribune
to justify that course by such articles as have
lately appeared in its columns. The New
York World, in its palmiest days, was never
capable of dissembling and distorting the
truth to the extent that the Tribune now
does.
In malice and falsehood the latter
sheet is now entitled to the precedence
among the American press, the Sun not ex-

out,—died

Minot.

cepted.

A case of Perpetual Motion—The Boston Jubilee in Farmington—A Serious Matter—Educational and Personal.

Farmington, May 10,1872.
A Mr. Ellsworth of Phillips, disappeared
from his home very suddenly a few days siuce.
On leaving he told his family lie was going to

Salem,

where he formerly resided, aud should
be back on a certain day, which he named. Not
making his appearance for two or three days
after the one stated, they went after him. On
arriving at Salem they were informed that he
had not been there at all. One of the family
immediately started for this town, aud making
inquiries for him, over the wires, he was found
at Washington.
Your correspondent gained the
following facts from the gentleman: Mr. E. for
some time past has been
residing in Iowa, and
while there became interested in the old subject
of “perpetual motion." and it seems that he
became rather “flighty,” or insane on the sub-

ject

He claims that “lie lias got it.” He was
bound to go to Washington and get his “machine” patented, and while his family thought
him in Salem, he was speeding away to the cap.
ital with the invention.
The Farmington society for the Jubilee are
hard at work on the music, and are making
commendable progress. Next week, commenc-

ing Thursday evening, a mass rehearsal will be
held, continuing all day Friday and closing Friday evening. Bingers from Skowhegan, Weld,
Wilton and New Sharon will be present—in all
about one hundred.

Preliminary operations on the tannery which
is to be erected in our village have commenced,
aud we learn that the work of erection will be
pushed rapidly forward.
A good story is told of a young Frenchman
in this village, He had been waiting on a girl
the past winter, liis attentions not being
by any means distasteful to the young lady. At
the proper time, screwing up his courage to the
proper pitch, the question was ‘'popped,” he
was accepted, the day set, and both were
hapBut a snag is encountered.
The “old
py.
folks” have not been notified! Much as ever
the young man could find words to express himself to the girl, and how could he face the parents? But it must be done. So, after watching and waiting, finally the young man is alone
with the father, and it is now or never. After
many vain attempts to force the terrible words
from his lips, he at last expresses himself in
the following eloquent language: “I say, Mister, how much will you take for your gal?” The
effect may be imagined. But that broke the

ice, and words flowed readily afterwards.
C. B. Stetson, esq., formerly County Supervisor of Androscoggin county, is instructing
the

pupils of the State
village in drawing, with
All

our

giving

Normal School in this
very

village schools

good

are

instruction to between

success.

in session,
three and four
now

hundred pupils.
Farmers in this section are busily engaged in
spring work, and indications point to a season
of plenty. No
grasshoppers have been seen
since the late rains.
W.

C.

I’ickard, eeq., associate editor of the
Portland Ttanecript was in town
Tuesday and
Wednesday, reviewing and visiting the many
places of interest with which (his place abounds.
He expresses

himself much pleased with

our

village.
We learn that the Freewill Baptist Society in
this village are agitating the subject of tearing
down and rebuilding in a more tasty manner;
also, larger, than the church now occupied by
them.
The father of A. H. S. Davis, esq., editor of
the Chronicle, lies dangerously ill at his residence in West Farmington. It is thoughtthat
he cannot recover as he is well advanced in
years.

Jack.

Murder in Fitchburg.—A Fitchburg special says the town is wild with excitement over
the discovery of the
of an unknown wo-

body
pine woods west of Overlook Reservoir,
Thursday afternoon about two
o clock, by
some workmen
employed on the
farm of Lyman Nichols,
Esq., who were searching for stray cattle. The body was covered
with pine leaves and laid upou the side.
The
skull is badly broken in, and a stone found near
found dead in the

by is covered with blood.

attending.

Congregational Sabbath School in
Farmington, last Sunday, the temperance committee, through its chairman, the pastor, made
a report on the
subject of temperance. He
presented a constitution and pledge, and named
the organisation the “Congregational Temperance Society.”
Sixty-four signed it at once,
and many others would have signed but the
time would not permit.
At the

Rev. Dr. Ricker of Augusta, corresponding
secretary of the Maine Baptist Missionary Convention, has given notice that if churches without pastors, desiring the services of students
from Newton Theological Seminary, during
the summer vacation, will address him, he will
do what he can to forward their wishes.
The
vacation admits of about ten weeks labor, and
commences toward the latter part of June.
It is stated that considerable interest is awakening in a change proposed by the Alumni of
the Baugor Theological Seminary at their annual meeting in June. Instead of a sermon,
there is to be a stirring discussion upou some
living issue. The theme for this year is the
following: “In training young men for the
Ministry in our Seminaries, a prominence disproportionate to the claims of other subjects is
given to doctrinal theology.” Strong men,
both in and out of the State, are to take part in
it, and the discussion is likely to set more than
one tongue and pen in motion.
Rev. S. D. Church, pastor of the Free Baptist
church in Bangor, has announced to his congregation his resignation, to take effect on the
first day of June.
‘Rev. Mr. Fordr pastor of the 1st Baptist
church, Paris Hill, read his resignation to the
on Sunday last, to take effect June 1st,
giving ill health as the cause.

church

Rev. T. G. Moses of Lubec, has received a
call from the North Christian Church of EastWe understand
port to become their pastor.
that he has accepted, and will soou enter upon
the duties of his charge.
The Universalists of Lagrange have recently
taken measures to secure preaching a portion
of the time the coming season, their first
meeting being appointed for May 19th.
Rev. R. B. Andrews, of Mechanic Falls, has

don’t think a Democrat will be put in the
field as a candidate, but he won’t vote for Horace. Were he to do so, the old Democrats in
lie

ms uishici, wuiuu uuin

nun out oi

iin-

reeeivea ana

ground.

The Congregational (Church in South Berwick have decided to raise the
present house,
put in a vestry under the whole house, and enremodel
and
refurnish
the
tirely
building.
Twelve persons were received into the First
Baptist church in Bangor last Sunday, and all
received the ordinance of baptism.
Rev. E. P. Baker, pastor of the Congregational church of Winthrop, has resigned his
charge, and is to leave Winthrop for California next week.
Ill health is the cause of
his resignation.
Mr.

■

The appearance was
that of recent death as the body was warm
no indications of a
arc
when found. There
struggle, and it is believed that the body was
brought to the spot from some point not yet
discovered and secreted.
The victim is apparently between thirty and forty years of age.
The authorities are making every effort to trace
out the villain who
perpetrated the foul deed.

Maine Homeopathic Society.—The annual meeting of this society convened in Augusta
Thursday. Dr. J. B. Bell in the chair. Drs.
Thompson, Burr ami Eatou were appointed a

was again spoken on the 21st of
April, in lat.
22° north, Ion. 50° west, in command of Mrs.
Clifford, the mate in the meantime having probably either died or remained too ill to navigate
the vessel, which duty was being heroically per-

reinstated. The doctor then requested to
be allowed to honorably withdraw from the society and his request was granted.
Dr. Bell offered the following
resolution,
which was passed:

formed by the lady. It appears that between
the 6th and 21st ult., she had sailed the brig
twenty-two degrees of latitude, notwithstanding her sickness, and she will no doubt succeed
in bringing her into port. Mrs. Clifford belongs in Stockton, aud had sailed with her husband on many previous voyages, during which

Resolved, That in the opinion of this Society
there should be an immediate publication of a
full aud complete Homwopathic Materia Medi-

ca, and that such an one will meet with the active encouragement of this Society and the

profession.

she took great interest in the profession of her
husband, by whom she. was taught the art of

The following gentlemen were elected officers
for the ensuing year:
President, J. P. Jeffords, M. D., of Bangor.
Vice-Presidents, Moses Dodge, M. D., of
Portland, N. G. H. Pulsifer, M. D., of Watertille.
Recording Secretary, W. E. Payne, M. D., of
Bath.

navigation.

husband,

about 35 years old, and was highly respected for his excellent character and skillful sea-

manship.
News Items by Hail

X/||

Reports

of warm weather

the country.
The first sun-stroke of the
New Y’ork on Wednesday.

gusta, tlie President, delivered the annual ad-

from all parts
season

ported from China.
Four thousand

“Warrington,’’the Springfield Republican Boston correspondent, and one of the ear-

of

A

the Cincinnati movement, in a recent
letter, says that no Boston Republicans seriously think of voting the Greeley ticket and thus
continues in resjiect to the action of tlie De-

Atiaf

miifp

crews met at
Springfield, Mass., Thursday, and decided that
the college regatta should take place on that
course.
Eight colleges have signified their intention of participating, including Bowdoin.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Journal says in 1801 there were »80 polls
in the town of Lewiston. The highest tax assessed was $17.14, including poll tax, and was
that of William Gareelon, grandfather of Dr.
Gareelon. There are now about 2000 polls in
Lewiston.
The Lewiston Journal says the stock of the
Little Androscoggin Water Power Company is
now nearly all subscribed.
A meeting of Directors will be held on Monday of next week,
when the arrangements for the building of the
new mill will be perfected. It is probable that
proposals for the work will be issued within a
few days.
The Auburn Cadets have organized.
The
company now nnmber about sixty members,
from 14 to 18 years of age.
Three boys have been arrested in Lewiston
for breaking into stores. Two of them were
sent to the Reform School and the third is
awaiting an examination.
CUMBERLAND

men

engaged

are

in

this

id ninnimr fnr

tlm aAiou

the wife is

ground

held
for a di-

A member of the United Brethren Church at
Western, O., was expelled recently. The only
fault found was that he would not renounce

Masonry.

The Bridgton News says several of the citiof that place received pressing invitations
Thursday morning to ride to Portland at the expense of the county, where they are to be interrogated by County Attorney Mattocks as to
their knowledge of certain matters which are
now being debated before the Superior Court
The News says a professional man iu
Bridgton was obliged to ride to Norway Thursday to
have a tooth extracted, owing to the temporary
absence of Bridgton dentists.
We regret to learn that Bro.
Tenney, of the
Brunswick Telei/raph, is yet confined to his
room with Job’s afflictions.
We know from
experience how hard it is, but the only way is
to possess your soul with as much patience as
possibje, and “grin and bear it.”
The Bridgton News says a zealous
supporter
of the Greeley and Brown ticket has been discovered in that village! Who shall say that
“The Fanner of Chappaqua” has no “following” among the masses!
The following members of the Senior Class of
Bowdoin College, having taken the highest
stand in Oratory and English composition, have
been selected to compete for the '68 prizeJ.
G. Abbott, S. L. Gross, H. Wilder, H. M.
Heath, 17. Harris and J. 8. Richards. The exhibition will take place June 3d.
Price, the bow oar of the St. John crew, arrived at Brunswick Thursday, and the College
Six of Bowdoin have entered upon their practice for the American College regatta. Fulton
of the St. John crew will do the final coaching

zens

of 4lw>

o.w

the strong.
A vigorous campaign has been commenced in
New York against obsene literature.
Several
establishments have been broken up and the
proprietors send to the Island prison for the
summer.

appropriation bill contains a
providing thatfakill, not politics, should
The naval

clause
be the

test of employment.
A father at Laconia, N. H., dug up the dead
body of his son a day or two since, to obtain
from the grave clothes Masonic and Odd Fellow's’ emblems.
“The prisoner has a very smooth countenance."
“Yes, he was ironed just before he
was brought in.
That accounts for it."
“Prisoner, why did you follow this man, and
beat and kick him so shamefully?” “J am
sorry, your Honor; I was a little drunk, and I

thought it was my wife.”
Miss Stevens, a beautiful blonde preacher, is
creating a profound religious sensation in Georgia. She is said to make all the masculines feel
like embrocing her—doctrines.
A German woman, living in Goodhue county,
Minn., yoked herself alongside of a cow, one
day last week, and the two together hauled a
drag during the day after a seeder, which was
run by her husband with a span of horses. |
California papers speak enthusiastically of
At least double the -averthe growing crops.
age production is expected from the agricultural regions this year.
The N. Y. Post says after reading Mr.Dawes’
tariff bill that “it is better thanfwe first supposed, reducing the tariff $40,000,000.
The Post is pleased because the New York
Times retracts some of its previous opinions in
reference to Senator Schurz.
The claimant in the Tichborne case, on leaving the Newgate Prison on bail, went off in a
carriage and pair amid the cheers of the populace.
The

most thoroughly exasperated judicial
functionary in the United States at this moHe is in that frame of
ment is David Davis.
mind that, like the psalmist of Israel, he wants
to take his little sling and go forth and slay

Britain in I860

was

A

II

rm

will consist of Hooker of the senior class,
Crocker, Ladd and Robinson of the junior
class, Hunter of the Sophomore and Sargent of
the Freshman classes.
FRANKLIN

COUNTY.

The Lewiston Journal says on the 2Hth ult.
Mrs. Sophia, aged 73 years' wife of Archibald
Talbot, Esq., of East Wilton, was stricken
down with disease of an apopletic character,
from which she died on the 5th iust Mrs. T.
had been married and lived with her husband
rising flfty-three years. She was the mother of
Hon. Chas. ,T. Talbot, Collector of Internal
Revenue of the Second District.
HANCOCK COUNTT.

The American says the travelling on the roads
about Ellsworth is somewhat difficult. At one
place in Bluehill the road for a distance is
fenced in and the traveller is obliged to make a
road.
The Atnerican says it is currently reported
that Capt. O. F. Bunker, of schooner Wreath,
of Franklin, has sailed clandestinely from
some domestic port to parts unknown.
Schooner Thomas Hunt, of Gloucester, has
been bought at a cost of about $3000 for vessel,
seine and seine boat by parties at Swan’s Island.
KNOX COUNTY.

dangerous operation of tracheotomy was
successfully performed last week by Dr. Frye,
The

of Rockland, on a little son of Mr. A. K.
Bums, who had got some substance into his
windpipe while out “Maying.” After the obstruction was removed the boy was relieved and
is now progressing favorably toward recovery,
says the Gazette.
The shoe factory in Rockland is in successful
operation. The number of hands to be employed when in full operation will be from 175
to 200.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Mr. Nehemiah Hobart, of East Madison, was
stricken with paralysis a short time since, and
but slight hopes are entertained of his recovery.
The citizens of Moose River, having in their
treasury some $3fi0 received for reimbursements
of war claims, voted to use it to build a school
house. They also subscribed $300 additional
for the purpose.
wAettnioTON

of

malt

about

30J

Cld 8th,

PROVIDENCE—Ar 9th, schs Express, Latty, and
Boston, Rich, Calais; Ida Ella, Wilbur, Dcnnysville;

Emeline, Stan wood, and James Tilden, Davis, Ellsworth; Fair Wind, Bonsey, do; C W Dexter, Anderson, Gardiner.
Sid 8th, schs E C Gates, Freeman, and Com Kearney, Philbrook, New York ; Sarab, Kenniston, do;
Adelaide, Smith, do.
Sid 9th, sch Pavilion, Linscott, Calais.
Ar 10th, brig Marshall Dutch, Turner,
Philadelphia

Neillson, Keen, Georgetown; Mary J Adams,
Gilchrist, Baltimore; Ivy Belle, Cox, Philadelphia;
Damon, Johnson, Elizabethi>ort; Montrose, Allen,

Hoboken.
Cld 10th, ships Theobold, Adams, for St
John, NB;
John N Cushing, Baxter, do; schs G W Reed,
Joyce,
and Daniel Breed, Lowell, Bangor ; R H
Colson,

Gray, do.

liquors

in

Great
gallons per head

WANTED!
A

NEW GOODS,

Hosiery,

Philadelphia.

VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 8tb, schs MAE Henderson, Spear, Georgetown for Portland; Sami Nash,
Hart. James River for Richmond, Me;
Parallel, McFadden, Cutler for New York.
BOSTON-Ar 9th, brig Ellen Maria, Hoxie, Philadelphia; schs Sea Breeze, Freethy, St Stephens, NB;
A Sawyer, Kelley, and Alaska, Strout,
EUzabethport;
Marcell us, Remick, Port Johnsou ; Julia
Ann, Reed,
and Pierce, Lord, Bangor; L M Stewart, Stewart,
do; Nile, Oliver, Bath.
Cld 9th, schs Ralph Carlton, Patten, for Cardenas;
Ada, (Br) Belyea. Portland; Laurel, Hagerty, Han-

cock: Frances Ellwi
Sid, ship Joh Fitsb;

Dean

bethport.
Sid 2d.

Prances Coffin, Babson, for Macliias*

sobs

Orono, Hall, Bangor.
DANVERS—Ar 6th, sch Mary, Richardson, Eliza-

bethport.

NEWBURYPORT—Ar 9th, sch Albert Treat, Saw-

Elizabethport.
SH 9th, schs Sarah Buck, White. Bangor; Mary
Rowland, Pendleton, do.
yer,

A

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Singapore Meta 22, ship Don Quixote,
Nelson,
for Manila, to load sugar for New York, at $13 and
hemp at $14.
Ar at Palermo 9th ult, barque Mary Edson, Howes,
Marsala, and sailed 13th for Boston.
Bordeaux—In the river 22d ult, brig Clytie, Dow,
from Baltimore.
Sid fm Havre 24th ult, ship Therese, Mudgett, for

Bristol,

E.

Ar at Liverpool 8th inst, ship
Fleetwing, Thatcher,
Mazatlan; 9th, Ellen Southard, Woodworth, New

Orleans.
Ar at Cienfuegos 2€th ult,
New York.
Ar at Matanzas 7th hist,

brig Kossack, Elliott,
barque

Hanson, Boston.

At Bermuda 2d inst, ship Wm
from New Orleans for Baltic Port,

Coombs,

Almira

Cummings, Miller,
re-loading.

SPOKEN.
May 1, lae 30, Ion 79, ship Reunion, from New Orleans for Liverpool.
May 5, lat 34 50, Ion 75 30, brig Wm Nichols, from
New York ior Matanzas.

Cambrics,

Ribbons,
fling*, Small Wares, All

Lyceum

ROOM

Wholesale and Retail !

LADIES’ FURNISHING

ONE PRICE ONLY.

May

345 Congress St.

4-an2w

FOR

Theii stock

OF ALL

and

Espocial

t,t,

Bronze

attention

Congress

ap«sn eod 3m

&e.

DEVENS

A

CO„

Sired

sndzw-6m

Calabria.Boston.Liverpool_May

Miniature Almanac.May 11.
Sun rises.4.43 I Moon sets.11.20 PM
Sun sets.7.10 | High water. 2.00 PM

Parties who have had their Carpets Cleacsed on
the floor, and are disgusted with it, can find a perfect
remedy at

& Cleansing: Works, No. 24
Union Street.

H^Oenti’ Garments Dyed and Cleansed
Sundays excepted.

every

day

OFFICE 31G Congress St.
*
mydeod sn till jun2

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Friday Mar 10.
ARRIVED.
Steamer New England, Field, fm St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Sch Adah, (Br) Cain, Ponce, PR—197 hhdB 20 bills
sugar, to E Churchill & Co.
Sch M & E Henderson, Spear, Georgetown,—coal
to Rollings Mills.
Sch Opnir, Murphy, New York,—coal to James &
Williams.
Sch Lookout, Thompson, Vineyard-Haven.
Sch Convoy, Balcomb, Boston, to load for Eastport.
Scb Wm Deming, Mitchell, Boston.
Sch Intrepid, Randall, Boston.
Sch Adonia. (Br) Meyers. Boston.
Sch Falco, (Br) Walden, Boston.
Sch E & F Williams, (Br) Pitt, Boston.
Sch Island Belle, Hurlbut, Eastport,—herring to

J B

Knight.

Sell Emeline, Roberts, Wise asset,—beading, to A L

Hobson.

Sch Frances Ann, Holbrook, Harpswell.
Sloop Yankee, Hamilton, New London. Broke dawheel, and had boat knocked overboard on
Friday night, by jibing ol the boom.
CLEARED.
Barque Tatay, Moody, Montevideo—R Lewis & Co.
Barque Sarah, Cheney, Buenos Ayres—A & S E
vits and

Marriage.

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
This superb Hair
Dye is the best in the world—perfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints oi disagreeable odor.

The genuine Wiu. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye producIMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof,t beautiful; does not
contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound
Sold by ail Druggists.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y
SN
D&W
Jyli
IV
es

BONDS!

Bangor
Chicago

Portland Sc Bochoslcr B. B.
Farmington B. B.
Central Railroad, Iowa,
Gold,
Aichinon, Topeka Sc Saute Fe, Gold
?’•
Northern Pacific, Gold,
7-SO’a
Lred* dr

II. ill.

Brig Florence, (Br) Waycott, Halifax, NS-John
Porteous.
Sch Anna Martha, (Br) Bissett, Halifax, NS—John
Porteous.
Sch E B Beard, (Br) Lewis, St John, NB—John
Sch Bowdoin, Randall, Philadelphia—Chas Sawyer
Sch Geo Brooks, Humphrey, Boston—Bunker Bros

SAILED—Barques Tatay, Sarah, Howard; brig
Eva May, M E Lyons

Wm Robertson; schs Abbic,
Ida L Howard, and others.

Launched—At Tremont 25th ult, from the yard of
Richardson, a coastiug schr of 185 tons, named the
FYed C Holden. She is owned by S A Holden &
Co,
of Tremont, Capt John Verrill, (who Is to command
her) and others.
A

Ships Ella Norton, built at Gardiner In
the Nevada, built at Brewer in 1863, have
at Hamburg to go under the German

1864, and
been sold

flag.

PAYSON,

39 EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND.

A Book for Every Man.
::SCLE?,CE 0F life- or SELF-PRESERVA-

riON, a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decliue in
Man, Nervous and Physical
Debility,Hypochondria,

Spermatorrhoea

Impotency,

Seminal weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, aud the
only one on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th edition,
revised, much enlarged, Illustrated, bound In beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent
mail
by
post-paid on receipt of
Addrcws PEABODY
Er‘c«*
MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Biiltinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W.H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B. The
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
or

MEMORANDA.
Brig Abliy Clifford, from Pernambuco for
was
York,
spoken 6th ult on the equator,—Capt
ford dead, and the mate dying; the
captain’s

diseases

probably

HUNDRED TONS Nut
Coni,
very serviceable seasonable Coal
for this time of the
year,_and
reasonable enough nt $7.25
per
ton delivered by
JOS. H. POOR dc BRO.
Apr! 9-sntf

had been

sick, but was recovering.
put into St Thoms s.

New
Clllwife
The vessel would

Sch Sliver Lake, (of Boothbay) Reed, from Baltifor Portland, put Into Norfolk 6th Inst,
leaky.
Brig Rio Grande, (of Boothbay) McLellan, at New
York from Havana, reports line weather up to Hatteras. May 5th, bad a heavy NE squall and carried
away boat aud davits, but the boat was recovered.
more

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO-Ar 2d, ship Shirley, MatUiews,

requiring

skill
m*

and kxpkrikxce.

niar29-dly

TWO
a

Tacoma.

NEW ORLEANS—Cld 4th, barque Issaac Lincoln,
Merriman, Boston.
PENSACOLA—Cld 4th, sch Willie Martin, Noyes,
Havana.

More than the Entire Interest
all its bonds.

on

St.

to the

mile,

While railroad bonds may be

are

small

so

plena sum

the market.

seldom In

ally safe. They are not

attended

aa

unusa-

with the uncertain-

ties of projected enterprises, and the prompt paythe interest, and the final payment of the

meut of

principal,

certain

are as

The bon. is

are a

First

as

any future finadal event.

Mortgage and

are

for

$1,00$

each, have forty years to ran, and bear Interest at

Ranges,

the rate of 7 per

cent, per

first of April and

October,

being payable

gold in New York.

in

We hare sold

annum, payable

principal

both

ani1

the

on

Interest

One Million In the last lav

over

Trust Companies, and for the Investment of

weeks to

by

Trust Funds, and to the moat careftil Investors, and
have but

small arnouut remainlhg.

JAY COOKE At

Messrs. Swan &

CO.,

and for

paying links

We do notfbesitate to recommend them

FURNACES,

a

Full particulars furnished

by mall,

on

application

in

person

to

Barrett, Bankers,

PORTLAND.

Banker.,

No. 20 WALL STKLKT.

Jay

w

B

MIAITKKAto, Bankers
GENERAL AGENTS,

WaskiagMa,

South 3d Jt.

114

may2d&wlm

15th St.

Cooke, McCulloch

wls

23

NaaaaaSt., New York.

8. Treat*.

U.

&

Co.,

Street, LONDON.
Travel.

SPRING
MILLINERY.

Circular Letters of Credit issued upon deposit of

gold, currency
eler

Letters

or

approved securities, which the trav-

thus make available in any i»art of the world.

can

be

can

obtained through

bonks and bankers

Canada

as

well

mylloow

throughout
at

as

our

our

NEW

Smtes and

FRESH GOOD8,

offices,

7t

House For Sale at a

Bargain

-OF

of Brackett and Bramhall streets, recently occupied by J. H J. Thayer. Good cellar, good well of water, garden, gas throughout.
Terms to suit purchaser, not over $500 down required. May be examined between 10 and 12 A. M. and

CORNER

oeiween .i ana o

BEST

THE-

QUALITY,

particular* enMATTOCKS ft FOX,
88 Middle Street.
m.

r.

quire of
marll-dtf
Argus copy.

ror turtner

M. A. BOS WORTH’S,

Notice.
good
THREE
mayll-dlw

smart

find employment,
272 MIDDLE street.

men can

To Let.
Morrill's Corner, Deering—A genteel brick
dwelling house, pleasantly located, near horse

146
April

Exchange

18tl

Croa.sdale

cars; has 10 rooms, all the modern appliances, stable, ftc., and is first class in all respects.
Apply to Chaa. E. Morrill, near premises, or W. H
Jerris, Cahoon Block.
mylltf

For Sale
STORY and

a

A largo

St.

Superphosphate
FOB

BY

SALK

To Let.

or

half house with 7 finished rooms,

Conant & Rand,

garden spot, and stable, situated ou
Vaughan st., nearly opposite the residence of Geo. W
Woodman. For particulars apply to
WOODMAN, THUE ft CO.
tf
May 11,1872.
B ram hall Lodge, No. 3, K. P.
hold a special meeting at their Lodge
WILL
Room, Monday Evening, May 13th. Work
3rd degree.
myll-dtd

RTYLER

correspondent*,

the United

P«r Order W. C.
JOHN A.

IAS

COMMERCIAL

STREET,

Wholesale Agents for Maine.
and

i<

liable

pHce lower than any other
ap271*lm

Super Phosphate.

re-

LOK1NO, K. S.

House A Lot for 89,500.
on Munjoy; house two story, convenient for two families; Sebago water; lot 40x80 ft;
good neighborhood. Terms easy. Good investment,

LOCATED

D. W.

CLARK,
IB

DEALER

than 12 per cent interest. Apply to
JERRIS, Real Estate ft Loan Agent.
more

Is

hereby given, that the subscriber has
NOTICE
been duly appointed and taken
upon himself
the trust
of Administrator of the estate of

EPHRAIM P. GAMMON, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, an'*
bonds as the
directs, and Ido her**
Samuel H. Gammon of said Portion'*
within the State of v
having demands upon the
required to exhibit the s
ed to said estate are call«

Booms to Let,
WITH Board, at 30 Free street.
Also the
part of the building in the rear.
ap!3dlm

Attorney,

...

.
•in

_«mt.
ildSw

DESIRABLE tenement in the western part of
the city, with all the modern improvements.
Apply at 30 Emery St.
mylltf

A

83500
two

House in
on

Inquire
May U-d3w

goodforder.

Pleasant street*
C. PROCTER.

Wanted.
Assistant, healthy
Air Institute.
A Atmospheric
DR. H.
to

and

LADY

•*

be

Apply to-day
mylldlt

active,

at

the

E. MACE,
Blcck.

4 Cahoon

‘I

•

*5
7 00
y (g)

M

delivered earlier than lath May and later
than 13th Oct., at the same rate
per month an during
the season.
mchl'7
apl3

ICE

HOUSE, MARKET STREET
AMD

No. 3ti

Wanted.
FIRST class custom Vest maker. Apply to
FRED PROCTOR'S,
109 Middle st., Portland.
may lid l w

a

day.

-i

A

story
buy good
WILL
Gooii lot centrally located,
JOHN
of

Entire

alSASON PRICE FOR 1872.
from May 15th to Oct. t5th.

<

To

Exchange Street,

_•_PORTLAND.

ME.

Municipa[

Bonds.

of Counties and Cities in Miaeour! end
BONDS
occasionally School Bonde of Missouri and Kan-

sas, with Hemi-annual Coupons, drawing 10 per cent,
interest, selling at prices which net from

Ten to Twelve Per Cent. Interest.
Having an extensive acquintance in the West, as

well

as a

business acquainttnce of twenty years at

home in Portland, I am making a specialty of these
securities, visiting the locaUtles where they are issued
investigating them very carefully and buying ai*f

ottering for sale only those that 1 consider amoug the
Wanted.
safest for investment. They are issued in SlOo ftwo
and $1000 sizes, running ten or
SITUATION Wanted by an American Woman
twenty years from
of
reference*
<Ute
hii I are b«lug taken by our
best
if
I
us Housekeeper;
given re#hrew<t*,t and mow
R. W. H.,
careful tnveiilon. They are dally
quired. Address at once,
popular, receiving more atteutlon becoming
Portland, P. O.
myll-dlw*
from mhEuSZ.

A

For Kent.

A

GOOD Seven Octave Piano, to rent by
M. G. PALMER.
myll-eodlw

;n-1

SLITS'!

—1

--^

For Sale.
PROVISION store—one of the best locations in
Portland. A small saleable stock. Sold cnaccount of leaving the state.
For particulars enquire ut JonesVMarket, 370 Cougressst.
my4dlw*tflM
DANIEL JONES.

A

upper

..■e

..est Rates.

flaw

LEONIDAS H.INGRAI
or to Samuel H. Gan
Portland, May 7th, 187!

UY

»Phntf__

Porteous.

The road is already earning, after ail operat-

_myll*3w
<pa
6>a
#>a
y>a
T’s

Bath

Spring.

mortgage debt is $18,300 to the

Its

or

will pay
WM. H.

Portland Municipal
Portland aid P A: R

SALE

Evansville and Nashville with

of

way

South.

ing expenses are paid, much

ATand steam

Happy Relief fer If earns He a front the effects
of errors and abuses in early life. Manhood restored.
Nervous debility cured. Impediments to
marriage
removed. New method ot treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books and Circulars free, In
sealed envelopes.
Address HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

FOE

shortest

the

celebrated Block Coal fields of Indi-

1W Fore at., (between Plum and Exchange st.)
Stoves removed, stored, lined and repaired at reasonable rates. Grates and linings for the various
kinds of stoves.
mylU12w
I

cars

mclil6dan3m

MARINE

mile.

-AND-

wl2

CARPET CLEANSING!

On

the entire

mylleodlw

Foreign

For .Hoth Patches, Freckles,
use PERRY’S MOTH AND FRECKLE
The well known reliable and harmless
remedy for Brown Discolorations of the lace. Preonly by Dr. B. C. Perry, Dermatologist, 49
ond St., New York. Sold by Druggist everwhere.

Parthia.Boston.Liverpool_May

by

ana, and

a great
mhl6eodsn3m

cause

richest portions of Illinois

of the

Indiana, connecting Chicago by

route with the

CEMENT PIPE FOR SEWERS,

DISEASES.

mw«s

one

ty, those upon

Pkiladrlpkla

TAN,

Dye

and

s,t,*th

STOVES,

Railroad

cennes

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

USES

Danville & Vin-

NEW YORK.

LOTION.

Foster’s

Chicago,

CHAR. CURTIR Hr CO.,

41 Lombard

memo

THE

TO ORDER FROM MEASURE !

Mouldings,

DATE

iurA...navre.iuay lo
Republic.New York. .Liverpool_May 18
City of Montreal.. .New York.. Liverpool.May 18
18
India.New York. .Glasgow.May 18
Manhattan.New York. .Liverpool_May 22
South America..New York. .Rio Janeiro. .May 23
China.New York. .Liverpool_May 25
25

which

Rt.

u

Kuna through

suffering if neglected.

293

4-d2w

k,

MISCELLANEOUS.

2w

the constitution and

CO.,

Congress

May

DR. MORSE’S “UTERINEj TONIC" is prepared
for strengthening the system,
imparting
tone and vitality to the various organs,
removing
such weaknesses and complaints as tend to undermine

&

10 CXAPP’S BLO(

expressly

in called.

PERRY’S IMPROVED COMEDONE and PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age. I. warranted to cure Flesh Woums, Pimples,
Eruption,
and Blotched disfigurations of the face. Sold by all
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond st., New York.
and

DAVIS

Having: secured the services of a
First-Class Dressmaker, we shall
open Monday, May 6, with all the
latest styles, and we feel confident
we can give perfect satisfaction to
all who may favor ns. Children’s
Suits a specialty.
Mrs. ARVEDSON, US Congress St.

Papers

61 Exchaage $1.

SKIN

*-

DRESS MAKINC.

sn

-

n^Tlil AO AA3302

Boys

0]>i>.

LOTIIROP,

FANCY GOODS.

THE BEAUTEOUS SPRING.

mayl

—

St.

The beauteous Spring at last has come,
And thousands welcome it with joy;
We hear the workmen's busy hum,
As each goes forth to his employ;
The grass is springing round our way,
The birds are singing in the trees,
And conies once more the beanteous May,
Welcomed by all on laud and seas;
The
are out in handsome ‘'Clothes,"
Which they have bought at George Fenno's,
Coat, Pant, Vest. Hat and Shoes complete
Corner ot Beach and Washington Street,
4pl3sn3m cb wk
Boston.
my 10

will be sold at reasonable prices.

of which

Furhishinsr
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BUCKNAM & BAILEY,

GRADES.
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Summer

STYLES

DECORATIONS,
All

Ladies’

STYLES!

Congress

293

apflan eod3m

CO.,

To their

Leaf

We shall exhibit thb» day
Jaiul every day after.
LARGE and well selected stork oi

A fine assortment of

comprises the latest and most

DESIRABLE

Gold

Universal.

Stoves and Furnaces.

A

V

Exposition

PORTLAND CITY

DEVENS

new

CUAS. CURTIS 4k CO.,

DIED.

..now

_mayBdlw

BEST DUALITIES 1

LATEST

Just received and for sale

May 4-sntf

»

SALE.

MEN’S FURNISHING GOODS!

61 Exchaage tit.

No.

Under Falmouth Hotel.

First-Class Residence at tbe
West End.
No. 30 Carlton St., Near Pine.

SPACIOUS STORE OF

LOTIIROP,

Loring, Short & Harmon,

A. Itt. PEABODY,

PAPERS,

NEW AND

A Very fine Line of nil Urtdm.

sn

AT THE

Brunswick, May 8, Elisha S. Stover, Town Clerk
ot Harpswell, and MIbs Cordelia
R., daughter of Capt,
John Bishop, of Harpswell.
In Topsham, May 1, Edward A. Allen and Fannie
Dunning.
In WatcrvUle, May 7, Silas P. Ellis, of
Winslow,
and Charlotte J. Fairbrother, of W.
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16

STORE,

ONE PRICE ONLY.

Order.

ROOM PAPERS !

4

at Lowest

Prices.

Thuesday,

meets at 10.30.

ROOM PAPERS,

Trimmings, Ruf-

FINE SHIRTS!

Spiritual Fraternity, Army and Navy Uxios
Hall—Miss Jennie Leys of Mass, one of the most
eloquent inspirational speakers in the field will speak
on Suuday, at 3 &
7} p. m. Admission 10 cents.

n

7

New StanJard

MADE

Per

NELSON,

West Amesbury, Mass.

Kid Gloves,

The Ladies of the Second Parish Circle take this
method to express their thanks to all those who assisted in the Concert Entertainment, of

In

FOR

SARGENT &
Box 120.
May 8 -dlw

Linens.

A Card.

myllsnlt

Good Pay!

to

Edgings,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

May 2ud.

Apply Immediately

"

Piques,

amount of

A Full Lin© of

York. .Glasgow.May
York. Liverpool.May
Baltic.New Ybrk. .Liverpool
May
Algeria.New York. .Liverpool_May
Idaho.New York.. Liverpool.... May
Java.New York. .Liverpool.... May
Oceau Queen.New York.. Aspinwall_May
Java.New York. .Liverpool_May
City of Bristol.New York. Liverpool_May
Crescent City.New York. .Havana.May

Permanent Job and

Buttons.

Rununr

Bangor.
LYNN—Ar6th. sells Oregon, Perry, Richmond:
Z Stratton, Bray, Calais.
Ar 8th, Bch Bedabedec, lvnowlton, Weehawken.
PLYMOUTH—Ar 4th, ech Boxer, Southard, Kliza-

Carriage Work.

Friuges,

barque Reunion.
SALEM—Cld 8th. barque Ellen Morrison, Dodge,
*

Boston,

FROM

On

Skirts, Corsets,

The Houtherly half of a new three story Brick ami
swelled front mastic block; built by the day, in the
best munuer; 13 rooms, Including bath room; hot and
cold water. Kresooed in oil
by Schumacher; cellar
cemented, lathed and lastered. Lot over 5000 feet.
This property is situated In a
growing part of Ihe
city, and will be Bold at a price favorable for occupancy or investment. May be seen any day from 4
to 6r. m, Mondays and Srturdav excepted.
Apr 27-sntf

about 3

Anglia.New
Citv of Brooklyn .New

STITCHER

Gloves,

NEWPORT—Ar 8th, schs Merrill C Harti Rawley, Yinalhaven for Washington; Congress, York,
Portland for New York; Trenton, Walls, Calais for
Norwich; M B Mahonev, Anderson, from Bangor
for
*

Pittston.

first-class

TRIMMER and

A

was

In this city, May 10, Fannie E., daughter of Frances E., and the late David S.
Merrill, aged 8 years 9
months.
[Funeral services Sunday afternoon at 1 o’clock,
at the residence of J. H. Russell, No. 40 Middle St.
In Falmouth, May 10, Capt. John Johnson,
aged
60 years.
[Funeral services Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at his late residence in Falmouth.
In Sebago, May 6, Mr. John Douglass, aged 89 years
7 months 2 days.
In Dresden, May 3, Mrs. Betsey
Mayers, widow oi
the late John Mayers, aged 77 vears 6 months.
In Harpswell, May 3, Mr. Edward O. Thompson,
aged 64 years.

NEW GOODS !

Ar 9th, schs F Nelson, Holbrook,
Calais; Santa Maria, Harding, Ellsworth; Jane, Haskell, and Fred
Reed, Boardmaa, Bangor; Express, Wass, Addison.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 9th, sch Gov Coney, Adams,

IN GENERAL.

MARRIED.

FURNISHING

345 Congress Street.

schs

County.

o’clock, as a train on the
Hartford & Erie Railroad
First
street
in South Boston, a
passing
brakeman, named Horace Jones, of Maine, was
rap over on the crossing. Both legs were cut
off and lie received a terrible blow on the
head,
the injuring producing instant death.

NEW AI) \r ERTISEM ENTS.

STORE;

Salista,
Gardiner .Turner,

Partridge, Galveston;

Wm. Creary, of Eastport, was seriously injured on Friday of last week by being caught
in the belting in Chadbourne’s steam
mill, ami
drawn into the machinery. He
narrowly eswith
bis
life.
caped

Thursday,

LADIES’

Woodman, Cardenas;
brigs Robin, schs
Alice B

Charleston; Northern Light, Plummer, So Amboy.
Cld 9lh, barques Eureka, Prit.ce, for Buenos
Ayres;
A Kobbe. Chase, Matanzas; brig Dirigo,Coffin, Baltimore; schs John Bird, Sleeper, Cardenas: Lacon,
Kirkpatrick, Boston.
Passed through Hell Gate 8th, schs Gem, Thomas,
Rondout for Gardiner; Tennessee, Creed, Rondout
for Boston; Mabel Hall, Bartlett, New York for Salem ; Ben Borland, Spear, do for Bath; Julia, Perry,
and Silas McLoon, Spear, do for Boston.

Three young bears were, treed and caught
alive near the West branch of the Machias
river in Wesley on Sunday, April 28tli.
A portion of the iron works at Pembroke lias
boen obliged to suspend for want of sand.

track of the

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

for Matanzas.
NEW YORK—Ar 8th, brigs Nellie. Owens, from St
Croix 13 days; Amelia Ann, Izatt, Humacoa 17 days;
Rio Grande, McLellan, Havana 14 ds; Robin, Strout,
Millbridge; schs Minolta,urocker, Matanzas 11 days;
Mail, Linscott, Gardiner; Frank & Emily, Brown,
Boston: Louisa A Johnson, from Port Jefferson; Sunbeam, from Portland; Adaline Hamlin, Lewis, from
Fall River: F A Pike, Gove, Providence.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

H. Poor & Son’s new light draft steamer now
building, to be run on the upper Penobscot to
Medway, will probably be completed in two or
three weeks.
Two barrels of beer were turned into the gutter on one of the Bangor streets at an early
hour Thursday morning by a store-keeper who
couldn’t get rid of them in any other way.

to

somebody.
The consumption

4-1

,,o

crew

An Ogle county, 11L, man has trapped fifty
skunks duriug the past six months, which is
another indication that the battle is not always

[

COUNTY.

..

vorce.

\

NEWS.

..

000.
Bad cooking on the part of
by a Texas judge to be good

The Washington correspondent of |the Boston Advertiser gives the following as political
talk at the eapitol:

college

STATE

NAME

im-

corderin Jackson county, In<l.
The ‘fire fiend’ of the graphic reporter lias
been unusually active the past week. The aggregate losses for the week must reach $2,000,-

mocracy.
It seems to me
that
the disposition
of the Democrats to go for Horace
Greeley
is not likely to increase after the first
impulse
which is given to it by the comments of the
press and the obvious confusion of the Grant
party. People will get their heads again very
rapidly. The utter incongruity of either Demo‘crats or Republicans supporting
Greeley will
become more and and more obvious. I don’t
believe the people of this country are ready to
go through a Presidential election for the ‘purpose of confusion. Cities, towus, districts, even
states, are sometimes carried in this way, but
you are less and less likely to run this risk the
more
you widen your constituency. No man
has ever yet been chosen President by
twentyfive or thirty or thirty-five States or two to six
million pecple, merely for the sake of confusing politics or resolving parties into their original elements. No man ought to be.
Frank
Blair
on the Cincinnati platform and
appeared
directed
its nomination; or(take another theory
not contradictory or collateral) when Fenton
dictated a Presidential candidate for the purjiose of controlling the poltics of New York
against a Senatorial rival,—the reform movement was raided upon and captured. No blame
to it.
It was in its idea an honest and wholesome movement.
The ship engaged in the
honest trade is as likely as
any other to be taken
by a pirate. The Cincinnati Convention was so
taken. It was a sign that that way out of poliIt was a sign
tics had, for that time failed.
that the personal system had been able not only
to control the administration and all local and
general jiolitics, but to detail men enough to
break up for the time being the attempt at reform. The movement was for that time at an
end.

The captains of the

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 30th tilt, schs Monadiiock,
Hammond, and Louisa Smith, Webber, New York.
Cld 2d, soli Beta, Brown, Bridgeport.
CHARLESTON-SId 8th, soli Carrie Heyer, Poland, New Haven.
GEORGETOWN, SC-Ai 30th, sch J G Stover
Arey, Suvannab.
Cld 1st, schs Moses Patten, Harding, Belfast, Me;
S E Woodbury. Woodbury, Baltimore.
Cld 2d, sch Fanny K Shaw, Watts, Tliomaston.
Cld 3d, schs Grace Girdler, Smith, for Kennebuuk;
4th, Wm Slater, Watts, Boston.
WILMINGTON—Ar 6th Inst, brig Isola, Snowman,
Rockport; sch Hattie E Sambson, Davis, do.
NORFOLK—Ar 6th, schs Silver Lake, Reed, Baltimore tor Portland, leaky; Nellie M Snow,Snow, N^
York; Nevada. Gilley, Camden.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed iu 8th hist, barque
Keystone, Berry, Liverpool for Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Cld 8th, barque Alpine, Hiuds, for
Savannah; sch C W Elwell, Giles, Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 8th, sch Eri. Stewart, St
St Marys, Ga.
Cld 8tli, brig Frank Clark, Morton, fbr Salem; sch
Fannie H Bucklin, Bucklin, Portsmouth.
Sid fin Deleware Breakwater 8th, brig Keystone,

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS
are

country in the production of steel.

liest in

ers

occurred in

Parasols, light, cheap and sensible,

the “Helps and Hindrances to the
and Standing of Homojopathy.”

Tlie time and place of holding the Democratic N ational Convention are interpreted by political prophets of more than ordinary shrewdness to indicate an
indeiiendent nomination and
a disavowal of
Greeley anil Cincinnati. Judge
Niblack, the only member of Congress represented on the Democratic national committee,
says the action of that body in New York yesterday “means business,” while Janies Brooks
to-day expressed his belief that Baltimore improved Mr. Greeley’s chances with the Democrats, from the fact that the southern influence
m that city is intense and
that the entire South,
with the■» exception pcrlias of
Georgia, will
come up solid to tlie
help of Greeley. Mr.
Brooks expects the strength of the
opposition
to the Cincinnati candidates will be developed
in Ohio, Illinois and Indiana, but that it will
not command in the aggregate over one-fifth of
the numeiical strength of the convention,
though including strongest and ablest delegates.
The efforts to raise a contest over the nominations at Philadelphia meets with very little encouragement, though it is still talked quietly
and cautiously. A leading editorial in the Baltimore American, on the duty of the Philadelphia Convention, in which great stress is laid
upon the necessity of effecting unity and harmony in the Republican party, and nothing
whatever said about the renomination of Gen.
Grant, has attracted considerable attention
here, from tlie fact that the editor of the American is Collector of
Itevcnuc in Baltimore, a
member of the Republican National Committee
and a personal friend of President Grant.

Capt. Clifford,

her late

was

Treasurer, W. Gallupe, M. D., of Bangor.'
At tlie evening session IJr. J. B. Bell of Au-

Progress

were under consideration the condition of our
navy was also referred to. The President said
that he had for months past deplored the inefficiency of our coast defences, and regretted
that he could not do anything to strengthen
them. After an interchange of opinion it was
finally decided that every iron clad of the navy
should be put in condition for immediate service. The Secretary of War was also instructed to make the coast defence, particularly on
the Southern seaboard, as impregnable as possible. What can be done to put our navy in a
state of efficiency is being done aud therefore
extraordinary efforts are being promptly marie
to put the best of the iron clads in a sea going
condition, so that in a few weeks there may lie
not less than fourteen ready for orders. If
necessary the work will be done day and night.
Three iron clads have been sent to private
yards at Philadelphia for immediate repairs.—
Those at Boston, Brooklyn and Norfolk are being fitted out as rapidly as possible. The monitors at New Orleans, can with little repairs be
made ready without delay. The cause of the
Tlu» nffioiulil Jkt
ttotivit.y BiMiilof, ho
the navy department do not deny the preparabut
as
to
the object of
tions,
profess ignorance
fitting them out. Inhumation has reached the
Navy Department that the Morro Castle guarding the entrance to Havana harbor is being
rapidly strengthened and that fifteen inch guns
pointed seaward are now being putln position.
The order to fit out so many monitors at this
time excites suspicion that trouble is imminent
with Spain.

tor, bound to New York from Pernambuco, with
Capt. Clifford dead, the mate in a dying condition, and Mrs. Clifford, the captain’s wife sick'
Advices received Friday report that the vessel

was

on

laboring with

A Heroine ok the Ocean.—It has been stated that the brig Abbic Clifford, of Stockton, in
this State, was spoken April (ith, on the Equa-

committee on the Treasurer’s account, aud Drs.
Briery, and N. G. H. Pulsifcr on nominations.
The names of J. L. Babcock of Hallowell,
William Waters of Searsport, Thomas B. Pulsifer of Ellsworth, aud Oliu M. Drake of Ellsworth were presented for membership, aud they
were elected members.
Dr. Nathan Wiggin

dress

now

Activity in the Navy.—A Washington
dispatch says that at tha session of the Cabinet on Tuesday last while the Alabama claims

The Colonel was of the opinion that President
Grant may secure the votes of all the Southern
people if they are convinced that hereafter they
may have an equal voice in the government,
and that the
policy of his administration will
be in favor of kindly relations between the secthe
all
differences
between the North and
tions,
the|South having been settled by constitutional

.'A ■

Lincoln,

the Congregational societies of Harrison aud North
will
be
ordained
to
the
work
of the
firidgtou,
gospel ministry and installed as pastors of
those churches on Wednesday next.

not.

xrcil|

pas-

Mr. A. P. Tinker will
probably accept the
call to become pastor of the High St CongreAuburn.
gational Church,

and you have the white people.”
President Grant remarked that the issue between him aud Mr. Greeley was merely a personal one, and Col. Mosby said that what made
the administration unpopular in the South was
the number of carpet-baggers there.
Col. Mosby did not think the Southerners
wuuld sacrifice a single principle by voting for
Grant against Greeley. The Colonel said that
he preferred military power to any other, and
informed the President that if the issue were
between Gen. Grant and Horace Greeley, he
would support Gen. Grant. He believed that
Virginia would give a majority for him. He
.was certain his District would. If need be be
(Mosby) would stump the State in Grant’s behalf.
During the interview he touched upon several
war incidents.
The President informed Colonel
Mosby that he came near being captured by
him once when on the Orange & Alexandria
Railroad without a guard.
Senator Lewis—“And it might have changed
the results of the rebellion.”
Col. Mosby—“Yes, and I might have been
President.”
Subsequent to tlm interview a correspondent
called upon Col. Mosh|r at his hotel, and asked
him how he liked I resident Grant.
“He’s a very plain man,” said Col. Mosby;
“one don’t feel small in his presence. I was
very much pleased with him and my reception.
Correspondent—“How is it down your way
between Gen. Grant aud Horace Greeley?”
Col. Mosby—“I think it best to go for President Grant. James Barber is for him and Geo.
Payne and other ex-confederates.”
Correspondent—“How is it with your friend,
Gov. Smith, ‘Extra Bill?’
Col. Mosby—“Oh! he’s for peace.”
Correspondent—“What is your opinion about
the political situation?”
“I think it for the interests of the people to
go for President Grant. He could benefit the
South more than Greeley, because he would
have power iu aud out of Congress to do positive acts of friendship, whereas Greeley could

uulkWJIUllUlUg

a can to Decome me

Baptist

Sunday.

“Now, iu my own District,” said Mosby,
“there’s Lewis McKenzie, ex-M. C., and a delegate to Phiadelphia. He comes out for Greeley. He is a popular negro and may carry some
of them over to Horace; but I think it will be
a good exchange for Horace to have the darkies

of Augusta.

of the

accepieu

church and society in Farmington, and will commence his labors next

tor

amendments.

Farmington Matters.

man

rec ion

DO

the population. Deducting the non-consumit is estimated that the average beer drinker
swallowed 150 gallons during the year.
to

The "Cumberland Amux-iation” will meet
with Rev. W. H. Haskell, Falmouth, Tuesday,
May Hth.

Oojierniuent Bond, conv^l^^M.
mch22 dtf

CIIARI.Eg m.
HAWKEN,
9ft

---_1Jia,llf

_

Pertlaud

To Let.

A Tafe

“

THE

Advertisements To-Day.

the rate of

Notice.

Thomas

Beligisia Notice*.
Hereafter notices of this character must be
stricted to three lines, (thirty words.)

re

on
Wednesday, June 12th, at 3 o’clock P. M.
A social reunion on Thursday evening, June
13th, in the parlors of Hersey Hall. Graduates
who may be unable to attend are requested to
send their names, the year of their graduation,
and their present address aud occupation. All
communications may be addressed to Fred. O.
Hichborn, at the Seminary.

Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr. Hayden
will preach at 10$ a. m. Evening lecture at 711\ m.
Plymouth Church—Services to-morrow morning
and afternoon by the Pastor, Rev. M. H. Williams,
New

the usual hours.

First Baptist Church, Congress st., corner ot
VVIliflot, Rev. Win. H. Shailer, Pastor.—Preaching at
3; Sabbath School at 1.45; S. S. Concert at 7.
Preble Chapel, comer Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School at 2; Preaching at 3. Temperance meeting at 7}.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall. Eld
John Couch, of Chelsea, Mass,, will preach Sunday
at the usual hours. Prayer meeting at 9 a. m.

Drowned.—A

of Standish was drowned Thursday afterin Little Ossipee river while rafting a
boom of logs. His body was recovered in 20
minutes, but all efforts to resucitate life were
noon

Children’s Progressive Lyceum meet at Army
Hall at 10} a. m. All are invited.

Navy Union

fruitless.

He was about 20 years of age. He
fell between the logs and his head was jammed.
Mrs. O. W. Burnham, a well-known singer,
of Portland, has just returned from
Mrs. Burnham has spent the greater
part of the last two years studying in Florence,
havingleft Italy for England some three months
ago, and devoting herself in London to the
study of oratorio with the best teachers of sacred music. During Mrs. Burnham’s stay in

formerly
Europe.

India St., Universalist Church.—Preaching
by the Pastor, Rev. G. W. Bicknell at 10*

to-morrow
and 7*.

Mountfort Street A. M. E. Church.—Preaching at 10.30 A. M.,at 3 and 7.30 p. M. Sunday School
m.

Casco St. Free Baptist Church, Rev. A. A.
Smith, pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath

iiaiy

The Reform School S. S. will be held Sunday P.
Coach leaves State Street at 2 o’clock. Every
teacher is requested to be present.
Bethel CHURcn, 97 Fore Street.—Services Sabbath A. M., at 10.30 o’clock; p. m., at 3 aud 7.00
o’clock. Communion service the first Sunday p. m.
of each month. Also meetings on
Monday and
evenings at 7.30 o’clock. All from the sea
Thursday
aud land are cordially Invited.
Pine St. M. E. Church.—D.H. Hannaburgh, pasor.—Services at 101 by Rev. E. W. Hutchinson and
at 3 by Rev. C. C. Mason.
Y. M. C. Association. Mechanics’ Building. Prayer Meetings every Saturday evening.—Social Meeting
every Sunday at 10$ o’clock a.m., in Munsey’s Soil
Loft, Commercial whf,
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Sabbath
School Prayer Meeting at 2.15. Sabbath School at 3.
Washingtonian prayer meeting in the eveuing at 7$.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church.—No services in
M.

one

spem

ed some inadvertent errors.
few business men” should not have been inserted between the words “behalf” and “of
Portland.” Mr. Barnes, as is well-known, has
not been limited in his efforts, but has aimed to
advance all desirable enterprises and move-

7$ o’clock.

ments.

James H. Harford of the firm of J. H. and
F. H. Harford, has been appointed post mas.
ter, Vice Thomas B. Grant, resigned. Mr.
Harford proposes to fit up for tbe post office,

BARROWS.

Friday.—Emma A. Harris of Gorham vs. Delmer
Harris. Divorce decreed.
Cusoody of mimor children decreed to libellant.
Swasey A Son.
Geo. W. Libby, of Cape Elizabeth, vs. Sarah J.
Libby. Desertion. Divorce decreed.
Howard A Cleaves.
Lydia F. Wells, of Cape Elizabeth, vs. Calvin
Wells.

Desertion

and

drunkenness.

Divorce

creed.
lant.

Custody of minor children decreed

to

part of their store on the comer of Sawyer
street and Harford Place; the most central and
convenient point in the village. We are authorized to state that a large majority of the

de-

satisfied with the change.
We understand by a gentleman who canvassed this village recently that but two men could
be found who indorse the Cincinnati platform,
and that they were not in favor of the noinina'
tion unless Greeley is left out. The people in
this vicinity go for pure breed and abhor mongrels ; that’s wbat we know about farming.

people

libel-

A Cleaves.
Caroline A. Tukey vs. Geo. P. Tukey of Portland.
Divorce decreed.
R. W. Robinson.
Geo. W. Witham, of Portland, vs. Electa L. P.
With am. Desertion. Divorce decreed.
Howard

are

*

D. H. Drummond.
State by information vs. Boston A
Company. This was a suit of quo warranto, issued
at the request of the.Attorney General against the
defendant corporation, to determine the right by
which they had located their road from Berwick to
the line of Cumberland County without going through
South Berwick. The defendants alleged want of
time to plead; claimed that no irretrievable injury
could have been done since they had not applied for
this writ for seven months since the respondents located their road; that the road had been located and
was about built and a re-locating would involve an
expense of hundreds of thousands of dollars; and
that Judge Walton had dismissed a hearing for an
injunction on the same grounds only a short time
since. Judge Barrows decided that respondents be
allowed to file pleading by September first, with
leave granted to plead double.
Drummond—Putnam.
Reed, Att’y General.
Maine Railroad

flaperier
may

term—before

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

|

Medical Inhalation for the

of Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Hemorrhage and all affections of the Lungs. Inhalation—This is a subject which is at the pres,
ent time exciting almost universal attention,
and as a rational and scientific mode of treatment of pulmonary diseases stands unquestioncure

ably first

and foremost among the discoveries
in medicine of the present century. In a climate like ours, where chronic pulmonary diseases are so prevalent and so universally fatal,
and where, too, a profound conviction of the
uselessness and inefficiency of all the ordinary
means employed by the profession, based on
the painful and melancholy experience of the
past, pervades all classes of the community.
This interesting discovery in medicine cannot
but be hailed with the liveliest emotions and

|

Court.
judge lane.

Friday.—Moses K. Marean vs. Charles E. Thomas.
Action to recover damages for malicious prosecution.
Verdict for the plaintiff for $200.
Bradbury A Bradbury for plff.
Frank for defendant.

heartiest welcome by every high minded, generous hearted and intelligent practitioner in the
land.
Chas. Morse, M. D.,
d&w
73 Free street, Portland, Me.

muuicipul Court.
BEFORE

JUDGE

MORRIS.

Davis & Co. open this morning a new stock
of Kid Gloves, in all colors, at 75c, 95c, $1.25,
and the best goods ever offered in the city.
Every pair of Gloves sold by this firm is war-

liquors of Mullen,
J. C. Frank of Boston, claimant. Judgment against
the liquors with costs for libellant. Appealed.
Bradburys.
One case of libelled liquors forfeited. No claimFriday.—Sheriff, libellant,

vs.

Intoxication.

costs.

Fined $5 wilh

____

Brief Jotting*.
Water was let
Mr. Bowie’s

on

the fountains

yesterday.

job-wagon was considerably
damaged by a frieght train on Commercial
street yesterday.
We are glad to know that Dr. W. C. Robinto his house
Bon, after a painful confinement
for a year, is able to ride out.
The first pair of rails on the extension of the
Boston and Maine Rairoad was held at Salmon
Falls, N, H., Thursday with appropriate honRoad Master
ors, under the supervision of
Smith.
The committee of the city government on
commission for an examination of
the

at 10,

proposed

standing near an open
keg of oil fell through and

was

the floor within a foot of him, burstin all directions.
ing open and scattering the oil
The Peck bond case comes up again in the
beSupreme Court this morning, the questions
ing whether the decision of the Legislature ia
-•.or was legal; whether Messrs. Dow and
on

'i-'«w>d from further responsi''ondsmen are no
*>as juris-

dent and tu...& Ogdensburg Railrw
pass over the proposed route
Ogdensburg, for the purpose of asce.<~
feasibility of building the road, and tear.,
the disposition of the people in regard to lend'
ng the projeet assistance.
The Committee on Public Buildings made ai
official inspection of all the buildings unde

12,17,

Ann

n,.v R.uvmAa
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Mr.

their charge yesterday afternoon.
The International Railway and Steam Navi
for May, is just published by C
gation Guide
Montreal and Portland
K. Chisholm & Bros.,
his know!
.Tames M. Churchill, illustrated
a
an. 1
Greeley
by
planting
of
farming,
edge

fnrn

The enterprise of the Hon. N. G. Marshall,
who fitted up so elegantly the Marshall House
at York last summer, has led him to purchase
and equip a line of coaches to run between his
house and the railroad.
A member of Post Sheridan of Biddeford
called upon several member of the Saco City
Government yesterday to solicit contributions
from the city towards the expenses of “Decoration Day.”
Mr. Greeley's Democratic Stbengeh.—
The Tribune says that among the Democratic
members of Congress who will support the CinHon. Janies
cinnati Presidential ticket is
Brooks of New York. In the course of convervasion he said in his opinion Greeley would receive in the Democratic National Convention
tion the votes of three-fourths of the New England delegates; all those from New York; the
those from New Jersey and
greater part of several
from Ohio and Indiana;
Pennsylvania;
the entire delegation from Illinois and Michigan; part of those from Missouri; all from Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, Oregon, California,
Kentucky and Tennessee and all the remainder
of the South except a portion of those of Georgia. He thinks that more than three-fourths
of the Convention will go to Baltimore intending to endorse the Cincinnati movement,though
he expects this course will be warmly opposed
by delegates from Ohio, Illinois and Georgia,
but only by gentlcqien whose views are generally extreme. There may be; he thinks, a rupture in the Convention, but its influence will
only strengthen Greeley among the Republicans.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Destructive floods are reported in Kansas.
Senator Morton denies that he is or has ever
thought of being a candidate for the Presidency.
The Treasurv Dmiartment has decided that
British steamship Clotilda, which was wrecked
near Wells and repaired at Boston, cannot lie
given an American registry, because after repairing she sailed under British papers.
Havana advices report sugars firm.
A bark, supposed to be the Florence Peters,
of Philadelphia, is reported ashore on Turk’s
Island.
The New York Assembly has chosen managers for the impeachment of Judge Barnard.
A sugar refinery in Brooklyn, N. Y., was destroyed by fire last night. The total loss is estimated at $225,000.
Thirteen buildings were burned Friday In
Barry town, N. Y. Loss $75,000.

Quo f PMillfr
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make.

IL has been proved beyond a doubt that
there is no remedy equal to Smolander’s Buchu for toning and stimulating the nervous
system, and by which means alone kidney, blad
derand glandular diseases, mental and physica
debility, diabetes, loss of vigor in either Bex,
female complaints Buccumb and health is restored.

o: 1

th 3
was rescued froi
Evans,
Hon.
George
late
at Waltham, Mass, by a
drowning in a pond
from a second star y
older lad, who jumped
distance to plunge m an d
window and ran some
tint d
was sinking for the
save Freddie as he
lad is u. ithe
of
generous
time. The name
known.
a Washington., n
The Reform Club will hold
g
(Sunday)
to-morrow
as
usual,
meeting
Add iat Arcana Hall; at half-past 7 o’clock.
d
tional seats have been purchased, as many ha
it
to go away for want of accommodation, la

e'^u1^

the eastern pavilic q
of the Maine General Hospital, and the buili 1ing will soon be ready for the plasterers.
Good fever and ague weather.
The hatters are exhibiting some very bant lsome styles for spring and summer.
A magnificent azalia in full bloom is a pret ,y

Destructive Fire.

Somerset, Penn., May 10.—One-third of the

of this city and two-thirds of the value of
the whole place were burned this forenoon.—
Loss 81,000,000. Insured 875,000.
Pittsburg, Pa., May 10.—A fire destroyed
six squares in a part of the town embracing
one-third of the area of the place and twothirds of its entire value. The buildings destroyed included three hotels, every business
house, store and shop but one, botli banking
houses, both printing offices, Post Office, tw<
churches, the Masonic and Odd Fellows hall,
telegraph office, express office and over thirty
dwellings. Fifty families are home-

area

tirivate
ess.

Explniw.
This morning at 4 o’clock, three boilers

ploded
mill.

in James Wood & Sons iron and
A. fireman was instantly killed.
A

Asthma, Coughs

Price 35 and 75 cts

Colds, Lung Complaints.
Tirl5-T T S & wly.
•vj’s Golden Pills

are

unequaled.

mlO-eodlw&wlt
nky

offer

a

large

assort

stable Seeds that ar *
relUx.

_
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Bouquet Soap he s
perfume, and is i 1

ere

Co ix; ate
novel but very

toilet use.
every respect superio*
Sold by dealers in perfumery and Toilet art

ex
saw

Canard.

Leavenwobth, Kansas, May 10.—Nothin;

has been heard of another fight between the
United States and Zcke Proctor in the Indiai
|
to that effect, purportin;
Territory. The story here
from the Cberokei
to have been brought
district, must be a sheer fabricatiou.

thpeo

SYNOPSIS OP WEATHER REPORTS FOB THE PAS'
TWENTY-POUR HOURS.

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal!
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
May 11 (1.00 A. M.) 1
an
1
over
Eastern
Iowa
barometer
The lowest
Southern Wisconsin will probably move north
eastward into Canada. The area of cloud an 1
rain northwest of the Ohio valley will exteu 1
eastward over the lower lake region with it
creased cloudiness, probably threatening weatl
er and
southerly winds over New England an j
Middle Atlantic States and partially cloud
weather with southerly winds veering to wes
erly over the Southern States. A rising baromi
ter, northwest winds and clearing weather wi jj
extend southeast over the northwest and upp< r
lake region to the Ohio valley.

may always be found.

War Department, Signal Service, U. S. Army. E t_
visions of Telegrams and Reports for the benefit 3f

Commerce.

S

£
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Cabtoria—a substitute for Castor Oil—a vei
etable preparation containing neither Mine rals, Morphine nor Alcohol. It is pleasant ®
take, does not nauseate, and operates when e H
other remedies failed. Dr. Pitcher has expel »-

mented fifteen years in producing a prepar *•
tion more efficient than Castor Oil, without i ts
horrid taste. The Castoria regulates the sy 1
tern; cures constipation, stomach ache, croi p
and flatulency, and kills worms. It does n ”
distress or gripe. By its quieting soothing < fis partic “
feet it produces natural sleep, and
to crying and teething childre n,
adapted
larly
ai 11
We desire Physicians to test this article,
three bottles gratis to the addrt ss

will forward
Insist that yo lr
of any one so authenticated.
it for you. It costs but 50 cen •S,
order
druggist
doctor’s bil ia
and one bottle will save many
N. Y,
53
Broadway,
j. B. Kobe & Co.,

may9-TT&S&wlt

Place
of
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Chicago.20,74

Cleveland. 29.91
Oorinne. Utah. .30.03

62

60
53
Indianapolis ...29.86 73
Kev West, Fla..29.99 76
MUWashington.30.30 33
New London... 30.23 66
New Orleans.. ..30.01 71
New York ..,.30.33 62
Norfolk.30.14 73
Pittsburg.29.92 75
Portland.30.31 50
San Francisco .30.06 62
Savannah.,.30.15 70
Washington.. .30.07 77
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Illinois, from

Erie

Mr. Dawes of Mass., remarked that placing
under ten per cent, reduction clause
would make the duty $0.30 a tou, which at the
present cost of iron in England, was only fourteen per cent, ad valorem.
Mr. Burdett’s amendment was also rejected.
Mr. Dawes’ motion to strike out line “on pig
iron $6” so as to let it come under the general
ten per cent, reduction clause was agreed to—
yeas 84, nays 82.
The Committee rose after having disposed of
but a single line.

Adjourned.

NEW YORK.

on

Syracuse, May 10.—Engineer James Wood

special train from Rochester to Syracuse,
to-day, distance 81 miles, in 82 minutes. This,
for the distance, is the fastest time on record.

ran a

lation and

sectarian school*.

A

named

Hopkins aud Clark, anil received two wound
himself. Lynch wits arrested and the affra;

coming to tne knowledge of the committeeo :
they marched over to Wellington, a distance
twenty miles, took Lynch from the officer
having him in custody and hung him.
VSen.

Howard’s Policy Approved.

Fa^upisc, May 10.—Advices from Ari
represent Gen. Howard as pursuing
wlielly different course from that adopted b r
Mr. Colyer. He consults froely with citizen
aud seeks to give entire satisfaction to all pal
ties. Hp wi(l endeavor to have chiefs of th
Kiawas, Papagoes and Maricpos, all of whor
are friendly to the whites and hostile to th s
Apaches, accompany hint to Washington,
San

Putal Explosion.

Norfolk, May 10.—A special messenger r<
ports the explosion of a boiler of freight stean:
er Rotary off Old Point Comfort.
Chief eng
neer, Win, Walker, his wife, child and siste:
killed
and
of
were
several
in.-law
the crew » iverely scalded.

Death of Mayor Walker.
Portsmouth, N. H., May 10.—Hon. H. < '.
Walker, Mayor of this city, died to-day of ap l-

piexy.
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FO KEIGN.

very

the first
been

Negotiation* Broken off—Parliament:
London, May 10.—The Globe says it is rumored in trustworthy circles that the negotia-

at 93

do 1865

that

than h

vc

and

one

They

mostly naset, enabling the customer to
amine them
set nt short

carefully. They

more

notice, in

any

OIAin VV

|

hundred to two

three thousand dollars.

practical Diamond

10.—The Carlists report that thcii
iu Spain is in the province of
and news of an attack on Bilboa is ex-

stre'ugh

a

and

style,

as we

call ami

cod2wapr27

STREET

in

our

our

GRAND DESCRIPTIVE SERIES,

France and

AT-

PRICE
my9 eod

C.

B.

FASHIONABLE

GREAT

better

REMEDY

MILLINERY.
Hsta, Bonueta and Tarbnaa, in Beal
Leifa*rn, Imitation Leghorn, Milan Straw,
English Braid, and French Chip, in every desirable
shape, sod varying in quality and price to suit all.
French Flower*, Gro Grain Ribbon*.
SASH RIBBONS, NECK TIES, BOWS, Ac.

than

FANCY

GOODS,
Hosiery, Gloves,
Hoop Skirt?, Corsets
Collars and Cuffs,
Switches, &c.,
At Lowest Prices,
At Mrs.
a

Office

6V

CHICAGO.

T>i

COOK COUNTY.

T’l

CLEVELAND,

T’l

he

employ,

j

The brig Voptire, from Demerara, picked u p
adrift in the Gulf Stream, a buoy, attached t
which was a seven hundred fathom chain an ?1
about five hundred fathoms of telegraph cab!
The buoy and attachments are supposed to Is !-

hmg

to the company laying oables to oouuei t
With the West India Islands.
Ion of Life in Greece.
Athens, May 10,—Information has been n Iceivcd of an explosion of petroleum and gu
powder in Tripalitza, Greece, whereby a nun
her of lives were lost. Thirty were 'instant!
killed and many injured, some very severe!
It was feared some of the wounded would di

I

ns a

EUROPEAN A N. AM. R. R

CHICAGO, DANVILLE

The

Berolntian In Htilco again E:
hauMted.
Matamoras, May 10.—Geus. Cevallo, Pall

cio and

Ayola marched out this momiug wii h
10,000 troops, infantry and cavalry and twe! e
field pieces, in pursuit of Gen. Trivina's force 8,
now
reported at Camargo, Last night a speci
courier reached here with despatches to Ge
Cevallo from Gen. Rocha, who was to leav
Monterri to-day with 4000 men to attack Trei f»

intends to

Gold

Having secured

Are

prepared

|

furuish

DAILY OR FOR THK SEASON.
AT LOWEST RATES,

Gold

tr ORDERS
,

Office, No.

SOLICITED.

14 Cross Street,

Or J. C. PROCTER. 93 Kicfcange St.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

BY

BARRETT,

MIDDLE

ICE!
to

Families, Hotels, Stores and Vessels any quautity wanted

»»i

T’

TOPEKA A S. V.

their stock of

PURE

«>i

ATCHISON,

KM)

mri2distf
THK

STREET.

PIPE

CEMENT

mrSsjt mwf

MADE BY

BOSTON.

FISHING TACKLE!

OF

BOSTON

J. W. STOCKWELL &

CO.,
been used by
for
for the last three
HASDrains and
Sewers. We have found it entireand
hesitation in recommend-

Dry and Ground in Oil,

Also everything in the Gunning line.
G. L. BAILEY, IS Exchange SI.
myTeodtfg *
IS*" Sign of the “Golden Mile."

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RE1 >
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TINPIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
A FITTINGS, PUMPS, AC., AC.
Our rare White Lead, both dry and ground in ol

Graphite

I
t

Axle Grease !

~~lsihe besTlubrlcator known for Carriage
run out In the
of all kinds. it will not

Trylt and ‘'know

how it is

All.

yuurseivc.’.

weather.

1

“PERFECT LUBRICATOR,"
For Machinery of all kinds, and for Railroad Axle
Perfect cure for hot journals.

& Co. I

fMem*,48

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the subecril
him
er liaa been
duly appointed and taken upon
self the truit of Administrator of the estate of
ABIGAIL CHASE, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and give „
bonds as the law directs. All persons having d<
mandsupon the estate of said deceased, are require i
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to sai
- eal,od “I“n
Adm'r.
ap5dJw
Portland, April 2d, 1872.

48

Exchange

Promoter

st.

Danforlh

163

in
t*ry.

T. Owner* ./ L.la

COMPOUNI *
so

Street,

exact

hair.
no29

sn

»y

Evergreen

<rine-

CommisHioners have fixed upon the very low
a lot, for keeping the same
througn the season.
Payment to be made to the Citv Treasurer in advance, and it is hoped that all poisons having an Interest will avail themselves of this privilege.
JAMES BAILEY,
J. S. PALMER,
C. E. JOSE.
Trustees.
myleod3w

THE
price of One Dollar
in first rate condition

of the Growth aad Beaaty of tl

which
possesses the peculiar properties
suit the various conditions of the human
eodly
For sale by all Druggists.

and

SPECIAL NOTICE!

Cheapest Hair Drew!* B

OTHER

and 1872.

for 1871

PORTLAND, ME.
May 1-wAii law-lm

Hair in the World.
NO

In 1871.

98

Universally acknowledger!
Brat nnd

The undersigned are prepared to furnish Pipes for
Sewers, In almost any quantity if the orders are received early in the season.
The City of Portland has in use more than ten
thousand feet of this pipe, over four thousand feet of
12 in, lfi in, 18 In, 20 In and 24 inch sizes, being used

J. W. STOCKWELL & CO.,

BURNETT’S COCOAINE,
The

have no
ly satisfactory
ing it for those purposes.
THK PORTLAND ROLLING MILLS,
By GEO. E. B. JACKSON, Treasurer.
Portland, April 29, 1872.

gy*See Engineer's official report

BAILEY, Agent for Maine,

mch29sntf

AGENTS FOB THE C©„
MIDDLE ST.

«

hott« *

r

G. L.

vears

us

A general assortment for
BROOK AND LAKE FWHINC,
Wholesale au«l Retail.

Pure White Lead !

“saMcHASE,

■

ICE!

Bankers and Brokers.

44, 44 4 46 Oliver Street,

NOTICE

■■

Leavitt, Burnham & Co.,

VICEN-

»>

SWAN &

Co., Ag’ts,

Phillips

A

CENTRAL IOWA R. R. Gold.

FOR SAGE

CO.,

durability,

■

SEASON 1872.

O’.

NES R. R. Gold.

1829.]

wo warrant to be strictly purr, antf ouarante
that forjfnenen, body and
it ia not am
passed by any Lead in the market, either foreign t
American.
®"I» order to protect ourselves, we have adopte
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red
star, wit
corisjrate seal in the centre. This Is on every pack
age of our Pare Idead. None genuine without it.

•

ICE!

S’<

LEEDS & FARMINGTON R. R.

|

W. F.

OHIO

DAYTON, OHIO,.

large stock of

St., Boston, mass

MANUFACTURERS

WELCH’S,
M

i y ivnuuie ot.

O'l

..

ex-

stock.

J. H. Chadwick &

Europe

SINCE 1848.

NORTHERN PACIFIC R. R. T-3«

in

Auctioneer

PROF. TRIPP’S

hand

«>,

use.

[Incorporated

life.

Gen. Cevallo

a

BOSTON-LEAD

I

wherever found.

examine

a Winter

She almost under watei
and had her masts
lying across the deck. Tw
dead bodies were found in the cabin, whic
were buried
by the crew of the Olivet. Th
schooner found is supposed to be the Bessi
Gardner, of Yarmouth, which has been missin ;
for some time.
A Telegraph Adrift.

no

Setters

hand

and

will sell every evening a large
Staple and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold during (he day in lots to suit
purchasers at wholesale prices.. Cash advanced on 11
description of goods. Consignments not limited.
dtf
February U. 1868.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

BELFAST.

GUILD & DELANO,

actually

naipe—“E, H,”

on

Merchant

AjT O 316 Congress St.,
1.1 assortment of

PORTLAND.

have

When you visit Boston, please give

Sents.

and I-o*. of

also keep

Mountings ready for

despatch stating

Shipwreck

R. It. HTJNT,

Commission

are

can

GEO. W. PARKER.

April 30-r,t.seod 2w

We have iliamonds, ia pairs and sio «iy>
from

Exchange.
BAILEY,

JOSEPH S.

aptltf

BONDS!

defy competition.

rangiug in price

Paris, May

pected daily.
The Temps has

Next below Merchants’

Quinby;

offered in this eity for some years.

!

EXCHANGE NTRKKT.

NO. !»J

Tbe following are a few of the names of
those who have used this RemedyMrs. 1M
Gov. Cony; Mrs. Hon. James W. Bradbury;
Anson P. Morrill, Ex-Governor; Mrs. Col.
SyThomas S. Long; Hon. J. J. Eveleth._JE>
Mayor of Augusta; Rev. Dr. Torsey, of
Kent’s Hill; Rev. Dr. Ricker; Rev. E. E.
&yMartiu; Rev. C. F. Penney; Rev. G. W. JEfl
Rev. Wm. A. Drew; Rev. H. F.
Wood; Col. F. M. Drew, Sec’y of State; Hon.
Jgyj. T. Woodard, State Librarian! Col. Geo. -JEt
W. Stanley, President First Nat. Bank; S.
W. Lane, Sec. Senate; Warren L. Alden,
5y*and 10,000 othersf too numerous to mention,
|
Price 35 cents per bottle. For Sale by all
Druggists and Medicine Dealers. Sample
jy bottle and Circulars free. F. W. KINS-^jg
MAN. Proprietor, Augusta, Maine.
JOHN W. PERKINS «& CO. W. F. PHILLIPS & CO. W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.
eod-4w Jti
jy Agents for Maine.

rection.

Biscay,

AUCTIONEERS

We offer these goods,in GOLD, at prices

tions between the British and American governments with regard to indirect claims were
suddely broken oft to-day.
In Parliament to-night Earl Granville in the
House of Lords, and Mr. Gladstone iu the
House of Commons, promised that a statement
of the condition of the uegotiations will be
made on Monday next whether the papers arc
received or not.
A Carlist Acc.nnt «f the Spanish Insur-

greatest

B.

tpOUUU

enabled to

prices lower

at

—ANI>—

ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALflySAM, for the cure of Colds, Coughs, Sore_^El
Throat, Croup, Bronchitis. Soreness of
Lungs, Asthma, Whooping Cough, and all
jjy'diseases of a like nature. More than 15.--AFI
000 bottles sold and not a failure yet.

large stock of DIAMONDS of

quality,

A.

Made Good* for the

Commission Merchants,

jy di* RAAA REWARD is offered for a JL1

-.I....—,

we are

tf

City

MW&S
apgCeodgm
J. S. BAILEY A CO.,

DISCOVERY!

have made arrangements with par

a

may8sn

A

DIAMONDS.
ties in Europe whereby

EXCHANGE

which

at 45f.

for sectarian schools.
Forest* Burning.
Sago Habbob, L. L, May 10.—The woods on
the shore of Shelton Island are on fire. The
conflagration extends three miles east and west
on the south side of the Island.

New York
retail trade.

LUCA S,

MANUFACTURE
eod

appropriations

Summer

McCarty,

XT1

H.

—

export.

VTn'L’n.i

including

AGENCY

CONSTANTLY on

Liverpool, May 10—5.00 P. M.—Cotton closed
heavy; Middling uplands 10} @ 10$d; do Orleans 11@
ll$d; sales 8,000 bales, of which 3000 were for specu-

Albany, May 10.—The Senate to-night passed the constitutional amendment prohibiting

Sanford.

do 1865.

S. Bonds 5-20s,

for money and account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1862,
old. 90}: do 1867, 92}; U. S. 10-40’s, 88$.

Halifax, May 10.—The American schooue r
Olivet, from Bridgeport May 1st, boarded 15 )
miles from Cape Aim, a schooner from Yai
mouth, but could only make out two letters o
her

Caldwell,

man

09

mon-

Paris, May 10.—Rentes at 54f55c.
London, May 10—5.00 P. M.—Consols closed

Record.

N*. 76 KKDKRAI. NTRKKT, RONTON.
Hold Regular Auction Sales every Tuesday of
Dry Goad*, Woolen*, Clothing, Carpets,
Paucy Good*, Mtravr Good* A Hat*.
Also, every Thurs.lay, sale of Boot* and Shoo**

LAFLIN A RAND POWDER CO,
,T.

& BRADLEY

AUCTIONEERS,

constantly

POWDER

northerly

HOYT, WHEELER

fore purchasing.
Refrigerating Rooms fhrm**k«te &«,. built to order. Refrigerators or all kinds repaireu.
Manufactured by
J. F. IHERBILL.
Cottou Avenue, between Cross and Cotton Streets,
Portland. Me.
BT-All orders by mail or otherwise promptly attended to.
ap24eod3m
FTHHOSi' in want of Plain or Fancy Job Printing
A will, ".d it to their advantage to eall on Wm.M
Marks, at t’-» Daily Press Job Printing Office. Exchange Stree. Portland.

32,500 quarters,

10—3.00 P. M.—U.

CO.,

ARCTIC,
C.

license from the Hon. John A. Wat-

a

Happy

tf

by D. \V.

to

Portland, in said county, I shall sell at public auction, on the premises, on Saturday, June 15th, 1872,
at three o’clock in the afternoon, a lot of land belonging to
Morse, late of Portland, deceased, and
situated on the
corner of India and Federal
streets in said Portland; said lot being 49 feet cm India street, and running back about 183 feet and containing 9000 square feet more or less.
The above described lot contains a spring of pure
water, and a valuable bank of gravel.
Terms mad* known at sale.
W. W. THOM AS, JR.
Administrator with th* will annexed of the estate of
Happy Morse.
P. O. BAILEY A CO.y Auctioneer*.
Iaw3w-Sat

—

This Refrigerator is constructed on the most perfect scientific principles, and warranted to be tbe
best yet introduced.
For further particulars as to
its merits, sizes, style, prices, &c., call aud see or
•end for circular.
Ice Chests of all sizes
on hand very low.
All in want of Refrigerators should call and see be-

2 P. M—Breastufls firmer. California White Wheat
12s 6d @ 138; Red Western Spring lls 6d @ lls lOd;
Red Winter 12s 4d. Flour 28s @ 28s 6d.

London, May

Pursuant

ICE CHESTS.

Patented

the

erman, Judge of Probate within and for the
County of Cumberland, granted at a Probate Court
held on the third Tuesday of April, A. D., 1872, at

REFRIGERATORS!
THE

the

on
on

Administrator’s Sale.

New Post Office.)

the

eod

at

Valuable Lot of Land at Auction.

before offered in this city.

ever

(Oppo.
iuay2su

day

1862, 89}; do 10-40’s, 88$.

subscriber will

included
the Assignpremises,
ment of Luther J. Hill, for the benefit ot credtiors,
made Mar. 25, 1372, viz: lot of laud measuring about
100 feet
by 40 feet, with a dwelling house anti stable
thereon, being No. 19 Alder Street, Portland.
The property will be sold subject to a mortgage ot
$1824 and accrued interest, the right of dower of the
wife of Haiti Hill in the equity of redemption, aud
taxes for 1871 anti 1872.
April 25, 1872.
HENRY C. PEABODY. Assignee.
ap'JStd

27* MARKET ST.,

do Orleans 11 $d; sales
of the
estimated at 8,000 bales; sales of the week
55.000 bales, including 7000 for export and 3000 for
speculation; stock 912,000 bales, of which 30,000 are
American; actual exports 15,000 bales; stock afloat
412.000 bales, of which 147,000 are American. Breadstuffs firm. Corn 28s 9d.

Receipts

ALSO

Auctioneer*.

sell
public auction
25th day of May, 1872, at 3 o’clock, P M.,
THE
the Real Estate
in

€0*9

&

BAILK1 A CO.,

Assignee’s Sale of Real Estate.

21*t, 1870.

T. P. BEALS &

Middling uplands 00@10$d;

The strike of the carpeuters in Brooklyn continues. The bosses held a meeting and decided
to agree to the eight hour system to take effect
Sept. 1st, but this concession is unsatisfactory.
Richard Christie, aged 18, was tried in Brooklyn to-day for the murder of Wm. Well,a playEvidence showed that the killing of
mate.
Wells was accidental, and the jury returned a
verdict of “not guilty.”

By J.

Chamber Seta, Chaim, Jlallre—m, dkc.
sold cheaper than

1 P. M.—U. S. 5-20’s firm; 1862, 89$; 1865, old, 90};
1867, 92}.
Liverpool, May 10—11.30 A. M.—Cotton is quiet;

Hospital.

BAILEY & Co., Auctrs.

Deering St., adjoining the residence of Chas. H.
Merrill. Esqr. Said lots have a front of about 55 ft.,
and a depth of luo feet; these are two of the best
lots In this most desirable location.
Terms very liberal and made known at sale.
F. O. ftAILEY A <’©., Auctioneer*.
«
May 11-dtd

Portland.

BEALS

P.

—

Savannah, May 10.—Cotton quiet and firm; Middling uplands 22$c.
Charleston, May 10.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands at 22$c.
Mobile, May 10.—Cotton dull; Middling uplands
at 22$c.
New Orleans, May 10.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 22$.

of

lalilna

of

ADJUSTABLE 8PRING BED.

Corn firm at 54c. Oats in good demand *t 452c for
Mixed, 47c for White.
Receipts—5000 bbls flour, 2000 bush wheat.
Shipments—1000 bbls flour, 2000 bush wheat.

bales,

PAYSON,

Manufacturers of the

Detroit, M.y 10.—Flour firm at 10 00 for choice.
Wheat excited aud higher at 2 18 for extra; No 1
at 2 13; Amber 2 02; Tsedwell 2 12; sales 12,000 busli.

County, Kansas
who escajied int<
A
vigilance coiumittei
Territory.
immediately set out in pursuit aud found aiu
shot him. After the return of the vigilants
shooting affray occurred in Wellington, ii
which Jack Lynch shot and wounded two mei
a

T,

Shipments—700 bbls flour, 1,000 bush wheat, 81,000

1 P. M.—Cotton dull; sales 8,000
1500 are for export and speculation.
of Wheat for three days
of which 27,500 are American.

Tiaiiin

nrl.

on Dcoring M.,
AUCTION !
SATURDAY, May 18th, at 3 F. M., wo a lull
tlie two valuable lots of land on South side
ONoffer

the bed to give good satisfaction
We give the privilege for any one to use the Bed, and if it does not
give perfect satisfaction we will take out the Bed, at
our own exjHUiseand return the money.

bush corn, 4000 bush oats.

ey and account.
U. S. 5-20’s Bonds firmer at 89} for 1862,
old, 90}; do 1867, 92$; U. S. 10-40s, 88}.

ui/toluvaril

AT

wl7

PATENTED JUNE

K*‘Cttipta—1000 bush Wheat, 26,000 bush com, 5,000

European Markets.
London, May 10—11.30 A. M.—Consols 92 for

unit nnrlnr /•hulru

Louis B. Zitkov.
F. O.
my 1 ltd

or

challenge comparison with any and every
Spring Bed for durability, cleanliness, adjustment,
ease aud comfort, and healthfulness, and we warrant

bush oats.

Rend Rettcr.
Buchanan Read is improving.
To-day hopes are entertained of his recovery.
The Methodist Conference.
At the Methodist General Conference this
forenoon all matters and documents relative to
the Book Concern were referred to a committee
consisting of one from each subordinate conferAnnouncement
ence throughout the country.
was made that printed copies of new articles of
be
furnished
members.
Withwould
religiou
out other business the conference adjourned.
The Indian Territory Disorders.
Private letters from the Indian Territory say
committee has been organized at
a vigilance
Tohlquah to protect the citizans from outlaws
Great excitement prevails
and desperadoes.
and application has been made for two companies of cavalry to patrol in the Indian territory
aud preserve order. The number of desperadoes
has greatly increased of late and even the Indians are becoming alarmed.
Et Cetera.
Henry Clews reports receipts tj tho amount
of $41,000 for the erection of a Homoepathic

Sale.

on

Enmpg

We

38c.

The health of

piled/

was

Bankruptcy—Assignee's

SHALL sell at
tel’’ so called,

rnnni

BED,

Toledo, May 10.—Flour in fair demand. Wheat
active ami advanced 2 @ 3c; No 1 White at 2 05; Amber Michigan 1 99 @ 2 00; No 1 Red 2 00;
No 2 do
1 94 @ 1 95. Corn steady at 53$c for high Mixed and
52 for low do, 52$c for Yellow," 52$ for Michigan.—
Oats steadv; No 1 at 47a; Xa 2 at. 43c; rejected

ttpeoio Shipment.
It is estimated that the specie shipment tomorrow will reach over $2,000,000.

petition

since said

Crockery of all kinds, mugs, cups and glasses. Ale
and fixtures; lot of liquors, wines, demits, &c.; large lot of gas fixtures, signs, four clocks,
ge cooking range with juns, kettles and furniture.
Tnc above articles will be told separate!v.
CHARLES P. MATTOCkS,
Assignee in Bankruptcy of Louis B. F. Zitkov alias

SPRING

Cincinnati, May 10.—Pork quiet and unchanged;
City 14 00. Lard dull and unchanged at 8}c for steam,
8$c for kettle. Bulk meats in demand and light;
holders firm at 4} @ 4$ for shoulders; 6$ @ 6$c for
rough sides; 6$c for clear rib sides; 6} @ 6}c for clear
sides. Bacon steady; shoulders 5$ a) 5$c; clear rib
sldes7@7$c; clear sides at78@7$c. Live Hogs
unchanged at 4 00 @ 4 30. Whiskey steady at 83c.

Robbery nud Murder.
A crime similar in its features to the celebrated N a than tragedy was perpetrated in this
city to-night. C. H. Phelps, a jeweler, residing
on 39th street and Sixth Avenue, was the
victim. Phelps heard the thieves engaged in robhis
and
coming
•bing
premises
suddenly upon
them, one of the robbers discharged a pistol at
him, the bell taVinn effect in the left breast
and wounding him fatally. The thieves escaped leaving a hat behind them.

on
ou

wit:—
A large number of pine chamber sets, featherbeds,
patent hair spring mattresses, blankets, quilts, pillows, pillow cases, tablecloths, two parlor sets, large
lot carpets of various styles and sizes, dining, sitting

ADJUSTABLE

steady

Violence in the Sqi|th«W*»t.
St. Louts, May 10,-—Some days since tw(
men named Tulileij and Anderson were mur
the Indian

ap22d&w-m,w&slm

Chicago, May 10.—Flour in good demand. Wheat
firm and in fair demand; No 2 Spring at 1 54} @ 1 55
the spot and 1 58@ 1 58$ seller June; No 3 at 1 42.
Corn excited and prices higher; sales for No 2 Mixcsl
on spot 45$c, and 46$c seller June; rejected 42 @ 42$.
Oats advanced and in fair demand at 37$ ® 37$c for
No. 2. Rye iu good demand at 91 @ 93c for No 1, and
No 2. Barley firm and in fair demand. Provisions
quiet and unchanged and scarcely anything doing.—
Live Hogs
at 3 80 @ 4 10. Cattle firm at 5 75
@ 6 30 for good choice shipping.

2.35£, 2.33£.

street, betweeu State aud Dow streets,

public auction, at the “Union HoTemple st., on Saturday. May
18th, 1872, beginning at ten o’clock A. M, tbe following furniture, goods and chattels, belug all the Furniture and moveable property now in said hotel, to-

I

OOD,

BANKERS,

on

Police Court. A gang of roughs followed and
for a time held possession of the court room,
threatening violence to the officers of the court.
Finally they were driven out and the two robbers sentenced to prison.
The Turf.
The trotting to-day at Fleetwood Park was
between the American Girl and W. H. Allen.
American Girl won in 3 heats.
Time 2.39J,

In

82

@4$d.

Attempted Rescue of a Party of Roughs.
New York, May 10.—A pnrty of roughs
were
arrested this forenoon for robbing aud
beating a man, and taken to Jefferson Market

Woodbury lot,

on

of

H. M.
WM. E. W

DomcKtic Market*.
New York, May 16—Evening—Cotton more active; sales 830 bales; Middling uplands 23}c. Flour 10
@ 15c higher; sales 13,800 bbls; State 7 00; Round
hoop Ohio 8 60 @ 10 25; Western 7 00 (a) 10 40; Southern 8 50 @ 13 50.
Wheat 2 @ 3c higher on Spring and
<6 @ 8c higher on Winter; sales 120,000 bush; No 1
1
80
1
Spring
@ 81; No 2 do 1 75 @ 1 79 in store; Winter Red Western l 98 @2 06; White Michigan 2 09
(ffi 2 25. Corn without decided change; sales 92,(8*0
bush; new Mixed Western 76@76$c. Oats dull;
sales 43,000 bush; Ohio 57 @ 59c; Western 54} @ 57$c.
Beef is quiet. Pork quiet; new mess 13 75. Lard
firm at 8} @ 9$c. Butter steady; uew 29 @ 32c.—
Western 22 @ 27c. Whiskey steady at 88c. Rice is
quiet at 8$ rw, 9c.
Sugar unchanged ; Muscovado 8$
@ 9$c: refiniug 8} @ 9c. Havana 8$@9$c. Coffee
dull; Rio 14 @ 17c Gold. Molasses moderately active;
New Orleans 62 @ 68c. Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine steady at 55 & 55$c; Rosin nominal at 3 60 @ 3 70
for strained. Petroleum iu fair request; crude 13$;
refined 23$c. Tallow steady at 9 @ 9 9-16c.
Freights to Liverpool firmer; Grain, per steam, 4

pig iron

the United States aud Great Britain respecting
our claims for consequential
damages. Botl
the countries adhere to their respective positions.

by

Co. 742

preferred.

of the V. 9.
thereon,

the

CHARLES F. LIBBY, Assignee. 91 Middle street.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
inylltd

SWAN & BARRETT,

Union Pacific land grants.80}
Union Pacific income bonds. 87

Mr. Burdett of Missouri, moved to make the

The Fastest

inquire

The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.1122
Union Pacific do. 92$

duty $0.50.

Report of Disagreement.
A report was in circulation to-day that a telegram was received from London this morning
giving no promise of an arrangement between

dered in

of the same,

dj.ll

Two Valuable Lots

Harlem.125
Michigan Central.115
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. 94$
Illinois Central.133
Chicago & North Western.\. 75
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 93$
Chicago & Rock Island.111$
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne.. 96

Rejected.

$3.50.

For further particulars concerning this bond

purchase

111)

Pacific Mail.75
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated_97
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated scp
91$
Erie. 68$

the Committee
ou Pensions, reported a hill to revise, consolidate and amend the laws relating to pensions.
The bill is a mere codification of the existing
pension laws with modifications.
The House went into Committee of the
Whole, on the fortification bill. It appropriates #1,985,000, including #150,000 for Portland,
Me.; $191,500for Boston; $85,000 for Newport
and $207,000 for New York. The hill was passed.
The House then took up the tariff and tax
bill in Committee of the Whole.
A debate ensued on a motion to reduce the
duty on pig iron to $5.
After discussion Mr. Kerr’s motion to reduce
the duty on pig iron to $5 a ton, was rejected.
Mr. Cox of N. Y., moved to reduce the duty

Clear

Wilmington.. .,.30.19 67
W
Clear
Montreal....30.22 53
Barometer corrected for temperature and elevati >p,

of

signee,

settlement about
Two
million
Acres of its Lands in minnesota,
and many thousand acres are already taken and applied for. Thus
the immense landed estate of the
Company begins at once to be
available.

1862.113$

Telegraph

Western Union

Company itself a conheavy purchaser of its

Company will, during the present
month of April, offer for sale and

States 5-20’s 1864.113$
5-20’s 1865, old. 113
5-20’s 1865, new.115|
5-20’s 1867.115
5-20’s 1868.115

we

Monday, the Thirteenth day of May, 1979,
at 2J o’clock P. M, th» following personal property
belonging to the estate of Grnuville M. Chase, Bankrupt, via:—
The Hht-d ou said lot, a quantity of Nlasing,
Hods, Wheel-Burrow, Ladders, ToolCheat and Derrick.
Also, Wagon, Male,
and Ottce Furniture, and a few miscellaneous
articles, being part of the stock of said Chase as a
Mason and Builder.
Meaning to convey by said sale all the right, title,
and interest which said Chase had on the tnird day
of January, A. D., 1872, the date of the filing of the
petition in bankruptcy against him, in and to the
above described (wreonal
property, together with all
the rights in the same acquired by myself as As-

securities in the open marke'
from the time the road is completed until the bouds mature or are all
bought in. The effect of this will
naturally be a steady rise in the
value of the bonds.
The Northern Pacific Railroad

closing quotations of Gov-

with

publio

Congress

own

States 5’s, new.111$
States coupon 6’s, 1881.118

M

provisions
INBankrupt
Art, and the General Orders
auction
the
sell at

I shall

to the

temporarily

or

Trader at Auc-

Bankmptty—Sale.
accordance

the Railroad
stant and

Currency 6’s.116$
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:

•!/»***<!

In

payment of interest thereon, if necessary. This provision will make

States
United States
United States
United States

that a col
umn of Spanish troops which marched out oi
Bilboa was attacked and driven by the iusur
The same paper says that trustwortlij
ascriptions of the affair at Oroquieta sho«
the official accounts greatly exaggerated its im
portance. Only the rear of the Carlist forces
1200 men, was engaged, and the prisoners tak
eti by the government troops were nearly all in
habitants of Oroquieta, suspected of sympa
thizing with the insurrection. Of the Carlist
engaged in the fight 200 were put hor
d*t combat. Don Carlos has succeeded in join
his
ing
partizans. The Republicans are as ye
quiet. There are 1200 insurgents in the prov
ince of Gcrona and 100 iu that of Lerida.

Fair

Clear

of nrivnfp bills

gage bouds,

Country

consisting in i*rt ot raw an.i burot ComS LVi?dr^’
Castile, and Fancy Soaps, Tapioca PstfsE
Chocolate, PickleH, Mustard, Herb^*'Starch S^{oal’
Kerosene Oil, Citron, Sale rat us, Com (Starch BJ*eas’
Tobacco, Bristol Brick, Nalls, Dry
SSS*
Cambrics, Hosiery, Ac., large assortment ot punev
Goods, Crockery and Glass Ware, Hard Ware. Also
Show Cases, Counter, Platform, aud Spring Balances
Scales, Measures, Tin Ware, Ac., large upright Ice
Chest, Ac., Ac.
F. O. BARKY A CO., IN Kirhnngr Hi.
May 13-td

and cancellation of the first mort-

tral.
The latest rumor in regard to the latter stock is
that Tom Scott will be President of the Erie, and
that the Atlantic & Great Western will be run in
connection with the Indiana Central, which will
greatly increase the earnings of the latter.

ou.

®

a
ji

ini in bp r

Money Market.

BAILEY & ca> Auctioneers.

OSluVofflc^be^^^^'A-

Pacific

the Trustees of the bondholders us
a Sinking Fund to the purchase

131$

..mumv.

securities,

proceeds of all sales of
Laud are required to be devoted by

securities:
Tennessee 6’s, new. 67$
Virginia 6’s, new. 54
Missouri 6’s. 95}
North Carolina 6’s, new. ‘JO
South Carolina 6’s, new. 36
New.York,May 10—Evening—Money easy at from
5 @ 7 per cent..
Sterling Exchange steady at 109$ @
109}. Gold active and firm, closing at 114$ @ 114$.—
The Treasury disbursements were $542,000.
Governments quiet and firm. State houds dull. Stocks
dull and
and declined during
steady
irregular,opened
the afternoon, and closed at about the opening prices
anti firm. Western Union strong. It is said that
Vanderbilt has been a purchaser. The principal dealings were in North Western,Ohio and Mississippi,Pacific Mail, Rock Island, Lake Shore and Indiana Cen-

ITnitml ftfafna Ift-ifl’c

we

tion.

The

ern

States 5-20’s

other

V' °'

Stock of a

with unquestionable Security.

York, May 10—Morning.—Gold at 113$.—
Money at 6 per cent. Sterling Exchange 109$. Stocks
steady. State Stocks quiet.
The following are the forenoon quotations of South-

United
United
United
United
United

to in-

of great extent and value, they
combine unusual Profitableness

New

The following were the
ernment securities:

A.

or

H-iltd

>n»y

and secured by a First mortgage on
both the Road and a Land (.rant

board.]

New York Ntock and

premia..., or

Seven-thirties. Bearing Seven and
Three-tenths (7 3-10) gold interest,

Boston Stock JList.
at

at ten

their income from funds al-

recommend Northern

we

LIVERPOOL. Steamshm Kedar, at Boston—50
Valencia oranges to C D Stevens.

[Sales

SATURDAY, May II,
aliall
M.,
ONtu-llphe
Blanchard Fanu, nltuatcii
the Greely

road, Yarmouth: Haiti property contains about lib
«re» of valuable land anil excellent buildings. At
1 yoke oxen, 3 cows, farm tooln. iSc.
“g>e time,
^or, farther particularH see posters, Inquire ou the

ho wish

w

ready invested in

cases

HOUSE.
Mr. Patten of New York, from the Judicial
Committee, reported a bill, taking away the
Circuit Court jurisdiction of the United States
District Court for the Northern District of
Georgia, and creating a Circuit in that District.
Passed.

zona

g
o.

Boston.30,38 5*
Charleston,S.C. .30.17 74
Cheyenne.W.T.30,06 39

npt.uina

reasons:

Weather Report, May lO, 1*1 P. M.

All those in search of ladies’ furnishin S
goods would do well to call at A M. Peabody’i i,!
315 Congress street, where a full assortmei 1

or

First, That the Remingtons were not, iu fact,
the agents of France during the time when the
sales were made to them.
Second, That if they were such agents, such
a fact was neither known nor suspected by our
government at the time the sales were made.
Third, That if they had been such agents,and
if that fact had been known to our government
or, ifiustead of sending agents, Napoleon or
Fred’k William had personally appeared at the
War Department to purchase arms it would
have been lawful for us to sell them in pursuance of the national policy adopted by the United States prior to the commencement of hostilities.
There is not the slightest foundation for even
a suspicion that any officer of the War Department of the Government derived any advantage
from these sales. The name of Gen. Rufus
Ingalls having been mentioned iu this connection, and he having been subjected to some
criticism, the committee feel bound, as a mere
act of justice, to say he is fully exonerated.
His only connection with this transaction was
the execution of an official friendly office in delivering a message and making an enquiry of
the French minister at Washington, for which
he neither received or expected to receive the
slightest consideration or advantage. The committee believe the conduct of the Secretary of
War and his subordinates in these transactions
entirely blameless, and that they resulted iu
great advantage to the Government. Inasmuch
as the Remingtons have also been mentioned
iu this connection, justice requires at the hand
of the committee the remark that this investigation has not resulted in impeaching the high
character which they have so long sustained
for enterprise aud business integrity.
The committee, iu conclusion, say that an examination of the testimony cannot fail to produce an impression that Marquis De Chambruu is the source of all the aspersions which
have been thrown upon our Government and
the suspicions which have been cast upon its
officials. His connection with the Legation of
France, from which he sometimes emerges, and
under which at other times ho shelters himself,
leaves in doubt what was his real purpose in all
this matter. At times he seems to have been
intriguing in the interest of the French Government to establish claims or causes of complaint against American citizens, and at other
times ho seems to have beeu acting as a» agent
or friend of his
relative, the former Consul
General of France at New York, Mr. Place.
It is imiaissible to determine from the testimony precisely where his official character ended and his personal efforts commenced or precisely what was the purpose for which ho desired tins investigation, but it is certain he labored constantly and finally with success to acan incomplish it. Having failed to procure
vestigation by our Government, by which he
hoped to obtain proof to affect the trial of his
friend and relative, Mr. Place, in France by applying to Senator Patterson and Secretary Belknap, both friends of the administration of our
Government, the Marquis next applied to SenHe furnished
ators Schurz and Sumner.
Senator Sumner with the copy of the letter
from Remington to Lecsue; although in a subsequent conversation with Secretary Boutwell
he denied that he had done so and charged upon Senator Patterson that he (Chambruu) had
given the letter to him to be shown to the
President aud that Senator Patterson had just
given it, or a copy of it to Senator Sumner.—
This letter was one of the principal inducements to the introduction by Mr. Sumner of
the resolution for an investigation. Another
inducement was the supposed discrepancy between the accounts of the War and Treasury
Departments. In regard to these sales which
turns out not to have existed. Yet another was
a pretented resolution of the French Assembly
on some committee thereof, which it appears
Had Senators Sumner and
never was passed.
SchuTZ applied to the Treasury and War Departments for information on this subject with
the slight inconvenience of five minutes walk,
but which they omitted to do, they would have
learned all the material facts which it has cost
the government thousand of dollars to ascertain
by this investigation.
They would have learned that there was no
discrepancy between the accounts of the two
departments, aud there was no fraud nor violation of the law of nations in these sales. But
in that case Cliambrun would have failed in
his efforts to use the Senate as an instrumentality for obtaining testimony to vindicate his
friend, Mr. Place, aud the opportunity would
have been lost to cast suspicion upon and raise
a scandal against the executive administration
of our government. To rest the case, this investigation was moved first upon a statement
that a certain resolution nan Deen auopteu in
France; second, upon a misapprehension as to
the state of the accounts between the two executive departments of our government; and
third, on the totally unfounded suspicion as to
the conduct of the War Department in making
sales. It is now ascertained that such a supposed resolution never was passed, aad that the
other two grounds hud no existence in fact, as
might easily have been discovered by the Senators who moved aud supported this resolution
of inquiry. In other words, tins resolution was
based upon one falsehood, one misapprehension and one unfounded suspicion, aud would
not have been moved at all had other Senators
imitated the wisdom and prudence which marked the course of Senator Patterson. The committee also inquired whether the breech-loading
muskets or other muskets capable of being
transferred into breech-loaders were not sold by
the War Department in such large numbers as
to seriously impair the defensive capacity of
the country in time of war, and after quoting
testimony on the subject, say that there can he
no doubt that the government could arm a million of men as fast as they could be raised and
organized to receive them. The committee
therefore report that the sales under consideration have not seriously impaired the defensive
Senacapacity of the country in time of war. views.
tor Stevenson will present his dissenting

mri-eod3m

eles.

fiiniK

upon either. The sales were made according to
the settled construction of the statute in the
War Department with results exceedingly favorable to the government.
They find nothing iu the conduct of the Secretary of War or his subordinates deserving
censure in this
subject. There is no doubt that
they all proceeded in the full belief that they
in
strict
were acting
conformity with the law.—
The right to sell the stores cannot be questioned. The manner of the sale at the worst was a
mere error or an irregularity in details of the
execution of the undoubted power, and in the
result there was no sacrifice of any interest of
the government. The sales of arms and military stores during the fiscal year ending June
30, 1871, were not made under such circumstances as to violate the obligations of our government as a neutral power, aud this for three

METEOROLOGICAL.

m7-eodlw.
cures

0

change.

Woolens for men and boys’ suits at Allen &
Co.’s 87 Middle St.
Particular attention paid to cutting for oth

a

George

Cleaves.

The vote in the Saco City Council this week
to erect a new jail from the materials which
aompose the old one, upon the Common does
not meet with a very hearty approval from the
citizens generally. The vote passed in one of
the branches with a majority of one, and some
absent members are opposed to the proposed

second

Adamson's Balsam

VICINITY.

yesterday.

Job Printing.—Every description of Job
Printing executed promptly, and at the lowest
100
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House,
Wm. M. Marks.
Exchange St.

era to

and bruises of all kinds.

An attempt was inade Thursday evening totire
the house formerly occupied by Alexander F
Chisholm, Esq., at the cornerof Main and Beach
streets. Mr. Charles Patten fortunately caught
sight of the persons who were making the attempt and they fled upon his giving the alarm.
The house is now undergoing repairs and is to
be considerably improved by the present owner,

hand carriages of all
kinds, for sale at very low prices. New style
Phaetons for ,8150, at the Bazaar 14, Exchange
m8-lw
Street.

Wagons—and

sore

BIDDEFORD, SACO

J. C. Bowles, Portland.
3t»

—

on

DenelltS

mtt-eodlw&wlt

*■

Hunday evening.
Work is progressing

tUB

fact that this wondrous balm exerts the same soothing and healing influence when applied to the human cuticle, that it does in cases of spavin, founders
ring-bone, poll evil, scratches, wind gall and
other ailments of the horse which require outward treatment It is, in fact, the most effectual of all external remedies for rheumatism,

Carriages—Phaetons—Jenny Linds—Shift
!

/
in every direction.
One of the men employed at Fletcher & Co.'s
on Commercial street, had a narrow escape on

of his residence
Brown flagstaff in point
State street yesterday.
of
Freddie Lally, aged ten, grandson

HORSES

UMANS SHARE WITH

testimony establishes the

May 10,1872._

the Seminary grounds.
The head of a barrel which was being hauled
through Middle street yesterday afternoon,
burst with a loud explosion, scattering the beer

struck

J1

opened

Address,

the Notch had a meeting yesterday, but adjoumed without making any progress.
There will be a friendly match game of Base
Ball between the Resolutes of this city, and
the Dirigo Club of Deering, this afternoon on

a

The colorless or dead corpuscles are steadily
removed from the system, and are replaced by
the red or {vitalized particles so necessary to

Wtho has A House for sale!—The undersigned will pay cash for two houses in good location in this city (brick preferred) ranging in
value from $3000, to 87000. Parties answering
this, state price, street and number.

•

Thursday. He
hatchway when

delicate or very pale person while using Fellow’s Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites.

derivable from the world-renowned Mexican
Mustang Liniment.
The most irrefragable

Sales

of Arms.

a

mll-dlw&wlt

on

vest; and to those

plaster

Portland, Saco and Portsmouth R R.

Auc-

at

tion.

To those who have funds to In-

Brig Kate—180 tons plaster to

order.

The resolution went

a brief executive session, after which the bill to amend the enforcewas taken
up. The act provides for
the appointment of
supervisors of electors at
Congressional elections in each voting precinct
and where a request is made for such
by two
citizens.
In the discussion that ensued, Mr.
Kellogg
referred to the State officials and other Liberal
Republicans from Louisiana who attended the
Cincinnati Convention as thieves and
rascals,
who had oppressed and
plundered the State,
and said that it was they with the
rag-tag and
bob-tail from the other States who turned the
scale in that Convention.
Mr. Casserly—I wish the Senator would state
whether these persons whom he denounces committed the outrages he denounces before or
after they became liberalized. (Laughter.)
Mr. Kellogg said before and after. He again
intimated that many delegates to Cincinnati
were no better than those from
Louisiana, and
called upon the Senators front Georgia and
Texas to state who were the men that represented those States at the Convention,
Mr. Hamilton, of Texas—I can say for the
delegates from Texas that there was not a carpet-bagger among them. (Laughter.)
Mr. Kellogg, at 5.515 P. M., yielded for a motion to adjourn, and without acting on the bill
the Senate adjourned.

The Senate Arms Committee to-day agreed
upon their report which will be made to-morrow.
The committee in reviewing the protests
sf Senator Sumner say:
Having given them due consideration, the
committee cannot doubt that a subpoena was
properly issued to him and that he was bound
to obey it and to testify before the Committee,
and that his refusal to answer the questions
which were put to him cannot be justified.
The Committee are duly zealous of the honor
of our couutry and the reputation of the officers
of the government, and have great satisfaction
in being able, after the most thorough aud impartial investigation, to say there is nothing in

The Microscope.—One of the most interest-

this day by Davis & Co.
20, 21 and 25 cents per pair.

See Hosiery

Beport of the Senate Committee

MAITLAND, NS.

ment act

to-morrow.

tons

to order.

Valuable Farm and Stock

Security

INVESTMENT.

Kx porta.

Foreign Imports.
WINDSOR, NS. Schr Reward—200

AUCTION SALES.

on

MONTEVIDEO. Bark Tatay—383,043 ft lumber,
35.000 shingles, 1500 box shooks, 1560 tbs cordage.
HALIFAX, NS. Schr Anna Martha—1300 bbls
flour, 60 mowing machines.
Brig Florence—1700 bbls flour, 60 mowiug machines.
ST JOHN. NB. Sell E B Beard—1000 bbls flour.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark Sarah—344,499 ft lumber,
82.000 shingles, 8479 yds duck, 252 lbs twine.

passed.
Benato theu held

The Kaunas Cases.

A Standard

crease

Foreign

A bill was passed
authorizing the issue of
1000 breech-loading arms to the inhabitants of
Montana for defence against the Indians.
The Louisiana election bill was taken
after a uesulutory political discussion upland
it was

The Kansas cases of alleged bribery in the
election of Senator Pomeroy in 1867, and Senator Caldwell in 1871 will be taken up in the
Senate Committee on Privileges and Elections

ing experiments, aud one which is easily performed, is to watch the change in the blood of

hot or cold bath
should remember that Smith, No. 100 Exchange
street, is always ready to attend to the wants
of his customers.

the island would have.

over.

city

MISCELLANEOUS

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

priating $25,000 was passed.
Mr. Cole offered a resolution
instructing the
secretary of War to furnish information as to
the expediency of reserving Goat Island for exclusive
military
purposes and what effect the
harbor of
San Francisco railroad structures to

Washington, May 10.—The President sent
to the Senate the nomination of Thomas N.
Cole for collector of customs at Saco, Me.

method of reaching the upper cavities
where the discharge accumulates aud comes
from. The instrument and two medicines sold
for $2 by all druggists.
589.
S&Wk

Price Current.—The market is very unsettled. Wo shall sell Elmwood Collars to-day
at 17 cents a box', or lower if occasion requires.
J. Burleigh & Co.,
89 Middle street.

j

Com-

Riding,

Nomination.

only

a

C.

WASHINGTON.

which also acts directly upon these glands,correcting them, and apply Dr. Sage’s Catarrh
Remedy with Dr. Pierce’s Nasal Douche, the

ranted.

ant.

Charles Haggerty.

Pikts am» Quarts of filthy Catarrhal discharges. Where docs it all come from!
The
mueus
membrane lining the chambers
of
the nose, and its little glands, are diseased so
that they draw from the blood its liquid, and
exposure to the air changes it into corruption.
This life-liquid was to build up the system,but
it is extracted aud the system is weakened by
the loss. To cure, gain flesh and strength by
using Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery,

The City Marshal of Biddeford brought home
Mr. James Townsend lrom the Insane Asylum

Ferry Village.

Sipreus Judicial Court.

Republican Convention to be held in this
en the 15th inst.

feb28-3m3tw

of

Union Line.)

Methodist Minister.

liams were elected as members of the Executive
Committee, in place of W. T. Pearson, George
W. Stevens and S. S. Patten, declined.
At the Republican caucus held to-night a full
board of delegates was elected to the District

This is the season of the year when the
Blood needs purifying. Doctor Gould’s Domestic Bitters are just the thing.
Agents,
W. W. Whipple & Co., 21 Market Square.

10<A.

paper containThe words “of a

Second Parish—The fifty-fifth anniversary of the
Sabbath School will take place to-morrow eveuing at

JUDGE

in Calioon Block.

vigorous existence^
■All those iu want

a

W. Pickering, declining the office of President,
to which he had been elected, and Moses Giddings, Esq., was elected in his stead. John S.
Jennings, Isaac M. Bragg and Hiram B. Wil-

one

throat, swellings, cuts

appropriately responded.
The above item in yesterday’s

on

the Committee on Public
a bill authorizing the Secrctaryof the Treasury to purcliaoe a site at
Call River,
for
the United States public
Mass.,
not to cost more than $20,000.
Mr. Sumner introduced his new supplementary civil rights bill, and moved to have it
placed on the calendar.
Mr. Bayard moved to refer it to the Committee on the J
udiciary.
At the expirat ion of the
morning hour the
bill was ordered to be
printed and placed on the
calendar, subject to a motion to refer.
A bill
authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury to purchase a site for the United States
public buildings at Rockland, Me., and appro-

[By the Associated Press.]
Bangor Matters.
Bangor, May 10—At a meeting of the Board
of Trade and Manufactures held this evening, a
communication was received from Hon. George

more

gout, stiffness of the neok, neuralgia,

Presentation.— The following gentlemen
this afternoon
through Mr. C. P. Kimball, presented Mr. Barnes, Jr., the Clerk of the Common Council and Portland
correspondent of the
Boston Journal, with a fine black walnut office
desk valued at fifty dollars, in token of
appreciation of his efforts and services in behalf of
a few business men of Portland.
Mr. Barnes

Spiritual Fraternity—Army aud Navy Union
Hall—Miss Jennie Leys will speak to-monow at 3
and 7$ r. m. Lyceum meets at 10$ a. m

BEFORE

nernme witn me fam-

mucn or

evening

Morrill, from
Buildings, reported

Bowdoinham, May 10.—Rev. Francis
Dyer died to-day, aged fifty-eight years.

the old
at Mr.

ily of Mr. Powers, not making public appearance while in Europe, either in concert or
opera.
In private circles, however, her voice was
highly spoken of, and she brings flattering recommendations from her teachers.
Mrs. Burnham’s residence will be for the present in West
WaterviUe, Maine.—Boston Advertiser, Man

meetings

Sabbath school and prayer

of Mr. Wentworth Dress-

er

St. Luke’s Cathedral—Sundays,10.30 a. m.3 and
7.3q p. in. Daily, 8.30 a. m. aud 5 p. m. Free to all.
St. Paul’s Church, comer ot Congress and Locust street.—Services Sunday at 10.30 o’clock a.m.,
and 3 p. m. This is a free church, with free seats.

usual.

son

Death of

Square.

Sampson Harrison,

Reunion at Westbrook Seminary.—The
following programme has been approved for
the proposed reunion of the graduates and former students of the institution:—A business
meeting of the graduates and former students

(Special Dispatch by Western

of Dr. Mace’s baths to-night. Nothexhilarating can be produced, and the
subsequent effects are most beneficial. Office

the Preble

H. O. Aldeu and E. A. Chapman Boston, H.
K. Duffee Foxcroft, are at the St. Julian.

Microscope
Monthly Conference.

the church.

at

J. B. Brown
Richmond, E. H. Matthews Boston, L. Mussey
Greene, Richard Dearborn Readfield, Hiram
Porter Boston, are at the City Hotel.
Hon. N. Clifford aud wife, Miss Anna Louise
Cary, D. J. McLeod and Jas. Moffat Amherst,
N. S., H. J. Widnell New Y'ork, A. B. Downing do, John Ware Athens, are at the Falmouth Hotel.

The

as

Trv

ing

House.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
l.lmwood Collars 17c—J. Burleigh & Co.
Air Treatment—Dr. Mace.
Inhalation—Dr. Morse.
Announcements—Davis & Co.
Carpet Renovating—Mr. Bishop.

at 4 p.

Office 16 Market

Aiden aud wife Union, R. Orr Fredericton, N.
B. E. S. Marshal York, A. F. Greene Boston,
are

Washington, May 10.—Tuesday
is assigned for tlie Committee

next

Mr.

Foster's can do as they see fit about sending
them again. We will clean them on the floor
if they are soiled, and will pay for them if not
cleansed satisfactory
You need not pay.

per day.

Emery Skowhegan,

form a junction with Rocha near Camargo.—
The towns of Linares, Monies and Lainonte, in
Northern Nuevo Leon, have pronounced against
Trevino ami are raising men to aid the government iu putting him down.
The revolutionists under Maranjo were again
defeated hy Munozas* command at Tampico iu
conjunction with a regiment from Rocho’s forces under Col. Lejada, with considerable loss.—
Trevinos’ forces are demoralized, being without
food and clothing. It is evident that the revolution in Northern Mexico is exhausted.

SENATE.

a

All parties that are disgusted with
style of having their carpets washed

port, Otis Ilayford Canton, E. H. Brigham
Worcester, Joseph Walworth Boston, M. L.

C. A. F.

XLIID CONGRESS--SECOND SESSION.

MATTERS IN MAINE.

tasty Hat or Bonnet, order at Mrs
Welch’s, 79 Middle st; she is sure to please you.

Hotel Arrivals.—C. 8. Trask Poston, AbnerOakes So. Berwick, J, N. Hopkins Provikence, N. B. Hubbard Hiram, C. Holt Denmark, arc at the United State Hotel.
C. H. Hayden and W. P. Buckuam of East-

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Real Estate—John C. Procter.
Real Estate—W. H. Jerris.
Notice—272 Middle st.
House for Sale—Mattocks & Fox.
House to let—W. H. Jerris.
Wanted—Dr. Mace.
Bramhall Lodge—John A. Lor in g.
Portland City.
Card—Jay Cook & Co.
House to Let—30 Emery st.
Wanted—Situation.
Piano to Rent—M. G. Palmer.
Stoves—Bucknam & Bailey.

The

one

BY TELEGRAPH. |

merce.

If you wish

The Eastern Railroad Company are applyiug
the Westerhaus patant brakes to their cars, at

NEW

&

the Chestnut St. church, next Monday afteruoou and
evening, commencing at 3 and 71
o’clock. All aro invited to attend.

little distance.

AUCTION COLUMN.
Laud—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Furniture—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Stock of a Trader—F. O.
Bailey & Co.
Real Estate—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Shed, &c.—F. O. Bailey & Co.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Card—Second Parish Circle.

at

Chase, daughter of Fraud's
Chase, Esq., has painted a faithful likeness of
her father’s well-known horse, which can be

Brown &

seen at Hale's.
It is a winter scene, the horse
stands quietly in the road with the dog perched
on the seat of the sleigh, while the owner aud
his wife are sitting on the sea shore at a

CITY AND VICINITY.

Spiritual Fraternity

The regular monthly conference for the promotion of holiness will be held in the Vestry of

in J. It

house wiudow.
Mias Alice

SA1UB0AV MORNING, MAY 11, 1872.

Nrw

Sons’ hanking

ornament

HJRESS.

task, and the

POETRY.
Shoddy.
money-bags,

Get gold.
than e’er the

A

merchantman, outward bound is by
the paradise
existing in the minds
of ardent school-boys, bitten with a
longing
for a life at sea.
Twenty-four hours of the
life on board and its discomfitures effectually

sickened me; but then I had chosen my
vessel for reasons of economy, knowing that
every $5 note would be, perhaps, of priceless
value in my new home; s
I made up my
mind not to be discontented, but to bear
all that fell to my lot.
1 had taken my
passage to Buenos Ayres, with the full intention of roughing it for some years to come,
aud therefore I argued, that it would be cowardly to turn tail at the first trouble that fell
to my share.
But really it was trying work,
in spite of the strongest determination. The
sailors were soon in that pleasant state of
despondent misery which succeeds a loug

continue; but there

was

ot

!

I

still the satisfaction

knowing that the two mates were thorough
seamen, who would, no doubt, take upon

themselves the management of the
ship should
there be any real
danger. The feeling did
not trouble me
long for, the weather again
brightening, hope rose, and day after day
glided pleasantly by. We saw but little of the j
captain, and only learned that he was connned to his cot by
indisposition, the cause of
this indisposition
being only known to a few
but I could see that the first
mate, Mr. Ray’
looked more anxious than
usual, and taking I
the opportunity of
being™ deck one night? I
I had a long talk with
my friend, to learn that I
the captain only recovered from
one fit to seek !
the means of
bringing ou another.
^ not leave him behind alto- j

O”-* 1

“I’ve

thought

so

a

ONE
Apply

A. C.

To

dozen times,” said my
madman on

Blend, tor the sailing with a
board does not suit
my book.

one

leaped

over

11

Hay ilisappeaied.
Mf; Worse
than

ever,”

was

the renlv

T

l

*1,!“ “mfo Tbre^bT6

from bdow
smashing the glass and

a

noise of some

one

leaping from side to side of the cabin, foil!"!
by a tremendous battering at the door
I have locked him
in,” said Ray, “for he
is not fat to come on deck.
But get help and
we will secure him and
strap him into his
ed

A short consultation was
held, and then it
decided to call one of the
seamen, a sturdy, quiet man, and to eo all as quietly as potso
as
not
to
stole,
alarm the rest of the
*passengers and crew.
Anderson fetched the old
sailor, who came
rolling up, turning the lump of’
his mouth, and from his remark
it was evident he had been
enlightened
upon the husiness in hand.

HIIiLinAlV, HIELLEN & CO..
may6dlw
151 Middle st.

SUITABLY

“Ah,” he growled, “what a tiling it is as
wasting precious liquors
I knowed
; '"rn!r’S blessings into poison!
this
would
“hut

be tlie end of it.”
maui” said

a

canvass

The largest imlncements ever offered to
No capital required, Canvassers will find
lor their interest to do all business
through this oftoce; lor reference nleasc call or addresB “Portland
Hand Stamp Co., No. 11 ami 12 Fluent
Block, Portland Me.apl5 lm

'panSf64?'*’

Ray, angrily,
here,” he
T
M. 80011 as 1

look
ir7ual0,1B;
wnispereu,
descended “as
as we

open the door, all ster,
He’ll dash at us the
i
at ,ne
a while
ago; but he can o„W
at once, so that while lie is
engaged
feageu the others must secure him.”

£mlThe
‘Ti
^£hed

oth"

We had

hardly

nerved ourselves for
the

Furnished Room

YLost.

ESTERDAY, between F. F. Hale’s ami Hayes
& Douglass, a M allet
containing from $15 to
The Under will be suitably rewarded
at
ap25tf
COGIA

Boarders Wanted.

LIQUORS.

OEUMANENT or transient boarders aecommodated with good rooms and hoard. Two
connected
with board, turalslied or
unfurnished, at 119
Cumberland Street, corner of Franklin*
febl7tf
1

In

rooms

Vessels

jLL
points

east.

Wanted.

of any violation of
Notice is

_

Ad-

ap23tf

ok Literature and
General Intelligence, only 81,50 a year published weekly. Fire beautiful $2,00 Steel
Engravings
and one qf Prasg’s prettiest $2,00 Chromos
given to
Subscribers. Such inducements are too much for the
dullest time*. Lady canvassers do particularly well
Send for sample copy of the paper and full
particulars, terns, <£c., kuee. Address Riverside Echo,
Portland, Me.
eoil &w4w
wl9
_my3d

Paper

!

Try It!
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April ,,

Light
Top

Top,

Side

Light

and

Brewster’s Style
Bound &

MUlfN
F.and
my6f4w

cor.

Box

JUMP-SEAT

Child Again !

Light

thc languor

Heavy.

rhree

Spring Cut-Under
Top

and No

EXTENSION TOP

Long and successfully used in Its native country as a
Powerful Tonic, and Potent Purifier ot the
Bkdid R
even to exceed the
anticipations founded on

Beach
Top.

Materia
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More !
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packed
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HEALTH
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done, to call and
piping
them the
best satisfaction both
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!P«* »l*o neatly repaired.
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APPLES &

200 Fore st.,
Foot of Plum st.

L

popular medicine f>r nervouB troubles
of all other ailments,) is
DODD’S NERVINE, and Invigorator.
sale by all druggists. Price One Dollar.
ap30t4w

le source
ir

BURNHAM'S
r nr bine is in

New

"

general
A
six inch, is used bytheGoveru“enf i» the Patent Office,

1

use

«

throughout the

U. S.

Washington,

pitclty

I). C.
Its simol construction and the
transmits renders it
wator wheel ever in-

] J’owerit
*!*
tr“- N.
P
*
*“ Rtrixr£??Phlet
BURNHAM,
York, Pa.
p
ap30t4w
1
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QuickTc°ffi«
{ Lgents,
it)
fory* (^,ere
sh for

on

DIO

OUR

First class Furniture, Book
Cases, Show

i

lases, Counting House, Office and Ship
'urniture. Repairing promptly and neatT

City of Portland.
is
hereby given that the Joint Standing
] LTOTICE
1
Committee on Laying out New
Streets, to whom
v as referred the
petition of the Boston aid Maine
1 ailroad

Company, praying that West Commercial
s
°f
in6g the
t|We8t
.mfry 8tree l>e changed by diseontiuu ing
present street or a part thereof, and
laying
o it a new street as
part of West Commercial street
place of the last so discontinued, substantially as
*° 8ai,i Iretition a"d
Will meet at the Junction of Emery and Went
c Mnmercial streets, on
Saturday, the eleventh day ot
* ay, instant,, at four o’clock P.
M., to hear all parties
it terested and then determine and
adjudge whether
P .bile convenience requires that any plrt of said
v est Commercial
street, west of Emery street slm
1* altered, discontinued or laid out anew
substautialas above, and if they shall so
adjudge, will then
a' id there discontinue, alter or
out the same anew
lay
^ id fix the damages as
required by law.
Bknj. Kingsbury, Jr.,
Marquis F. King,
Charles McCarthy, Jr
Samuel S. Rich,
Henry C. Newhall,
John F. Randall,
m LaVir<3 out New
Slreeti.
m
<
,„Pommiltee
May 4,
dtd

1872.___
J! >Liss Ada B. Worth
Having taken
NO.

«,

DIGESTION;

T*

*OR

Mass.

ap3ot4w

and

m

ed

see

the

Nun. A brave, true book.
J AleEscaped
835 in a week. Conn. Pub. Co.

One

Ilartiord,

lady
Ct.

HIGH

T
**

PRESENT

"—

those who may wish

to

away
every New Agent this
£ L month to sellgiven
our New and Beautiful Man of U
orld for 1872, also, New England
Jtownships,
Map colored
counties and
best
to

ever

publish$100 to$200 a month on these, and our new
pu :torial &
Religious Charts & Pictures, largest ami
be tt assortment in
New
Apply for terms
mt
D‘ GUERNSEY,Pub. Concord, N. H.

England.

pc

*

3827, Boston.
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^pffv°eVlruSL,St^te
WM. E.
67
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Exchange
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I (RAND TRUNK

RAILWAY OF CANADA.

ALTERATION OF TRAINS.
►VINTER

It and

satisfy yourself that

it is

desira-

best.

the

at~P._M., a^n4vfpierDM E

aflcr Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,
will run as follows:

sBo.U"
ulis:5sssss"|Ti^1,,B
Passenger

train at 7.30 A. M. for
Paris, and intermediate stations
v,
train VBtopt>ing at all
gtatlone) for Island
I oiid, connecting with
night mail train fWr Quebcc»
fl lontreal and the
West, at 110 PM

anOQS,South

Msjil

aU,“sHt5.WI>’‘MrSOUthI>ari8

“nd "dermediato

trains will arrive as follows:
Soutu Paris and Lewiston at H 15

FromMMoutreal,

Quebec,

A

\r

Gorimm" and’Bangor,

at

Acxommodation from So. Paris arrive at
8.45 P. M
C V Slet'ping Cars on all ulght trains.
The Company are not
responsible for baggage to
ly amount exceeding $50 in
that tiersou) unless notice Is given, andvalue(and
pa >d for at the rate of
te passenger tor
every $500 additional value.
J BHViGES,
H BAILEY, Local Managing Director.
Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 26, 1871.
oc26islw-ostf
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Halifax, Nova Scotia.
WEEKLY LINK.
Lite favonte
Steamship CAR
LOTT A will leave
Galt's' Wharf

^^U«EDANORECOlSt
MENDED BY THE MOST
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EMINENT PHYSICIANS K
IN NEW ENGLAND
FOR
THE LAST 45 YEARS.
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* Fare Cblaeae Tea.
Beet Tea Imported.
War-
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half pound
only, 30 and

and pound packages
60 Pound Bozen.
For sale at wholesale nnlv hv
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term *111 begin
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WILHAM BROWN

Wb"r''
’vh'uTt^a*^
lBl"‘r‘‘“<'*
hall

1 p

«.

the rate o< Hn

*>"•

vessels

at

Pb“*'1"1

PASSAGE, ten DOLLARS.
or Passage
to,.lv to
TV11ITNKV * NA WPNON,
A.vnm,
?«> I.SSS Wksrt, Bsaisa,

Por Freight

IfSgtg&fc.

-A»«tf

aT w,

L-BILLINGS

TWO TRIPS PER
WEEK !

to suit all tastes.
ranted
In oor “trade mark"

_WM.

*°

indsor sad Halifax.

THEA-NECTAR

A

Halifax dtreef

international steamship

«keat chance for agents
Doyonwant an agency, local or traveling,
with an opportunity to make *5 to
$20 a d»v
■■ selling our new Tfttrand White Wire Clot hen
They last forever; sample free. Send
■B
■M ^''.ri'ular. Address at once kudson River
H M ire W orks, cor Water at., and Maiden Lane
■iJiN. Y.. or 346 W Randoph st., Chicago.
ap13t4w

Harvard

for

with

_BhP13tf_JOHN

H

THIS

M.

p-,

AtlantfaWha''rf"o,,rm‘'l'IOn

ftpl3-4w

ijhT

SATURDAY

_

Wb".
.“:3S'21,k?"„D““""
State Room.

CUTLER BROS. It CO., E
BOSTON.
K
|3old by the PrunnlatafS

__

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES

ELIAS HOWE

Sewing Machines

SK5SS&
LmUy?

A'ndbuttekick-s

('hrislmos,

th° N“W Ye*r’lu the

ear“

of yoU1'

delighted

Patterns iif Garments

|
J>ltt

ITS MMdIe gt.. Op Stairs.
THE

53

rHBE YEARS IN A MAN
TRAP.
Last and best

book, by that poputor writer
T. 8. ARTHUR.
Ils long contemplated
companion to Ten Ni.k..

SECRET MEDICAL COUNSELLOR
150 page,

1

verywhere.

«A¥AU.

I

•

to M. J.

Pro- P

Portland, May 0
__'
~

GAS

for

one

ProI'srty

ytar

,c°In Cat*

be consulted

by mall._mch26d3m

person-

—fob—

DRIVES, YARDS,
WALKS AND
STREETS.

GARDENS,

Belter and

Pipe,

!l Union,

Cheaper than Brick.
Orders left at
or

6 South

Galley, Sheridan &
aj»J0

KIN 8x¥AN,L i
apl&Uui

can

St„

the Chief Consulting

! ilDEWALKS,

FIXTURES,

198 Bwkaage Street.

fell to

Concrete Pavement

Rubber Hose, Ac.
•

or

mylodl2t

| itis and Water

T

"ho Is

ha«

fr,'m May 1st,

ever

INSTITUTE,

lly

Ctw?.'A„LAMBABD.
DoCk * Warehouse Co.

1872
ala‘

x

;,N.~Pr/
of ?ia,l"ck’
njslcian
the Institute,

NOTICE."-

to

iierhaps

Ilehllity, Seminal Weakness,
df 0< n®r»1
nftl‘e Generative Organs In both
T rrv’c^\irecelllt of stamp. Address
UICAL
143 Court
l

a

■in

____®y4eod«!tw

llzabeth
Bui ko
i (72,
May 1st, 1873,

uew

1

mi

wa,,t«l

sF'-feSYSsS:

| hT!
tb?
ill?®# ^ in.Wurk than

„

!

be

Summer
Ladv canvaswrs «ni

A

*

SMSlSSBi, SS‘ZSxSffS
and

and 12 Illustrative
engravings.

by Dr. F. Sailor? who h«
! ^tcq^worh, written
,n
*™»lment of diseases which
■

s£s&aBasai'tiAS!vSS
Spring
common aELV1 dnrnl

E'i WILD]E

PLDMM

i£»Itcth“dto“Yf8ICAL “wafiSfastsr&
C0
[Opposite theCkSitlloSlf
SL,^
j

west1

3

Meals extra.

SXS2?JS

102 Chambers Street, New York.
ap!3t4w

IRU IT anil Confectionerv Store for ui.
gain, as the Proprletor'ls gi.lug
a.bar*
* we8t‘
InQulreat
office.
mcli7tf

lm ■ft...

as

T

nvl'DAY,aSd TH C R8DAYat3 f?
comm^Uo“fofir^ersar8mak,fag tZ

M

Bailey Washing A Wringing Machine Co.

Chime

ARRAN GEMENT.

Street,

I

DAY,
”

ept25dtf_Brnigor, Me.

In

Street.

Try

everywhere,

,

„£°

jy.Pru¥l[il,t”

WOOD, Agent,

more

run

; Leave Galt's Wharf, Portland

RaPalr®d »t Short notice,
0I;in’1|H,fei<;l.fa,1?ed
\y
and aU kinds of goods
dyed in a thorough
man*
ne[- A f° Secon<l-hand Clothing for sale.

hurslon’s Ivory Pearl Tooth
powder.
It ia the best Dentriflce
known.
Sc ld
aI>d Dealers in
Goods
Fancy
Price
rncc
25 and 50 cedts per bottle.
F. C. WELLS &
CO.,
W2 Fulton
New

tho State of 1111ta“U»- Send for do-

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia

a“d

n

only debt

make it

Co

follows”**1 fnrt,‘‘r notlc*.

NO PRACTICAL HOUSEKEEPER
aflUrd t. bey .
Wringer nntll.be baa
examined tbe
NOVELTY.

_

deceived by "Old reliable
not,b«, ’advertised
office," or
best routes
by other parties, but call at
rrand Trunk Office under
Lancaster Hall or af
depot and obtain prices, and
the
i
Baggage checked
and
ullman ',,iKtan*°secorodTrom Portland tothrough
D. H. BLANCHARD
S, ojipo. Preble House,
8treet’ Portend, Me.
wm
rno^KS8?1*
M' LOWERS,
Eastern Agent,
.os
*

"

by State9

ot.Ser
other.

Wharf, Boston.

NEW ARRASfiKRENT.
SKMI-WEEKLY LINK

Strongest Wringer.

Oar d son ~OOD lor sale at
HA ^-In
street. A Iso Dry Edgings

Trunk

OR EAT WEST.

?

These bonds will bear the most
critical examinat on. and they especially commend
themselvca to
®
the

can

—

EIGHT AND TEN PER CENT.
J Yincipal and Interest paid at American
Exchanae
Bank, Nero 1 ork, January and July,

They comprise

LtnJh8®

^vantages

SASfPSON, Agent.

Steamship

Rolls.

separate freely at either end.

IT ood f

Or any other point In the

0

Registered Coupon Bonds

K.

Is Iho most durable
Wringer.
Wlth
uiwtriau any

«n

further information
apply to

Jone2tf_33 Central
a In e

ald. wil1 ** “nt
P=«an?,,,ecunl0/y
Pbof.
Oliver Stearns, D. D„
Young.
my4d2xn

^lfrde

1871,

CALIFORNIA

£

touEe>_mrMittt

or

ap30t4w

Parsonsfield,

TURNER Ssiwi«w^,i

By purchasing tickets via the

Grand

2

the Gardiner Hotel,the Maine Hotel at Dam
riscotta, and Columbian House, Bath.
wJF A good Li very Stable is connected with the

For

both ends

on

ai*

l°
*l5> Hrae 65 houre?
BaU*mXre
VorfolhkOU4«8ii
Norfolk 4« hour*.
To Baltimore, 65 hour*.

THE NOVELTY
Has the Patent Curved Clamp.
the novelty
Is the easiest
working Wringer.
THE NOVELTY

$5.00 SAVED

—

treasurer.

!

Portland, Dec. 15,

date of

8.i

states,

Rolls

Saco Kiver for Portland at 5.30 A M*
as follows:
We8t «<*■>->, Standlsh, and No.

daily.Ce,Ur9
WILLIAM H.

xrom

ILLINOIS

mvl*1m

Quarters for Agents

AT

W“htng.on b,

Through rates given to South ami Went.
Fine Passenger accominocation*.
Fare including Berth and
Meat* to Norfolk

THE NOVELTY

connect

Passenger

TOOIN DALL’N mills,
BV RANDALL
ANDREIVM,

STREET,

late style patternsshe has just receiv-

»ok ! Head

A

of the

Portsmouth,tircat

fcr ^ BuSt0n’ BoEnY
Ea«'<>
At Ceotrc Waterboro* for Limerick. Newfleld P..
sonsiield and Ossipee,
Tuesdays,
and oat
Sat1
urdays, returning alternate davs.Thursdays
Watcrboro'for Limerick,

s

FAIRFIELD HOUSE,

,

a.m.

iVIll also soil patterns to
rchase ot her.

'H

Agents Wanted

‘‘ConventLife Unveiled” by Edith 0’Gorman

ap3°t4w

38

Patent Flung Cog Wheels

andLtaComdiny

CoHrtfiqanrf,

t0

c:

Has the

Limhigtouq'daUy.

e

34

of this Line sail from
Central Wharf. Boeton

Semi-Weekly, 2.30 p. si for NORand BALTIMORE

v

William I'ram."
“Georue Appold.**
“Blackstone.”
William Kennedy.*
“McClellan

ti

M. via Eastern itaUroadJ
Mjdne,
I^ave Portland for Saco River at
5.30 P. M

WjLLIAM.

^

Steamships

£ 1, ?f

Igy

11 /IksWr'

THE NOVELTY

..

Leave

is prepared to furnish
Porter. Ale
ind Pfatt s Lager Beer in halves and
quarter barrels'
dso in quart*, pints and * pints tattle* in
quantiies of one dozen and upward*. Sent bv ExnreM ('
^
3
). D.
ap26dlm

Norfolk and Baltimore and
Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

:

down trains on Dov.lliwiri
ycr and \\
mnipiseogee, and Portsmouth Great Fads
and Conway Railroads, and the 12
o’clock train
ingdirect connection at Rochester with trains makBoston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Bostonfrom
i
and at 8.30 A

Porter, Ale & Lager Beer.
St
Bo"«oii,

offices of the Boston &
Eastern Railroads, and on board BoMen
Boats. Freight awl iwssengers taken as
low as oy
by
any other rovte. Inquire of
HARRIS, ATWOOD & CO.,
*W «*■"**«'
Portland, April IB, 1872.

I

and

A

train for Boston.
sold at tho

no9tf

tfo.r,Alton

Stages

_

HOCOHTON, Alex lArxfaaa.
Jro Master, will leave Atlantic
foot of India 8t„ Portland

S^am^'liwthlfe

IMJL&SffSu?

mayld&wtf-W18

rooms at

and fifing drosses, would
f‘ ,rib^’nri?8e.?f
ladies to call from 9
qiectfully invite ,cuff,n®
to fin

tdl^T

ohool stBrston.

dome.

®
LEWIS*
'V1S ln«i
*ast and greatest work

My Jolly Friend’* Necrel
*l is by odds the most taking and salil.i,. wo, « *.
•. It Is on a vitally in.Wtant
2 u'ls
f" Id.America’s
most popular writer on
by
health* 1 it «
f‘> the price, the largest and handsomest bi»ok *v?r
so d by subscription. Agents, the people
are
fm such a book, and will urge you to briug it to
them
rite for terms, &c., free. Geo Maclean, Publisher
or,

BUTTER

"UST received 50 Tuba of New VeriM**..*
”
IIiitier. IOO Bbla Raaaetl Apple*
S. P. BARBOUR, No. 10 Marketst.
ny2tf

Manufacturer of

S wTin ttcityWs E'"

Tlie most

(t

DYErT

SIMOA A.

at).

CHARLES

Through tickets

I

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

K^^ostcr

three straight neats
distancing five horses In 2:40
2 :43}, 2:42; Sept. 28tli, at Portland he won the
ehampton race for all five year olds in Maine, trotting the
fifth heat in 2:42J without a break; and the offer to
match him for *500 or *1000 to beat the best
public
record of the best bloated and yamest trottinv stallion
in the world remains unaccepted to this
day and
though claimed that Hiram Woodruff pronounced Ids
sire the best Stallion the world ever knew, facts show
that in 18G0, twelve years ago, liiram
says in his
book he was the best stallion that had
yet appeared. Since then three stallions have beaten Geo.
M. Patchen’s record, two of them, Geo. Wilkes and
Jay Gould, being descendants of Hambleton who
stands first on the list of seventeen that have beat
2:30, while the Clays are fourth on the list with eleven
below 2:30, and to make it more binding
Long Island
Black Hawk stands second.fifteen of his posteritvhaving beaten 2:30. As King Wiliam is a great grand-son
of Long Island Black Hawk, and Tom. Patcken a
great grand-son of Henry Clay, I think intelligent
breeders will not need a slate and pencil to cypher
out the problem for themselves.
King William stands for *25 the Reason closing
Aug. 1st, *40 to warrent at Maine Hotel, Auburn,
Me., In charge of Geo. W. Steward, who will take
pleasure In allowing him to any gentleman who mav
sail to see him.

BANK,

Iny6d3w

SMITH,

STREET,

SALE AT

No. 88 Federal Street.

1
to supply to families and
thc best
'1 nicncaii, English, aud Scotch Ales, ethers,
put up in ouart
11 id pint bottles,
in
of
one
quantities
a id upward*, and sent by
Express, C. O. D Also
merlcan Ale in quarter and half barrels.

\

!

Steamer

Maine and

I

Is the

run as

■

34 **«*“"««

ap25tf

ALE, ALE, ALE.

the

good pooplc of Portland,
Wii'll'Mronage througli the last aeuInvite any, and all who are to have anv

FOR

SECOND NATIONAL

will

afler Monday,
December, 18,
trains leave Portland
L*iC_±nd“at 7.15 A. and intermediate stations
M., and 1.30 P.
direct connection at Rochester with trains M. makine
for Bwt.m
over Boston Sc Maine aud
Eastern Railroads Also
connect at Rochester with Dover
and Winniuiseoiree
B»y» and with
Kdll0.!
Pails
aud Conway Railroad jor
Conway.
P°rtUnd andWay atationaat

champion five year old stallion of
<1
TJ1®wlu
make the wa"°n at Maine Hotel,
'Auburn, Me. He is sixteen hands high,
!■ blood bay with black points, and has a
public record of the fastest five year old colt ever raised In Maine, not private
record, bnt public as follows
Aug. 31, at Forest City Park, he beat a field of six
horses in a hard contested race of five
heats; Sept. 6th,
at the New England Fair,
Lowell, Mass, lie won in

ME.

Tlie

M., far Waldoboro, touching at Boothbay and Round
Pond. Every Saturday at 7 A. M.. for
Damarlscotta,
to rching at Boothbay and
Hodgsdon's Mills
Returning, will leave Waldoboro every Th urn lay
at S A. M.. and Damarlscotta
every Monday at 9 A
M., touching at Intermediate landings, connecting
with the Boston Boats at
Portland, and with the
B ston & Maine and Eastern
Railroads, arriving In
1 >>rtlandinii*eMon for
passengers to take the aftrrn *on

THE BEST.

R.

passenger
OJlafloufllWl.
r

BKOWN & CO., General Agents,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

so

Trip April

LaurenceP*

ROCHESTERBAILROAiD.

HHBB, b?1

ourselves to practice and not theory we
parties In want of Steam Boilers to give us

KING

Sleighs,

$5000"
of Deering Bonds

Fown

Rheum, Scurvy, Sores, Ulcers!
,R’ S,Vr<- Corns, Frost BlteB,
Chilblains, Sore Breasts and Nipples.
Ringworms, dialing, and Skin Discases of an inflammatory
nature
__

a

Wo. »a Preble Street,

IKNNBDT’g HEiMLOCK
OIItT9IKNT.
The proprietor, has,
by the assistance
of Eminent Physicians and
Chemists
succeeded in utilizing the medlciua)
■properties contained in the Oil, Pitch
and Resin of the Hemlock
Tree, and
obtained a valuable preparation to be
applied as a Salve or Plaster for Rheumutism, Croup, Pain or Soreness of
ch<‘“t or Stomach. Piles,
c i„^?,ck’
Salt

_

&

ap!3-dlm_PORTLAND,

B„ y„,

--

~

Light Carriages

acts <li-

its’ noworfnl

R.

Winter Arrangement.

Confining

invite all
a call.

Every Style of

ras^ast,--

"

SPECIALTY.

apl7

^yH^y^FOLK
William

LoveU, dally.

PORTLAND &

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

product healthyy ana
aid

■

A

Succcessors to E. K. Leiaont &

^ vigodr

nerves

and, by

ionic and restoring
effects,
dgorous action to the whole system
JOHS Q KElUXMl, ,,

"

Free to Book Agents.

drcu,““'>"’

the
quiets the
...iiK.egulfie8
the secretive
tctl>
organs,

D2

We will send a handsome
Pros]»cctuB of our New
luatratotl Eanjiiy Bible
containing over 450 line
nptur# illustrations to any Book Agout, free oi
National PubliBhing Co., Pbila., Pa

thc

WORK

Cyni S^rdlfan?*?^:

March 17th, 1872.

Fir.st

Naples, daUy

A-

before realized.

LOCKHART^& SLOAN,
Co.,

oLIZZtVil
uRmAirL0RGimTESTINES' UT**™**

’f" ,n™?tc<I

by 'John N. Anthoino,
1
Biddeford, a Self-Acting Car Coupling or
atch, that will latch itself without help, and will
ecome detached if one car
tips over or falls, and can
e detached while the train is at
full speed. It Is
oout as cheap as the old
coupling, and on about the

ORDERED

OODENSBURG

v.
Portland, November
8,1871.

J fir llus ooucr is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is
allowed
to come In contact with the
intensely heated surfaces
the feed water being
gradually heated as it ascends
from the lowerto
tbenppercompartment.
W e would
especially call the attention of Railroad
nten to the
followiug foots, that while running this
boilerwith coal or wood the sparks are
and none have ever left the Bmoke-stack neutralized,
or chimney
which in itself is a most valuable
novel
advantage,
•

wS

ESS! GLANDULOVS

GET

mrivin?in

We will guarantee that this boiler will
shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same
heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonds.

theState*1'1
We also

‘‘“eases of the BLOOD,
TU-

\mV2 A

and

Fryeburg

While doing average work, coupled with a
good
it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse

Wagons,

Portland,

HOUSEKEEPERS!

Baldwin for Cornish. Kexar
FftlJs and Porter,
At Brownfield for Denmark aDd
*
Bridgton,
daUyy
At
for

power.

Light and Heavy.

S'ote
J3V«CommerctaI

Everything pertaining to Billiards at lowest prices.
Illustrated Catalogues sent by mall.
H. W. COt LENDER, NEW YORK.
Successor to Phelan Sc Collender,
733 Broadway.
apl3Hvr

The 8.45 A. M. train from No.
Conway, arrives in
1 jrtlaud in season for
early afternoon train for Boston and passengers
the i P. M. from North Con
by
way can take the Portland steamere
Bos
*
t. n early the next
morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket ofllco M. C. R.
R.

engine,

!

Sandy

arriving at PortUnd at
I*or further particulars
inquire of Ross A
St., or*

BILLIARD TABLES

“S

A.

watcrW

EXTENSION-TOP CARRYALLS

JURUBEBA!

Baymond
d

compartments.
By tills armaintaincd three temperatures of

pie

CARRIAGES,

and

an

smoke and heated gases pass first
through the
tubes in the upper
compartment, then descend and
return throngh the tubes in the second
compartment
tueuce again descending
they pass through the tubes
“ ™e ,ai"*
compartment. By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contk
a,lual,y decreasing temiieratures of

Light and Heavy.

CITY OF RICH-

P'l£I’ B®fk8Imrt; " >nterport and Hampden.

mNOABD AMERICAN

THE NOVELTY

STAGF8.
VLA 7.40 A. M.
At East Baldwin for
Sebago and Bridgton, daily.
VIA 3.15 P. M.
At South Windham for North
Windham Casco

engraving of a Steam Boiler conX taining i20° feet of
heating surface, built ujKin a
new
principle, namely,that of stopping the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means of two horizontal diaphragms
running through the boiler, and
three water

Square Corner Phaetons,

!

lALAByj^VVharr.Wednesday. at 6 o’clock

Ge'leral S"I«’tlmendent.

attached!^

Bnggies

waterment

wT,v.e,?tf,amer

~-A

A1 TUmcKJx

11:45).

P. M.
Leave Portland,
3.15
Leave N. Conway,
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00
P. M. from
W
^ fre'ght traln“ with
Passenger

Buggies,

Top and No Top.

—

R

far as the Ire will
r>ernilt,} touching at Rockland
Caraden, Llncoluville. Belfast,
Searsport,

19,^pj^iMrt;jyi||

A. M.
7.40
8.45

*“

O

4|^Si^iS5ia,,s

Portland.

^^^^raffltother

there

O

trips per week.

,V5L--

Monday, Nov. 13th, and
SS and afternotice,
trains

iorming

i'd/L

CHASE,

Night Express (from St. John), leaves
Watervilo9:23, Augusta 10:15, Bruns11:45, Bath 6 p. m., (remaining at Brunswick

PORTLAND &

Stylish.

N

three

Hearseae...

S. Sc P. R. R.

a. m.

Augusta,

Spring Platform RoadWagons

B

disorders of Uver and Stomach, Headache, Dyspepsia, i&c. Sold everywhere at 25 cents.
mrtt.im

s'So.

No Top.

and

LINK!

—TO—

Cure

Boston.

route.

Stages for Guilford, Abbott, Monsou and Moosehead
Like, leave Dexterat 11.00 a. m. Connect
ing" with
Express from Portland.
Through Tickets are sold In Portland for Houlton
a“d St' John’ for
iSM'< and to Halifax for

-^rTS.

mHE above is

INSIDE

Waldoboro and Dauiariscotta t

Boston*6.50d

Wagons,

Heavy.

and No

Top

tSi’g Pafcnts”8

as

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

Side Spring Platform
Driving Buggies,

PATENTS obtained on tlic best terms. Models of
new inventions anil sketches
examined, and advice
.Vatent® a*'e published in the Scientific
American the week they issue. Send for
Pamphlet, 110
1SW8 an<l fU" directions for °b-

MgliB the weary and exhausted one,

and

Side Spring, Business Box

alf NewJDealers.^"^1"10"8

a

OF

OF

Concord Style Business

.LV nTnlJi

Portland, April 15, 1872.

deceived by worthless imitations. Get
only Weli.s’s Carbolic Tablets. Price 25 cts per
box.
JOHN y. KELLOGG. 18 Platt St.. N.
Y.,
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS Sc CO.,
reb26-3m
Portland, Me.

Arrives at Portland at 1 a m
Passengers from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
are ticketed
through. Fare *5.00. A
Hne of
Srages connect at Dexter with the 7.15good
p. m. train
a rfvingat Dover and Foxcroft
at or about 9.00 p. m’
Leave Dover and Foxcroft at or
about 6. 30 a m
C onnecting at Dexter with the 8.15
a. m. trabi for
B°BtoD’ Faro to Portland
*5.00; to

IS;"'

CONSISTING

jngs,

on, would l were

ick
until

v.

E. K. LEMONT & Co.

!

Cold, and

every Tuof«tav

the

Don’t be

No. 7.

Congress Street.

OFFICE

Coughs,

Machlasport

For

Portla5d&«1T£“

befound at the old eland qf

Can

Shi®****?*?-*

Patents,
t-'i'o,1i78r>I?l ??I,er’'>r concerning
7M,C«;5rw
s,lt!iW; ^
X; Branch office,
Sts. Washington,
D. C.

my7tf

will leave

J/SfaL1

CARRIAGES.

American istlie cheapest and
best illustrated weekly
paper published. Every number contains from 10 to 15
original engravings of new
machinery novel inventions. Bridges, Engineering
works, Architecture, improved Farm Implements, and
every new discovery in Chemistry. A year’s numbers contain 832 pages and several hundred
eugravThousands of volumes are
preserved for binding and reference. The practical receipts are well
worth ten times the
subscription price. Terms *3
8604
May ** had 0‘

Itii

Office 241

also given

an

The Best

particular

that the “Nuisance
Law,” so-called, will be enforced
against them when violations are detected

Wanted
Agents
excellent Home Journal

Glasses

of the best Foreign and American Manufacture, and
all having defective vision will find this a rare opi>ortunity to have Spectacles and Eye Glasses scientificially adjusted to the eye.
The Dr. gives
attention to diseases of
the Eye, such as Opthalmia, Asthenopy,
Night BlindFixed
Loss
of
Power of Aqjustmeut,
ness,
Muscal,
Aqueous, Dropsy, and other diseases of the eyes.
For the benefit of all who prefer to consult the Dr.
at their homes, Mr. C. B. ALLARD, Assistant, will
call at the respective residences and take the address.

the law, without further notice.

To Owners of Buildings where Intoxicating Liquors are Sold

Wonted.

1RST Calss Tailor to go into the country.
L. KIMBALL, Bethel, Me.

Al*dress C.

to find

Immediate Prosecution will Follow Detection

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
179 Commercial st.

„„

Portland who have not been
personally notified by

myself or deputies, on account ot our inability
their places, are hereby notified that

Coal fr,mi New York and
Philadelphia to Portland and other

mar26thdtf

railroadsT

Adi

.

The Unlawful Sale of Intoxicating

by leavHASSAN’S.

same

Spectacles and Eye

ALL PEKSONS ENGAGED IN THE

Returning

C nation.

N®. a. Leave Portland at 1:00
p. m„ Lewiston
DanviUe 2:50, Readiield 3:59, Kendall’s
Miils5:10,
Lrunswick :30, Bath 2:50; (tliere
connecting with
the Knox and Lincoln railroad for
Damariscotta
Rockland, See.); Augusta 4:00, KendaU’s MUls 5:10
Skowhegan 5:50, Dexter7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40
p. m., connecting with train on E. & N. A. Railway
3
f. r Oldtown and
Mattawamkeag.
No. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15 p. m. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7:45 Bath
7:10 and Augusta 8:1S p, m.
No. 10. Leaves Portland at 8:05
p. m., for Lewiston via DanviUe,
arriving at Lewiston 9:50. This
train connects with 3 p. m. train from Boston.
Trains Dne at Portland.
No. 1. Leaves AuguBta at 5:46 a. m.. Bath
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6-45 6:45.
An
rives at Portland 8:35 a. m.
No- 3- Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a.
m„ Dexter 8:15.
Skowhegan 9:40, WatervUJe 10:45, Augusta 11:45
:35,
11Lewiston
.BSth
\
:00i
1- .50. Arrives at Portland 2:55
p. m.
N®- ®- Leaves Augusta at 3
p. m., Bath 5, Bruns(Via 1>anvilie, 5- Arri™a‘

Dealers in Gold, Silver & Steel

Sheriffs Notice.

10:30

at

,

11HESE

via

PRACTICAL OPTICIAN

evert

TABLETS present the Acid in combination with other efficient remedies, in a popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT and LUNU Diseases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are Immediately relieved ami statements
are constantly
being sent to the proprietor of relief
in cases of Throat difficulties of years’
standing.

No. lO. Leaves Portland at 7:00 a. m. Arrives
Cewi«ton via DanviUe 8:55, Brunswick
8:30, Bath
9:00, (there connecting with Knox Sc Lincoln
Railroad for Daraarlscotta,
Rockland, Ac.)
w Arrives at1

jun30tt

theme—the price—and style, renders it the best
book lor cauvassersever published. The
Held is clear
vith no competition. Address at
once, B. B. RUSar-LL. Pub., Boston, Mass.
ap25di£w4w-wl7

further Particulars Inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 17» < ommeretal street, or
C'YHUN STURDIVANT,

a'

HAS ARRIVED !

Let,

to

From

DKEHINO,

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
Boston or New York, #34 CURRENCY.
bookeii to all parts of the United States
Fssseugers
Drafts issued on Great Britain
nnd Ireland for £1
and upwards. For Freig.t and Cabin
passage apply
at the Company’s Office, 80 State Street. For
steerage passage, at 99 State Street, Boston.
JAMES ALEXANDER, Anal,

Pasesuger trains leave Portland for Bangor, Nn.
0, (night express via Augusta,) at 12:30 a.m. Brunswick 2:2j, Augusta 4:00, Waterville 5:00.
Arrives
a: Bangor 7:30 a. m.
Connecting with E. & N A
It ulway train for Houlton,
Calais, St. John and Hal-

itlau.

CAPT.

—Arrangement of Trains, ______
Feb.

Trnjftn

Augnsta

ITH or wilhoufbotrrd.
Also Lady Boarders
wanted. Apply corner Center and Free
st. No

yt

Street, Boston,

JAVA, Wed., Mayli.

8.

RAILROAD.

^jj^ggggCommencing

DR. C. C. BABBITT

ivlBtl_

Work by John S. C. Abfamily and all classes.

tsu!..

op

have a stock of Carriages from MassachusJtls, Connecticut and Philadelphia; wbkb
sell at
to
conform to the times.
prices

SI

~

or

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba

to*«^rt
Housekeeper,

"

whole

rHE

Wanted.

ing

junl4dlyr

Supt. P.

OF THE

HAS

May

morrdng.atao'cloek.touehta^

For

F-

MAINE CENTRAL

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of
cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,
Dr. Jourdain’s Consulting; Office,

Wed.

ltailroad.

so..
ap22tf

Parisian Gallery ©f Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the

The favorite Steamer
K \V I 8 T O N

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS.

1874.

leave Portland dalPortsmouth and Boston, (Suu-

Passengers ticketed through by either

Dr. R. J. JOURDAIN,

Spring Arrangement.

City.

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M.f and
3.30,3.45 P. M.
ti aius from Portland, make close connections
to New
York by one or other of the routes from

wl6

TRIP PER WEEK.

Passage Mouey,'includinefarefrom Boston toN York,
Cabin, $8U, $ 100,8130 gold—accon ling to accnm modaGon. Steerage, 830
Currency. Tickets to Paris, 813

^Express.
itKuns Monday, Wednesday and
Friday only.
IS’-The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the
Depot of the Maine

Central

TO

Railroad Wharf, Portfurth®L"otlc«)
IrMay
ten o'clock for Rockjami,
evening,
*w‘ck*SoW'««
Harls.r
(Mt ’DesLrt1|'vmihri.l|“le’
***««> Machi-pu.l,

for Portland 119.00 A. M„ J10.40 A.
p- M-, t5.J0 P. M., ttt 8.00 P
M,*10.10 P. M
Pullman sleeping car
express train,
tAccommodation train.
5 Mail train,

J. W. PERKIN'S Sc CO.,
PORTLAND. ME.

61 Hancock

part ot the block ot Brlok Stores
Portland Pier.
at
the
Apply
Merchants National Bank.

it

*20.

Let,

&

Purtlaud at 14 00 A. M., returning at

fOT

ONE

Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
tar* Passengers enbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey

srw-3 lays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. t6.15A.
A- M” »-3UP M' t3’45 P-

M

wl

I,INK

Desert and Machias.

^atU7une*I 28 Mt.

ALEPPO
May 14. SIBKU1A Tues
lnn.'s
YHA. Tues.Muy 21 .lAVA
jin'e
embark at the Cunard
Wharf East

SCoTIA,

ttt6.00P.MM.591U

5

SOLD BY

To be Let,

Printer.

Agents.

fl ictionary of Every-Day Wants,
enminingF
M scripts in every Department oi Human
any other possible wav. From »25
sured. It is for every
a
Farmer 'iv„.i„
»i id profession. Foi^the sick and well. A
reliable
«k of permanent value to every wide-awake
pro
easive person. It sella itself. Extra terms.
esa F. M. Reed, 139
Eighth st., New York. ap30ttw

m

To

few male and female agents to
I MMEDIATELY
for tlie National Linen Marker and Card

ue

second floor. Also
49 Frank-

on

floor with board.

M„

FROMfBoSToSi-

Steamers appointed to sail
FROM NKW YORK.
BATAVIA, Sat. May 4. ALGERIA. Sat. Mav It

Passenger trains

nmM

i:-;:;lsiis5SS'y> f°r
p

A gem

I.KM1DK

ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday, April 44d,
T-

I..

jn2dly

■SI-XilNG

P. M.

Currency

ap‘22dtf

PORTLAND, SACO,

mchtiutf

Cabin, $80 & $1)0 Gold, According to
Accommodation. Steerage, $:t0

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

S. DANA HAYES, State Assayer, Mass.’’
FLINT & GOLDTHWAIT. Props., Salem, Mass.
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

rt!KN EMK.N'T to let,
containing 7 rooms, Sebago
JL water. For particulars call at 31 LINCOLN
11
ST-aug23

Wanted.

B

room

y-ERvo\^DKBn,nwol

«] "0
AGENTS EVERYWHERE !
7 lore Money.-T;^'::;:"0 & Agents m

any one will g0 on

PLEASANT

TO>iIC «,r°J*ertie» k"u"'n to

llTniTr.
ttJS
hltt
dliects cin

I
4

trout
one room on third
lin st,oi:28tr

A Good Cook
recommended, Is wauted at No. 38
Free St., by C. W. Goddard.
ap26tf

Practice aSofasa-s
Medic*.UL

was

tobaocTfo

To Let

EASTERN AND

Cork Har.

IjC^Passeugers

Boston.

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
Commercial Street, Portland.

Very Respectfully,

&w6m

PALM

Springfield line.

353

A/r 7 O'CLOCK

lietandug leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 7 P. M. Fare $1.50. Freight laten at
low rates.

Queenstown,

SAMARIA,

Portland,

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTKD)

Steami-n. inumliitcl to sail

DIRECT

station In Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.
•Accommodation.
tFast Express.
tMondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
W. MERlilTT, Superintendent,

from

ATLANTIC WHARF,

LIMIT

8S8& SENS' ,1:
Toes.

daily.
Passenger

containing extracts of Roots and Herbs.
preparation,
It is free from injurious substances, ami
may be used
as directed
persons requiring a medicine of this
by
kiud.

apl7d eod

at

_.

baggage

ever

aj»-

SAILING FOR LIVKBPOOL.

1874.

The above trains leave P. S. A P. R. R. station
foot of State street, whore tickets can be
purchived
an i
checked.
taP“Freight trains between Portland and Boston

State St., Boston.
eJosiAH A. Broduead, Esq.—Sir. A sample of Old
Dr. Goodhue's Boot and Herb Bitters, from Flint Jb
Goldthwait, Salem, Mass., has been analyzed with
the following results: “This is an officinal Medicinal

PROPRIETOR

s lid
new

previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
brick block of tour, on the corner ot
Neal and Pine sw, will be rented on lavorabl*
ttyns.
These ate first class lioueea iu every respect, conaioiDg 13 rooms, having all modern improvements.
Hnd Sebago water. Apply to JOHN T.
HULL, 48
l mon St.
seplG

GOOD WORK.

or

BITTERS

No. 20

First- lass Houses to Let.

KO r

IFin tlie

plain Hair Sewers.

OOK Agents for a New
iiott, suited to every

setts.

aPHtf_S. R. CLEMENT.

Good Milan Sewers!
Also three

H® '£p

^

NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West. 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York aud the South. 3.30t P. M
train with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore

or the
deranged
condition of thp sinmo,.).
Liver, Bowels or Kulnevs,
Head Prof. Hayes* report
to Col. Broil head. State
Commissioner of Massachu-

fl VL

Arrnngrmcnt, April 44,

by

CITY

Having coiuinudtons Cabin anil State Roam ar
com laudations, will ran
alternately, leaving

MAIL BTGAMKRN

i»4t

Trains leave P. 8. A P. R. R. StaPortland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
M„ 3.30t, 3.45*, 6.007 (express) P.M.
Returning *7.30, t8.30 A. M., »R!.15,
*3.D0, fi.OUJ (express) P. M
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Coucord, N. H., via C. A P. R. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.45* P. 51.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell,6.15* 9.10* A. M., 3.30t, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30t, 3.15* P. M.

BLOOD,

**

Captain

down

CUNARD

__

1

To Let,
West Gorham House, occupied for the last
T1HE
JL seven years by Jedediah Graftam,
Esq. All, or
part of the Fumituin ol the house can be bought at a
great bargain, as the same will be sold at Public Auction soon if not disposed off, as the proprietor wishes
to change his business.
Possession given immediately.

W A. !N T E O !

the

principle.
Patent has been applied for through W. H. Clif'rd, of Portland.
ap24d!m
hTOTICE is hereby given that the subscriber has
J
Executor of the Will of
JrLLA r- BISHOP, late of Portland,
*'
deceased, and has taka"l>crllni1' by
J IW
giving lionds as the
lhat tru.,t’
Persons
demands upon the
having
< state of siiii

S

TWO

_my7*lw

__

Let.

unfurnished rooms, centrally located, without
board. Inquire at 36 Federal st.
my8*lw

NO. 12 MAPLE STREET.

AT

A

“j

may7tf

Boarders Wanted.

r

*
c

To

Boarders Wanted.

line

Further conversation was cut short
bv thp
appearance of the mate, who beckoned liasti
to
ly
my companion.
“Something wrong,” be exclaimed as be
leaped to his feet, and quite as quick I followed him to the
hatchway.
heavens, Andersoii!” exclaimed
Mr“what
is to be done ? He is raving
}<ay,
°
mad!”
>'ou 1,0 medicines?” I asked.
Yes; but how are you to
mau hi his state ?
te.a'
Just listen.”

mouths.

summer

Large

to

F

the

Spring

prepared with
the heat
Boots, Herbs, Barks and
Seeds. They Invigorate the
STOMACH, STIMULATE
THE TORPID LIVER and
BOWELS, Cleanse
the
Blood of all Impurities, and
give new Life and Vigor to
the whole system.
They will RESTORE A
LOST APPETITE, RELIEVE HEADACHE,COSINDIGESTIVENESS,
TION, DYSPEPSIA, NERVOUS DEBILITY, and all
complaints arising from an
IMPURE STATE of the

11 Cedar St
G. PALMEK.

Fine Family Carriaae.
I he public are Invited to call
and
the
tbove named Carriages which are all examine
of our own
Make; and as to style, beauty of finish and
durability
BrC”0t sarl,a8sed by
any builder in

cap!
as
as

during

are
care

w!5

E OREST

ami back 25 cents, children half price.
ortlaud, April 1, 1872.
apt

are

™

MEDICINE.

great

IIP"Privatejiartles
io the

plving

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

GOODHUE’S

The heal Spring & Summer iTIediciue
offered to the public.

ap6d&w

JOHN BROOKS

OLIVER,

can be accommodated
on board,

SUPERIOR SEA-GOIJiU
STEAMERS

13.45 P.M.

an

CIP*Iieliable information cheerfully furnished at

GREAT BLOOD PURIFIER.

THE

CAPTAIN A. S.

1-9 Exchange Street.

49

all times.

BY

HERB

aplltf

To Let.
front room 21J FREE ST.
PLEASANT
Terms reasonable.
my8tf

/ I OOD board with pleasant
rooms, furnished or unVA furnished; also lodging rooms and table board
can be secured if applied lor
soon, at 209 CONGRESS
St. near the corner of Pearl st.
May 7th, 1872.
*lw

■

said
"aid,

house work

AND

to

__

WO good girls to go into the country—to do
general

Apply at this office.

appUca^

I

thorough

Wanted.

For a few moments we could none of
us
stir. It seemed as if on the
slighest motion
on our part, the
chest—which I afterward
learned was filled with
cartrdges for the supl»ly ot one of the petty armies engaged in the
1 araguayan war—would
explode, followed bv
other chests and kegs
piled around. Then
came the captain’s low
chuckling laugh, and
we heard him
say >“This will drive you
out, then, strong
6 as
^
you are.”
Then, with a gesture of impatience he
threw down the burnt-out splint, took afresh
match from the box he held, and was about
to strike it,
when, with a cry that did not
sound human, Anderson
leaped upon him,
and with one tremendous blow struck
him
on
him the next moment as
down, trampling
he applied his moist lips to the charred
and
smoking edge of the chest.
The captain was not
stunned, though; and
directly after, a fearful struggle took place
amid these kegs, my part
being confined to
the securing of the
match-box, which I tore
from Ins hand,
trembling as I did so, lest it
should explode. Then came the loud
pantof
the wretched man, as held
ing breathing
down by four strong
men, he bowed his bod;
up again and again with a power that was almost superhuman.
But the danger was now
passed; au<f without losing a
moment, w'e dragged him out into his own cabin. Water was
Abundantly
applied to the charred side of t-'ie box; and
Mr. Ray’s first act was to make the carpenter
screw up the door in a
way t-kat restored confidence as every screw was driven in. I
say
his first act; for his second was to sit down
on the deck
and cover his face with his
hands, and remain »i that position for fully

i

has he been to-day?”

good

COMB,

I shall never forget his countenance as be
gazed up at us, fixed,—rigid, to a degree. For
a lew
moments, horror and dread of impending
death seemed to have robbed him of all
power.
Then he sprang up, the man once more.
"Quick, he exclaimed, “for your lives!”
Then leading the way he dashed down the
cabin stairs. We followed
him, but only to
find our progress arrested
by the closed door,
which resisted ali our efforts.

and

None

well recommended as to
workmanship need apply.
wages and steady work will be given.
or apply at once to GLEASON &
TITto est Dudley, Mass.
my8dlw

To such

1” he

room

Machine Tender.

can come

teiuperance-aud

Tne days glided
slowly by with varying
weather. The hot latitudes were reached,
ihere was a little
horse-play as we crossed n these
the line: then a shark was
Specialties by Dr. HEATH disclosed the
caught, and at
ot
times a dolphin or bonito; and
with
at last, pant“"I86 stlfferl"g
IY’ iT>
Dyspepsia,
Constipation,
ing with the heat, we lay beneath the almost
diseases
Consumption,
d
thn^kln111
vertical rays of the sun, without a breath
Skin, Blood,Heart, Liver, Kidneys, Bladder,
of
caused by Seminal
wifid to fill the sails as
Weakness, and resistthey hung from the 'd all wete
treatment till it was
the
cured, and that 4W of
vessel gently rolling in the swell as
yards,
not **« uureJ without local
the sea heaved and fell without as
5r?nCoald
Hons
of
the proper remedies direct to
mueh
the organs as
as a ripple visible.
by the stomach alone prov.Twirse
Rough coverings were medicines
lmu useless.
This discovery, with a gifted iungged up; but in spite of all that could, be
lintion
to. detect the fatal and latent
done to mitigate it, the heat was unbearable
enmI'llcatlons aftecting his
is the reason of his
beating down upon our heads and reflected •uring so many who had patients,
tried the advertised inediIncs
and most eminent physicians in
from the sea, which shone like a
this country
vast mirror
of polished metal.
*IEPICAL& PHYSIOLOGICAL
Gaping seams, with the lvoRKr0|f'.|nnh.
YORK, published in IMJ, these subjects are
tar oozing forth, rails and stanchions
1 reated
so heatupon fully, and tor the first time by any nhv1 p 3
ed that a hand could not
ician or author.
be borne upon them
Dr. HEATH,
it was no wonder that we were
by request and liermlssion of
constantly
its patients, can iiresent the
evidence of those who
longmg for the comparative cool of the night:
from a few months to 30
years: been
but even then there was not time
i(""|rtKby as niauy
reated
as '40 professors and
for the
physicians
°® *° ®®>000, and pronounced intemperature to grow much lower before the
oraUe who' have
sun once more
enjoyed the best of health from one
rose, each day apparently hot- ! 0urable.who
A5 years, since his treatment.
ter than the last.
A pergonal interview is
desirable, though we have
We were seated one
the 1 lot Been one-tenth of our patients,
evening,
watching
last g.ow of the
HEATH has resided at No. 116 East
setting sun, when Anderson,
vp/-H.
m
Rtrw‘' ^sw York (near Madison and
the second mate, made the remark
that he i
4830, and receives patients
thought a change was coming, and then our < ill flfp8,|ice
daily, and in the evening.
attention was taken
apr20-eod&eow
up by Mr. Ray passing
desceudin8 “s to the

tain*sbcatifnlln<1
“How

BARKER,

Paper Makers!

Cylinder
WANTED,—A
but
who

_M.

ROOT

PEOPLE’S

DOCTOR

AN

Commercial street.

131

Office,

.^C^THE

r

Will leave the end of Custom House Wharf dally for
Peaks’ Island at 8.45 A. M., and 3.15 P. M.
Returning will leave Peaks’ Island 9.15 A. M.,

W. D. LITTLE A CO.

They

Aunlv

Island to Let.
ISLAND 13 miles from Portland and two
miles front main land, containing about 40
acres, together with the buildings thereon, consisting
ol new Dwelling «ouse, Barn,
Sheds, and Fish
House, all in iierlect repair.
This is a good location for either Farmer or Fisherman.
The land is excellent—sea-dressing and
iiiuuk
auunuam.
rue naruor is good and in close
proximity to good fishing grounds which with several
markets near at hand make It a rare chance to
carry
on the market
fishing and lobster business. Terms
moderate.
For particulars
apply to
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
Commercial
Sreet, Portland, Me.
«
.o
12-d&wtf
Jan

to

my9d2w

To Let:
pleasant Cottage House No.

THE

FOUR H )RSE WAGON—Axle to be 24 inch.

half an hour.
Constant watching, binding and the use of
potent drugs placed the captain out of the
reach of means to place us again in
peril
But though a breeze
sprang up the next day'
amf our well-managed
ship prosperously finished her voyage, I never
lay down to sleep
the rest ot the tune without a
shudder, and
never once
off
without waking with
dropped
1 start from a horrible
dream of seeing the
.aptam, match box in his hand, annlvine a
ue
•gut tu
euge oi tne cartridge chest.—
chamber s Journal.

loot.

have the
of

owner can

WANTED.

vain, for a few
minutes, till, running on deck, the old sailor
returned in an instant with a
oouple of marline-spikes, which were inserted just as we
once more heard the
crackling of a match
“Quick! it’s for dear life!” cried Ray,
and the door crashed;
gave way and flew
open, to reveal to us, standing perfectly unmomi by our forcible
entry, the captain,
holding a lighted splint to an iron-bound
chest, which was already blackened and
j charred at the edge.

‘Now I don’t think it’s from
cowardice,”
said my friend to
me, as we walked the deck
that night, when the
gale had somewhat mod
erated.
Ot course this is in confidence.”
I nodded.
“Well,” he continued, “I don’t, know what
to make of him;
sometimes I think he is
mad. How he got appointed to this
ship I
can’t tell. Mr. Kay don’t say
anything, but
he is one of those men who think all the
more, and of course he’ll be particularly careful lest the captain should think
that, as first
mate, he is jealous because the command was
not placed in his hands.”
No more was then said; but before many
days had passed we found that the man who
had been intrusted with a fine
vessel, a valuable cargo and, more than all, the lives of
passengers and crew, was one of those beings
who, not content with the enjoyment of the
good things of this life, are in the habit of
having intemperate outbreaks, when the impulse to drink, commencing perhaps with the
stimulants taken in some time of peril, grows
P‘‘”,et-t|v uncootrolU-Ula, and culminates at
U1
•bose horl‘ible fits of mania

VERY

Counting Room
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wrong way at the door.”
He dragged at it, but in

I
1

The
at

by applying

same

to be heard came a
sharp
crackling noise, and it wanted not the mate’s
word to enlighten usas he hissed “Lucifers
“Here, quick, for God’s sake!” exlcaimed
Anderson. “Look here; we are
forcing the

captain

Handkerchief.

LADY’S
the

“Listen!” whispered Ray; and then he couti med;
Good heavens,, if he were to fire
now!”
The next moment there was a sound
which
seemed to make every nerve in
my body
thrill and I frankly own that
hadmy limbs obeyed my will, I should have rushed on
deck

found that the second mate had been at
the
same school as
myself, and together we went
over the old days and
as
1
compared notes,
walked the deck with him far info his
watch.
The weather turned foul once
more, but
this time, through the
mate, I contrived to
stay on deck, when, to my surprise, I found
that the greater part of the
duty was shifted
on to the chief
mate, the
seldom
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convenient house of 10 rooms.
BRUNEI,!. & CO., ISO Exchange »t.

Master Kay,” he

almost inaudible.
“He has got into' the powder
exclaimed.

grating,

STORE

Found.
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seized a coop or
side, for plainly

No. 187 Commercial »t., corner of Union
St.. occupied by George M. Small. Suitable for
Flour and Grain, and heavy Grocery Trade.
Double counting room in 2d story. For terme apply to
EDWARD FOX.
mch27
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J. C. AYER & CO.. Lowell, Mass.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
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and Vest makers; also one good pressJOHN ROBERTS, Gorham, Me.

fice.

parture health

Store 92 Middle street, now occupied bv Hovt
Fogg and Breed. Apply to
MATTOCkS & FOX,
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this city—Partner in a good reliable business.
Capital 1000 dollars. Address J. N. P., Post Of-

hatch; and as he kneeled there
gazing down, I could see a tremor running
through his whole frame, and when at last he
turned to us, his voice was so
husky as to be

■

by

man,

my8d2w

ed down the

shipboard,
gloomy, low-ceiled prison,
with stout beams crossing
every here and
there, the light stealing feebly through the
little windows, the air you breathe hot, foul
and stiffling, the hatch above
you battened
down, so that, save at special times, there is
no communication with the
deck, and nearly
every fellow passenger either bemoaning his
hard fate, or else groaning as he lies i the
helpless misery of sea-sickness. I think that
if all the miseries of a
rough voyage could be
foreseen, those who take trips to far-off lands
would be greatly reduced in numbers.
A couple of days’ respite came at last in
the
shape of fine weather, and in the reaction produced by the bright sunshine and the
brisk
free,
air we breathed on
deck, the troubles of the past
were forgotten.
The captain still seemed .all
that was pleasant *, but there was a flushed
and heavy look in his countenance that I did
not like, and before
long I had another opinion upon the
subject, for in conversation I

It was enough to make
any landsman nervous as to our fate should the
heavy weather

V/

deck.”
As he spoke, we heard the cabin door unlocked; then the rattling of keys and the

a

Tr
delirium tremens.

Wanted

F'lOAT,

not shoot him down
through the
skylight?” said the chief mate; and then, as
if blushing at his own
proposition, he added
hastily; “No, no; that would be like murder.
We must dash in upon him at all risks. But
what’s that? Look out? He is coming on
8

a

a

34 Wilmot St.
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for one week at No. 95 Brackett st.
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gether.

if giving the unfortunate
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STEAMERS.

Peak’d Island Steamboat Company.
STEAMER
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produce disappear, such as Ulcerations qf the Liver
Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St. Anthony's Fire, Rose or
Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, and Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Ulcers aiul Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia
Pain in the Bones, Side, and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhaa arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease, liropsy, Dyspepsia
Emaciation, and General Debility. With their de-

Store, No. 149 Commercial at., recently occupied by Messrs. Puriugtoo «St Butler; suitable for wholesale Flour or Grocery Business. Gas
Water and all modern convenience*. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & t o.,
146 Commercial treat.
janietf

Girl Wanted.
do general housework—a capable, efficient
American or Nova Scotia girl. Family small,

The same feeling must have pervaded all
breasts as we stood looking at one another; and then I saw the old sailor wet the
palms of his hands and rub them gently to-

him,

Me.

Wanted.
by a young lady of experience in
Fancy Goods Store. Address J. B.

or

my

heavy let of it,” he said huskily;
spoke he glanced involuntarily in

“We must run in on

Portland,

SITUATION
Dry

our

said.
Could

Four (4) Kingsley Steam Hammers, iu good order
For further information address
CASCO NATIONAL BANK,
April 17-dlm
Portland, Me.

A uoob horse, 8 or 9 years old, bound
/-’MTfVand kind; weight 1060 or 1100 lbs.
n H
Address
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1
BOX 1S8S,
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AT THK

series of com plaints, which
are always
afflicting and
too often fatal. It purities
the blood, purges out the
I
lurking humors In the
which
under.system,
mine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the
appearance on the surface of humors that should
be expelled from tlie blood. Internal derangements
are the determination of these same humors to some
internal orgau, or organs, whose action they derange
and whose substance they disease and destroy
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla expels these humors from
the blood. When they are gone, the disorders they

FOR SALE !

t

PROCURE TICKETS

medicine that cures
real public blessing.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure of a

A
is
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hang.

passengers the credit of being the cause of
their sufferings, lost no opportunity of visiting the said sufferings upon their heads. I
said upon their heads, but the feet as frequently suffered, buckets of water being
(liLShfHi nnnil tllPTM—nf pm imp appi<lpntl«r_5f
we ventured on deck,
during holy-stoning
time. We came to grief, too, over the
ropes,
over the stowage of cargo, and in a
variety of
ways during those first days; our sea-going
friends looked upon us as an inferior race of
beings, whom, as lubbars, it is their dnty to
afflict. But by dint ot good
temper, this was
all pretty well got over, in time for the
rough
weather we encountered down
channel, and
right across the bay of Biscay; sufficiently
bad to confine us all, sick and
well, below
hatches, for many a dreary day of pitching
and tossing, with the
ship’s timbers groaning
and creaking to a
degree that seemed to
threaten falling to pieces.
Picture to yourself, you who have not been

as
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MAIN
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RAILROADS.

j

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

Virat-i'laiM (Modern) Brick
Building,
For term of yearn—Rent low.
BUILDING 160x40 feet, 3 1-2 Stories high
Wing 70x40 feet, 3 1-2 stories high: Force
Boom
b
120x32 feet. 1 story high.
There i9 in the building a 100 horse engine, main
lines of shafting, elevator, is piped for gas, water and
steam, and has a never-failing supply of puke waTKK, is well located, being less than 1-8 mile from
wharves or Railroad depots, both east and west
fronts three streets, and is .well arranged for manufacture of car-springs and axles, cottou or woolen
goods or for a machine shop, foundry or paper mill.
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Mechanics.

A

A

in dread of a rush to the boats, we
forbore to answer.
The peril, though, was indeed great, for in
one small cabin, especially strengthened for
its reception, a large quantity of powder w-as
stored, and if one bullet happened to pass
through, the chances were that the heat
evolved in its passage would explode it
all,
and in a moment the whole vessel would be
blown to atoms.
These were two courses open to us; to
seize the boats at once, and push off or to
make a bold and manly effort to subdue the
madman, in whose hands our lives seemed to

ingly.

J‘

and

^

MEDICAL.

toTet.
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For a
no means

I,

YOUNG man of good character—one who is
willing to devote himself to business during reasonable business hours—to engage in a
liglit^and profitable business, which will pay at the rate of $10,000
l>er annum. Apply to or address GEO. WEBSTER,
34 School st., Room 14, Boston, Mass.
mylOdlw

Another shot made us all start, and now
passengers and crew began to collect, eagerly
asking what was wrong—questions, though,

presence seemed to augur a termination to
our troubles, aud he was welcomed accord-

known

a

Manufacturers
Apply to W

85000.

and as lie
the direction of the boats.

a week's delay followed, ending in a fresh
appointment, and the coming of a new captain—a man ot quiet, genial aspect, whose

showing himself on deck.

Llddeford, May

Anderson.

“Yes,

TO LEI.

Tin Plate Workers Wauted.
( ~kNE accustomed to Factory work prrefered.

and firmly:—

ennial drunkenness was the proper state of
men’s existence; and who, as long as sixpence lasted, obstinately refused to go on
board, in many cases haviug to be hauled
from the wharf over the side, like so much
suspended animation. Then we had been
warped out in the river, and were lying
awaiting the captain; we found that he had
been taken suddeuly and violently ill, so that

on

Wanted.
Experienced Dressmaker.
AN SNELL,
337 Congress st.

"We should only be casting away our lives
if we were to go in now. The
only plan I
can suggest is to watch him
through the skyand
in
when
he
is
light
go
asleep.”
“I dou’t think he can do any mischief in
the mean tsme,” 1 said; “but we must seize
him soon.”
“Mischief!” said the old sailor
dryly.
“Well, I duuuo; but what if he keeps on pom
ping ufl' that revolver thing? We shall be
having a bullet in among the powder, and
then a blow up.”
“Powder?” I said.
“Yes; in the magazine.”
“Is there powder on board?’ -1
said, with a
strange tremor in my voice, as I turned to

We had not been many days at sea before
my mind misgave me, and I began to dread
an unfortunate termination to our voyage,
for matters had gone wrong from the very
beginning. There had been trouble with the
crew, who seemed to have an idea that per-

as

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

and as we stood once more on deck,
the first mate wiped the perspiration from his
forehead and looked from one to the other, as
much as to say, “What shall we do ?”
It was indeed a trying position, and for a
few moments no one spoke. Then Mr. Kay
seemed to recover himself, and said quietly

Powder Magazine.

debauch, aud,

!

up his hand

rectly,

goldcu lever
Moves more
Syracusan might
Deceit brings wealth, wealth buys the bubble fame,
Fame lulls the lever of the soul, and makes
Us feel that we have grasp'd an immortality.
—Joaquin Miller.

In A

holding

thud close to my ear, ai d I started back witli
the knowledge that a bullet had
juwt pa>sed
through the cabin door and whistled by my
head. Then followed a loud, harsh laugh,
followed by a couple more pistol shots, both
of which passed
through the panel of the
door.
I need hardly say that we beat a retreat di-

The world lias turn’d sbopkoeiicr—go, sell, sell;
Put ou yourself a costly price, to sell:
Real cash-customers buy no cheap goods.
The mob has now got hold the
Anti skilful judges of corn, pork and cabbage
Do judge men by their arrogance and name.
Assume a lofty air and sounding tltJo—
The barefaced fools outnumber aud outsnout
The men of sense aud solid worth and thought.
The gilded chisell’d vessels that encaae
Most stupid, sour, ami unwholesome wines
At once are pluck’d at by the money-mob,
The while the plain but precious bottled liquor
Accumulates the dust of generations.

Go, buy aud sell.

mate was

signal as he unlocked the door, when we !
were staggered by a
sharp report of a pistol,
simultaneously with which there was a dull
as a

j
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